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3. Report of inventions
None.

4. Scientific proaress and accomDiisliments

•

•

•

Improved cross-platform compatibility, including resolution of floating-point
handling differences among compilers and chipsets. Recent versions of
CHILD have been compiled for Linux, MacOS, Sun, and Intel platforms,
Random number generator enhancements, including read/write of current
random generator state (which allows runs to be interrupted and re-started
from exactly the same state), and independent random-number sequences for
different modules.
Run-time (rather than compile-time) selection of erosion/transport formulas.

Other new capabilities include the following:
•

Module to simulate channel sidewall erosion/sedimentation by slab failure
(Istanbulluoglu etal., in review),^
• Time Series handling module that provides a general input-file format and
parsing capability to handle time-varying parameters, such as mean storm
intensity or infiltration capacity.
• Module simulating plunge-pool erosion (Flores, 2004).''
• Option for computing peak storm discharge based on catchment geometry and
storm duration (Solyom and Tucker, in press).
• Addition of new alternative erosion and sediment transport algorithms,
including the Bridge-Dominic formula and a modified form of the MeyerPeter-Mueller formula (Tucker, 2004).
• In connection with a related project on alluvial valley evolution, a module has
been developed to record depositional stratigraphy at high space-time
resolution, and bugs in the stream-meander module that caused the model to
crash under conditions of rapid sedimentation have been fixed.

4.3 Origins and Controls on Arroyo Networks: Results from
Paleohydrology and Aerial Photograph Analysis
Introduction
Understanding erosion and sediment transport in rangeland landscapes is
important for a variety of reasons. From the perspective of land management,
effective erosion control requires an understanding of the nature, frequency and
magnitude of the climatic, hydrologic, biotic, and geomorphic drivers. From the
perspective of long-term landscape evolution, a quantitative understanding of the
"rules of the landscape" is needed in order to answer questions such as: What are the
frequency and magnitude properties of sediment movement, and how do these change
with scale? How sensitive are rates of sediment movement and topographic change to
climatic, tectonic, or human forcing? What interpretations of the Quaternary
landscape-change record are consistent with the mechanics and chemistry of the
driving processes? In addition, in the particular case of the central Rocky Mountains
piedmont, which we investigate here, quantitative models of rangeland dynamics are
needed to test the plausibility of the hypothesis that climatic oscillation has driven
accelerated denudation along the margins of the Rocky Mountains (e.q., Zhano et al
2001).
^

^ Implemented in MIT version; merger with CU-Oxford code base pending.

and discuss, we have opted for inclusiveness. As a result, some of the publications
included as appendices deal with rather general issues (such as the role of erosion
thresholds in the mechanics of channel evolution) with impi ications that extend
beyond the immediate question of gully physics. Likewise, because of the
collaborative nature of this project, we have not tried to separate explicitly the work
performed by the Oxford and MIT teams, though this report does emphasize the
Oxford team's activities.
The project has involved contributions from many people. In particular, the
project has benefited greatly from the work of graduate students and postdoctoral
researchers at MIT and the University of Oxford, who are the lead authors of many of
the appendices in this report. They include: Lee Arnold (OSL dating and stochastic
modeling), Daniel Collins (vegetation modeling), Homero Flores (plunge-pool
erosion modeling, soils analysis). Dr. Erkan Istanbulluoglu (slab-failure measurement
and modeling), Tumbikanani Mtika (channel head analysis), and Peter Solyom
(erosion-hydrology modeling, catchment-shape controls). In addition, Dr. Stephen
Stokes and Dr. Vanessa Winchester of the University of Oxford generously
contributed time and expertise, as well as the use of their laboratories. Arnaud
Desitter made vast improvements to the performance, efficiency, and capabilities of
the CHILD code. Quintijn Clevis made significant contributions to CHILD'S
floodplain and stratigraphy modules, and Patrick Bogaart developed the original
TimeSeries module in CHILD. We are also grateful for field assistance from Bill
Bennett, Domenico Capolongo, Nicole Gasparini, Salvatore Grimaldi, Quintijn
Clevis, and Vanessa Teles. John Kuzmiak of the U.S.G.S. Pueblo Office kindly
provided access to high-resolution rainfall and discharge records. Finally, the support
of the Fort Carson Directorate of Environmental Compliance and Management
(DECAM) has been invaluable to the project. It would not have been possible without
their help. In particular, we would like to thank Brian Goss, James Kulbeth, Jeff Linn,
Bruce Miller, Linda Moeder, and Dan Sharps.

4.2 CHILD Model Development and Capabilities
One of the main aims of the project was to add new capabilities to the CHILD
model. Here, these capabilities are summarized. Applications and results from
sensitivity analyses appear in various sections below.
Improvements to mesh-generation algorithms, low-level routines, and utility
functions include the following;
•

•
•
•

•

Implementation and testing of the fast Tipper algorithm for Delaunay
triangulation. This resulted in a mesh-generation speed improvement on the
order of lOl
General performance tuning and removal of memory leaks.
Improved input-file handling, with fast random (rather than sequential) access
of input data files.
Implementation of a network-accessible source code management, update and
retrieval system using the open-source Concurrent Version System (CVS).
The system allows for file modification by multiple, concurrent developers,
for retrieval of past file versions, and provides many other developer features.
Creation of a browser-accessible auto-documentation system for the source
code using the Doxygen document generator.
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glacial maximum climate supported a climax vegetation of predominantly low-

growing species such as shrubs and grasses. This definition includes much of the
piedmont landscapes of the North American west, much of southern Africa, large
areas of Australian lowlands, Mediterranean regions, South American pampas, and
similar regions.
The geomorphology of rangelands is commonly characterized by ephemeral or
intermittent stream channels and unchanneled valleys. Dry channels, variously called
"gullies," "arroyos," "wadis" or other regional terms, are common. Whatever the
name, ephemeral channels in rangelands are often incised into valley-floor alluvium
or occasionally bedrock (e.g., Cooke and Reeves, 1976; Graf, 1983; Bull, 1997;
Prosser and Slade, 1994; Boardman et al., 2003). Here the term arroyo is used to refer
to incised, ephemeral channels with steep sidewalls and a rectilinear to U-shaped
cross section. (Note that by including incised ephemeral channels of all sizes we
depart from the definition of Graf (1988), who preferred the term "gully" for smaller
channels. However, "gully" is commonly used to refer to any small, incised channel
regardless of morphology, and is therefore too general for our purposes).
Arroyos networks are zones of concentrated geomorphic activity, and an
understanding of sediment budgets and landscape sensitivity therefore requires a
quantitative understanding of their governing mechanisms. A great deal has been
written on arroyo networks, particularly those in the U.S. west. The bulk of the
literature, however, has concentrated on understanding the trigger factors (e.g.,
grazing, subtle climate change, or other causes) for widespread arroyo incision near
the close of the 19"" century (e.g., Cooke and Reeves, 1976; Graf, 1983; Antevs,
1952). Although "ultimate causes" have proven difficult to untangle, it is clear that (a)
there usually is a strong correlation between the advent of intensive grazing and
widespread channel incision (e.g., Graf, 1988), but equally, in some parts of the
world, ancient filled channels indicate that incision has occurred repeatedly during the
late Quaternary, indicating that European-scale livestock grazing is not the only
possible trigger.
A number of studies have focused on documenting patterns of channel change
in drylands, using repeat channel surveys, space-time substitution and other methods.
These studies have yielded a valuable database of observations and led to the
development of conceptual models to describe a typical "arroyo cycle". Schumm
(1977) argued that arroyos commonly undergo a phase of rapid incision, followed by
widening and subsequent aggradation as stream power decreases and sediment supply
from sidewalls increases. This view was modified by Elliott et al. (1999) to include
the possibility of subsequent phases of incision. Leopold (1951) showed that arroyo
trenching in the U.S. southwest was correlated with a period of increased rainfall
intensity and decreased mean rainfall, and argued that this subtle climate change was
sufficient to drive widespread incision. This view was challenged by Schumm and
Parker (1973) and Patton and Schumm (1975), who argued on the basis of field
observations and laboratory experiments that repeated episodes of incision and
infilling can occur due to internal dynamics within a drainage network and do not
require external forcing. If correct, this means that past episodes of incision or
infilling will not necessarily provide any information about environmental change. (It
would not imply that channel incision is unpredictable, but that the driving factors are
predominantly internal (e.g., patterns of channel width, gradient, stream power, etc)
rather than external.) Bull (1997) developed a conceptual model for discontinuous
ephemeral streams in which deposition of a fan-like deposit below a discontinuous
channel leads to a gradual increase in gradient, until stream power is sufficient to
drive incision.

Despite these advances, we still lack a quantitative, process-based theory for
arroyo formation and development, though recent models have begun to address this
issue (Howard, 1999; Bull etal., 2000; Kirkby and Bull, 2000; Istanbulluoglu etal., in
review) and related problems such as the role of vegetation dynamics in ephemeral
channel networks (Collins et al., in press). To develop and test such a theory,
quantitative observations are needed on arroyo hydrology, kinematics (rates of
morphologic change), vegetation patterns, and erosion and sedimentation rates. Here
we report on observations collected from gullied drainage basins in central and
southern Colorado, USA. These observations, together with inferences drawn from
numerical modeling, point toward (a) a highly episodic pattern of arroyo initiation and
growth, (b) the importance of intense, convective storms in driving channel incision
and advance, and (c) the central role of rangeland vegetation as an erosion mediator.
Field setting
The primary field settings are Fort Carson, Colorado, and its satellite training
facility, Pinon Canyon Maneuver Site. Our primary study sites within these
installations are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Fort Carson
Military Reservation

Figure 1: Location of study areas witliin Fort Carson.

Site FC-1: Little Grand Canyon
This is a several hundred meter long and deeply incised arroyo in Training
Area 42 (Figure 3). It is incised into a combination of Quaternary alluvium and
interbedded shales and fine sands of the Cretaceous Carlile shale and Greenhorn
limestone formations. The head of the arroyo has multiple branches. The

northernmost of these is the deepest (10 to 15m just below the main headscarp);
below this, the channel gradually shallows until the channel floor intersects the valley
floor about half a ki lometer below the largest headscarp. A portion of the northern
branch trends almost perpendicular to the valley axis. Within the wall of this branch
are three prominent filled paleochannels; the base of the largest of these is on the
order of 10m below the valley floor. The alluvial infill exposed within these channels
is also exposed throughout the sidewalls of the main channel. The eastern side of the
basin contains cliff-forming outcrops of the Fort Hays limestone member of the
Niobrara formation. Examination of 1937 aerial photographs reveals that the gully
was present in 1937. Between 1937 and 1999 the headcut in its main active branch
extended about 30 meters, at an average rate of about 50cm/yr. Since 1937, a
shallower channel formed upstream of the main headcut. As of 1999 this upper
channel was about 80 meters long; its minimum average extension rate is 1.3 meters
per year.
Three large filled paleochannels are exposed along a section of the deep main
channel (Figure 4). Three preliminary OSL dates of fill near the base of one of these
yields an estimated ages in the early-mid Holocene. It is interesting to note that these
dates correspond with the Altithermal period, a time of heightened aridity throughout
the southwest.

Big Arroyo
- -'

Taylor Arroyo
headwaters

J'
I '/ ■'1' ./

-K^'

Figure 2: Location of main study areas at PCMS.

Site FC-2: Swiss Valiey (also known as "Big Valley")
This site is an east-southeast oriented drainage basin along the eastern base
perimeter in the south of Fort Carson (Figure 1, 5). It contains a branching arroyo
network whose channels extend nearly to Route 1, The main channel is interrupted by

two large check dams, one near the perimeter fence and one upstream. The catchment
is underlain predominantly by sub-horizontal shales and interbedded limestone-shale
sequences belonging to the Smoky Hill shale member of the Niobrara formation.
Capping this along the basin-margin ridges is an unconsolidated deposit of gravelly
alluvium (Quaternary Nussbaum alluvium) sourced from red granites within the Front
Range. The presence of this unit implies that the basin rim is a remnant of one of the
lower pediment surfaces that occur along much of the Front Range. Within the central
part of the valley is a clay-rich (shale-derived) alluvial infill. To the north of the main
channel and beginningjust below the upper check dam, this clay-rich alluvium is
incised by a series of narrow, north-south oriented channels. These channels contain
abundant evidence of active piping, including sinkholes and arches. Other pipingassociated features, such as pillars and subterranean plunge-pools (?) are present
along the walls of the main channel.
The main channel below the upper check dam locally cuts into bedrock, but
more commonly is incised into valley-floor alluvium. Multiple, inset filled
paleochannels outcrop along the channel walls (Figure 6). The fill within these
channels is variable, ranging from stratified granite-derived sands and gravels to
massive to stratified platy shales and fine sandstones (?).

Figure 3A: Little Grand Canyon in a 1999 USGS aerial photograph. Length from head to EC
dam is about 800m.
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2. Scientific personnel and honors/awards/degrees
':1':::^I^^Y''''

Oxford-affinated personnel; M,T-affiliated personnel are

• Dr. Gregory E. Tucker, PI
• Mr. Peter Solyom, D.Phil, student
• Mr. Lee Arnold, D.Phil, student
• Mr. Tumbikanani Mtika, MSc awarded 2001
.*
•
•

Dr' Sr. f^^'l (°SL geochronology; co-supervisor of Arnold)
Dr. Vanessa Winchester (Dendrogeomorphology)
Mr. Arnaud Desitter (Software engineering)

3. Report of inventions
None.

4. Scientific progress and accomplishments
4.11ntroduction
.,^, .u ^f^ f"^'"^ '' °"^ °^ *^^ ^°'^ ^'■3^3tic outcomes of environmental chanop
whether that change is of natural or anthropogenic origin. The initiaUon and a owth of
gully systems can lead to significant land degradation. The resul ing edimen? io^Js
can lead to significant downstream impacts, including water quality den adation
reservoir and waterway sedimentation, and disturbance of aquatic ecSem in
some cases, gully growth may halt or reverse following a peL^of anSe
flTT TT'' 'u' '"''''^'°" °^9""y 'y^''^' "^^y'ngger a self-enhancinq
In order to develop a better understanding of gully networl<s and their Dhv<;ir<;
this project has brought together a complementary su'e of techniques mathemati
and numerical modeling, field survey, repeat aerill photograph analysis
paleohydrology, optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating and '
dendrogeomorphology. The most general aim is to develop a better quantitative
understanding of the dynamics of gully initiation and groMh. More spL c Iv we
have sought to achieve the following objectives:
speciricaiiy, we
•

Develop an improved landscape evolution model capable of simulating the
key processes involved in rangeland gully formation and evolution• I est this model by discovering necessary and sufficient conditions '(e a
processes parameters, and boundary conditions) required to explain key
features of semi-arid gully/arroyo systems;
^
• Discover testable implications of key contributing factors, such as sedimententrainment thresholds, grassland vegetation dynamics, and convect!ve storm
hydrology by conducting sensitivity experiments in which process parameters
can be varied independently;
^
•

lufJ^'I'T^^'!''' °^ ^"^"^y'^'i^'fy O-e- no independent trigger necessary) in
observed alternating erosion-deposition cycles, by determining whether
autocychcity can be reproduced numerically;
• Document the tempo of gully erosion on three different time scales- annual
(via repeat field survey), multi-decadal (via analysis of historic and modern
aerial photographs), and late Quaternary (via OSL dating);
• Test the potential for dendrogeomorphic methods to contribute useful
quantitative data on channel evolution and dynamics;
• Assess the potential for turning the research-grade numerical model into
practical decision-support tools for land management, and the data and
computational ingredients required,
Jm'lo^eT ''''''"''^' P''°3''^^' ""'"^^ ^°''"'^ ^^""^ °^fh^se objectives, and the methods
This report is organized as a series of sections dealing with one or more
aspects of the project. In many cases, these refer to reprints of published papers
which are included as appendices. In several areas, the objectives of this project have
overlapped with those of related research activities, leading to publications that
combine elements of two or more projects. In choosing which publications to include

and discuss, we have opted for inclusiveness. As a result, some of the publications
included as appendices deal with rather general issues (such as the role of erosion
thresholds in the mechanics of channel evolution) with implications that extend
beyond the immediate question of gully physics. Likewise, because of the
collaborative nature of this project, we have not tried to separate explicitly the work
performed by the Oxford and MIT teams, though this report does emphasize the
Oxford team's activities.
The project has involved contributions from many people. In particular the
project has benefited greatly from the work of graduate students and postdoctoral
researchers at MIT and the University of Oxford, who are the lead authors of many of
the appendices in this report. They include: Lee Arnold (OSL dating and stochastic
modeling), Daniel Collins (vegetation modeling), Homero Flores (plunge-pool
erosion modeling, soils analysis). Dr. Erkan Istanbulluoglu (slab-failure measurement
and modeling), Tumbikanani Mtika (channel head analysis), and Peter Solyom
(erosion-hydrology modeling, catchment-shape controls). In addition Dr Stephen
Stokes and Dr. Vanessa Winchester of the University of Oxford generously
contributed time and expertise, as well as the use of their laboratories Arnaud
Desitter made vast improvements to the performance, efficiency, and capabilities of
the CHILD code. Quintijn Clevis made significant contributions to CHILD'S
floodplain and stratigraphy modules, and Patrick Bogaart developed the original
TimeSeries module in CHILD. We are also grateful for field assistance from Bill
Bennett, Domenico Capolongo, Nicole Gasparini, Salvatore Grimaidi, Quintijn
Clevis, and Vanessa Teles. John Kuzmiak of the U.S.G.S. Pueblo Office kindly
provided access to high-resolution rainfall and discharge records. Finally, the support
of the Fort Carson Directorate of Environmental Compliance and Management
(DECAM) has been invaluable to the project. It would not have been possible without
their help. In particular, we would like to thank Brian Goss, James Kulbeth Jeff Linn
Bruce Miller, Linda Moeder, and Dan Sharps.

4.2 CHILD Model Development and Capabilities
One of the main aims of the project was to add new capabilities to the CHILD
model. Here, these capabilities are summarized. Applications and results from
sensitivity analyses appear in various sections below.
Improvements to mesh-generation algorithms, low-level routines and utility
functions include the following:
•

•
•
•

•

Implementation and testing of the fast Tipper algorithm for Delaunay
triangulation. This resulted in a mesh-generation speed improvement on the
orderof 10 .
General performance tuning and removal of memory leaks.
Improved input-file handling, with fast random (rather than sequential) access
of input data files.
Implementation of a network-accessible source code management, update and
retrieval system using the open-source Concurrent Version System (CVS).
The system allows for file modification by multiple, concurrent developers,
for retrieval of past file versions, and provides many other developer features.
Creation of a browser-accessible auto-documentation system for the source
code using the Doxygen document generator.

Sr .^'^r"P '^^"'"^ compatibility, including resolution of floating-point
handling differences among compilers and chipsets. Recent versions of ^
.

Q.n^l
?""" '°'"P'""'' ^°' ^'""^' M^'^OS' Sun- and Intel platforms
r/nHn
T ^'"''f ^^^ancements, including read/write of current
random generator state (which allows runs to be interrupted and re-started
iSdut""^ '''''^' "' '''''''''''' random-Lber seguenc'effor

.

Run-time (rather than compile-time) selection of erosion/transport formulas.

Other new capabilities include the following:
.
*
•
'
.

'

Module to simulate channel sidewall erosion/sedimentation by slab failure
(Istanbulluogluetal., in review).^
ll?!^'"''' !;^"dling module that provides a general input-file format and
parsing capability to handle time-varying parameters, such as mean sto m
intensity or infiltration capacity.
niemibiorm
Module simulating plunge-pool erosion (Flores 2004) ^
S!rH^°'K°T^i"3 P'"" '^°"^ ^'^^'^^^9^ ^'''^ °n catchment geometry and
storm duration (Solyom and Tucker, in press)
^
Addition of new alternative erosion and sediment transport algorithms
including the Bridge-Dominic formula and a modified form of the MeyerPeter-Mueller formula (Tucker, 2004)
"^
h1onT''?'°" !^'^^ ' '■'"^''^ P'°J''* °" '""^'^' V3"ey evolution, a module has
been developed to record depositional stratigraphy af high space-time
resokJtion, and bugs in the stream-meander module that caused the model to
crash under conditions of rapid sedimentation have been fixed.

4-3 Origins and Controls on Arroyo Networlcs: Results from
Paleohydrology and Aerial Photograph Analysis

Introduction
Understanding erosion and sediment transport in rangeland landscapes is
Srl n'' "'"? 1''''°"'- ^'''' '^' P^^^P^^^'^^ °^ '^"d management,
effective erosion control requires an understanding of the nature, frequency and
magnitude of the climatic, hydrologic, biotic, and geomorphic drivers. From the
perspective of long-term landscape evolution, a quantitative understanding of the
rules of the landscape is needed in order to answer questions such as: What are the
Str^^'u "^'^"'"'' P'°P'^''' °'^^''^^"^ ^°^^"^^"^' ^"d how do these change
with scale? How sensitive are rates of sediment movement and topographic change to
climatic, tectonic, or human forcing? What interpretations of the Quaternary
landscape-change record are consistent with the mechanics and chemistry of the
driving processes? In addition, in the particular case of the central Rocky Mountains
piedmont, which we investigate here, quantitative models of rangeland dynamics are
needed to test the plausibility of the hypothesis that climatic oscMlation has dnven
accelerated denudation along the margins of the Rocky Mountains (e.g., Zhang et al..

' Implemented in MIT version; merger with CU-Oxford code base pending.

nrHor^ Jh ^^'^.^^f ^ution We focus OH the dynamics of ephemeral headwater (lowMnHo? t H K "'T^'- ^P^'"^'^'' ^'^^^^^^^ channel systems are important to
unders and because they are primary conduits for water and sediment movemen?
T ey also tend to be highly dynamic, with gully systems capable of growing rapidly
into formerly unchanneled valleys and generating high sediment yields
^
FioiH J'9't^^'°".P'3ys a crucial role in controlling ephemeral channel incision
Field experiments m semi-arid grassland environments in Australia, California and
Arizona have revealed that an intact cover of herbaceous vegetation can effecti'very
- resist overland flow erosion even under shear stresses on the order of 100 Pa or more
Erosional vu nerability is substantially increased when the vegetation is damaged o
removed; field tests on bare agricultural soils, for example, have shown thaUili nq
can occur under overland-flow shear stresses on the order of only a few Pa Th
evidence implies that the presence of an intact herbaceous vegetation cover can raise
the effective erosion threshold by as much as two orders of magnitude in addition to
indirect hydrologic effects (such as increased runoff generation'following vegetation
The strong role of vegetation raises an important question regardinq headwater
dynamics; in a natural system, what are the relative roles of extreme runoff eventr
versus vegetation damage events (e.g., droughts, damage by herbivory or disease) in
controlling the tempo of channel network extension and retreat? Modern quMy
networks are often attributed to human impacts (typically heavy grazing by livestock)
For example, Dietrich et al. (1993) found that the extent of channels in a California ^■
grassland catohment corresponded to an overland flow erosion threshold of 16-32 Pa
rp'Vnn p'^' T*^^ '" ^^,' ''""' ''^''^^'"^ ^"99^^^^^ ^" '^'''^''^ e-'osion threshold of
over 100 Pa under complete grass cover. Montgomery and Dietrich (1992) interpreted
the extension of gulhes in the catohment as a response to overgrazing Yet the fact
that this and other gully networks typically occupy dry valley systems suggests that
periodic sediment evacuation by channel extension is a common natural process that
does not require human disturbance. In order to understand the dynamics of
headwator extension and retreat over geologic time scales, and the sensitivity of the
system to environmental change (e.g., Rinaldo et al., 1995; Tucker and Slingerland
1997), we need to understand the natural trigger factors for channel growth and
retreat. To what degree is channel network extension driven by rare, intense storms as
opposed to episodes of vegetation disturbance due to drought, grazing, and disease?
What controls the frequency and magnitude of extension events? And what are the
implications of these controls for catohment sensitivity to climate change^
I icA . ^^!,l' ^^ '"!P°'^ observations from ephemeral channel networks in Colorado
USA, to address these questions and provide data for testing quantitative models '
Analysis of aerial photographs and recent erosion events provides insight into the
tempo of channel extension. Paleohydrologic reconstructions provide evidence for the
magnitude of shear stresses generated during convective summer storms and the
relative frequency of these events. From these observations, inferences are drawn
regarding the geomorphic impact of localized, high-intensity storm cells.

Background
The term rangelands is usually defined on the basis of vegetation
(predominantly grasses, shrubs and similar groups) or land use (suitable for qrazinq
animals but not arable agriculture) or both. Here, we use a looser, geomorphically
based definition: terrain with low to moderate relief in which either present-day or
glacial maximum climate supported a climax vegetation of predominantly low-

nLTm^rr^ '"'" ^! '^'■"^' '"^ 9^^^^^^- This definition includes much of the
piedmont landscapes of the North American west, much of southern ZicaLrnl

Sfre^gS''" '°"'"^^' ""''''''^^''^ ^^S'^' ^^^^ Arcan'^SSd
The geomorphology of rangelands Is commonly charactenzed bv eohprnm,! nr

Clll«
r""*'
°^common
chaSvaflotrcSd'
guiiies, ""arJr
arroyos, *Sf
wadis or other
regional ™"=^^^
terms, are
Whatevpr thp
name, ephemeral channels in rangelands are often in ised into^alley^TlSivL
or occasionally bedrock (e.g., Cooke and Reeves, 1976; Graf, 1983 BuH 1997
Prosser and S ade, 1994; Boardman et al., 2003). Here ihe term a royo i use to refer
to mcised ephemeral channels with steep sidewalls and a rectilinear to U shaped
cross section. (Note that by including incised ephemeral channels 0 all sizes we
depart from the definition of Graf (1988), who preferred the term > y" fo smaller
channels. However, "gully" is commonly used to refer to any small indsedchTnn
regardless of morphology, and is therefore too general for our p^poses
Arroyos networks are zones of concentrated geomorphic activity and an
understanding of sediment budgets and landscape sensitivity therefore require a
quantitative understanding of their governing mechanisms. A g eat dea h^^^^^
written on arroyo networks, particularly those in the U.S. west The bulk of the
literature, however, has concentrated on understanding the trigger factors (e a
grazing, subtle climate change, or other causes) for widespread arroyo incsion near
qVp °A7H '"'J- ,''"'"^y ^'■'■' ^°°^^ ''' R^^^^^' 1976; Graf, 1983; An evs
1952). Although "ultimate causes" have proven difficult to untangle it s cShat

(B)

widespread channel incsion (e.g., Graf, 1988), but equally, in some parts of the
world, ancient filled channels indicate that incision has occurred repeSlJ during the
possSS:'"""'"''''' European-scale livestock grazing islt the or!;;'
A number of studies have focused on documenting patterns of channel channP
m drylands, using repeat channel surveys, space-time substitution and clher methods
These studies have yielded a valuable database of observations and led to the
devebpment of conceptual models to describe a typical "arroyo cycle". Schumm
widPn nS 'K' '''°^°' '°"^"^°"'y '''''^' ' P^^^^ °^^^P'd incision, followed by
widening and subsequent aggradation as stream power decreases and sedimenrsupolv
from s.dewalls increases. This view was modified by Elliott et al. (1999) to include

e^E inin'rut'^r
''r'
°' '■"'^'°"'with
^^°P°'^
^''^'^
shLed thai
ar o':
trenching
the U.S. southwest
was correlated
a period
of increased
rainfall
uffSAn'n'''^'''^' mean rainfall, and argued that this subtle climate chng was
pil Ti07.? ! ^'^^^P'-^^d '"^'^'^n- This view was challenged by Schumm and
Parker (1973) and Patton and Schumm (1975), who argued on the basis of field
observations and laboratory experiments that repeated episodes of incision and
infilling can occur due to internal dynamics within a drainage network and do not
require external forcing. If correct, this means that past episodes of incision or
mfi ing will not necessarily provide any information about environmental change (It
would not imply that channel incision is unpredictable, but that the driving factors are
predominantly internal (e.g., patterns of channel width, gradient, stream power e'c
rather than external.) Bull (1997) developed a conceptual model for dircontruou
ephemeral streams in which deposition of a fan-like deposit below a discontinuous
channel leads to a gradual increase in gradient, until stream power is sufficient to

Field setting

installations are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1: Location of study areas within Fort Carson.

Site FC- 7; Little Grand Canyon
A
.7.r^ '^ ^ ^^^^''^' ^""^""^^ "^^^^^ '°"9 ^"^ ^^^P'y 'f^cised arroyo in Traininq
Area 42 (Figure 3). It is incised into a combination of Quaternary alluvium and
interbedded shales and fine sands of the Cretaceous Carlile shale and Greenhorn
limestone formations. The head of the arroyo has multiple branches The

northernmost of these is the deepest (10 to 1 Smjust below the main headscarp);
below this, the channel gradually shallows until the channel floor intersects the valley
floor about half a kilometer below the largest headscarp. A portion of the northern
branch trends almost perpendicular to the valley axis. Within the wall of this branch
are three prominent filled paleochannels; the base of the largest of these is on the
order of 10m below the valley floor. The alluvial infill exposed within these channels
is also exposed throughout the sidewalls of the main channel. The eastern side of the
basin contains cliff-forming outcrops of the Fort Hays limestone member of the
Niobrara formation. Examination of 1937 aerial photographs reveals that the gully
was present in 1937. Between 1937 and 1999 the headcut in its main active branch
extended about 30 meters, at an average rate of about 50cm/yr. Since 1937, a
shallower channel formed upstream of the main headcut. As of 1999 this upper
channel was about 80 meters long; its minimum average extension rate is 1.3 meters
per year.
Three large filled paleochannels are exposed along a section of the deep main
channel (Figure 4). Three preliminary OSL dates of fill near the base of one of these
yields an estimated ages in the early-mid Holocene. It is interesting to note that these
dates correspond with the Aititherma! period, a time of heightened aridity throughout
the southwest.

Big Arroyo

Taylor Arroyo
headwaters

Figure 2: Location of main study areas at PCMS.
Site FC-2: Swiss Valley (also known as "Big Valley")
This site is an east-southeast oriented drainage basin along the eastern base
perimeter in the south of Fort Carson (Figure 1, 5). It contains a branching arroyo
network whose channels extend nearly to Route 1. The main channel is interrupted by

two large check dams, one near the perimeter fence and one upstream The catchment
s underlain predominantly by sub-horizontal shales and interbedded limestone hale
sequences belonging to the Smoky Hill shale member of the Niobrara formation
Capping this along the basin-margin ridges is an unconsolidated depos t oTq avellv
alluviuni (Quaternary Nussbaum alluvium) sourced from red granites with n he Front
Range. The presence of this unit implies that the basin rim is a remnanTof one of the
ower pediment surfaces that occur along much of the Front Range Sn the cenral
part of he valley ,s a clay-rich (shale-derived) alluvial infill. To L north o the mn
hamel and beginningjust below the upper check dam, this clay-rich a uvium s
incised by a series of narrow, north-south oriented channels. These channel con ain

TZT.7'r' °' 'f'' P'P'"9' '"^'^^'"9 ^'"kh"'^^ ^"d arches. 0 her piping

a sociated features, such as pillars and subterranean plunge-pools C?) are present
along the walls ofthe main channel.
t^ y H IMJ are present

The main channel below the upper check dam locally cuts into bedrock but
more commonly is incised into valley-floor alluvium. Multiple, inset filled
ctnnl'is
vari^hl^^^^^
"°"' T'
^^"^
^^'9^^^ '^- ^^'
''^ and
^'^hin
theseto
channels is variable,
ranging
from'^'^""''
stratified
granite-derived
sands
gravels
massive to stratified platy shales and fine sandstones (?).
^

Figure 3A: Little Grand Canyon in a 1999 USGS aerial photograph. Length from head to EC
dam is about 800m.
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Figure 3B: Little Grand Canyon in 1937. Note extension of northernmost
branch between
1937 and r999.
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Figure 4: View looking southwest along main upper branch of Little Grand Canyon showinq
three large, filled palechannels (left-most one is partly obscured). The buff-colored channel
fills contrast with the dark shale bedrock.

Figure 5: Swiss Valley. The channel network begins south and east of Route 1, which is the
prominent paved road. Note path along base perimeter at right. The upper check dam is right
of center.
Site FC-3: Morton Arroyo
This is a small drainage basinjust east of Route 11 (Figure 7). It contains a
wide but short (few hundred meters) arroyo that deepens upslope toward the main
headscarpjust below a largejuniper tree. A shallower channel continues upslope of
this. (The underlying lithology is mapped as "landslide deposit" but given the
stratified nature of the fill exposed in the channel walls, this is clearly incorrect).

Figure 6: Paleochannels exposed in ttie side wall of a large gully in southeastern Fort Carson
(Training Area 48). Daslied lines indicate two different generations of cut and fill. Note mallet
for scale. OSL dating samples have been collected from this site.

Figure 7: Norton Arroyo seen in a 1999 USGS aerial photograph. Gully is about 200m long,

Site PC-1: Big Arroyo

on Observations from several locations within the Big Arroyo watershed
SitePC-2: Tayior Arroyo

^

Channel forms, processes and occurrence
Occurrence and iitiiology
A. Hie ^

''H'"?

"^^'^^^""^nt channel forms have been observed in these field areas

Silt, I, - 5.9+/-1.8; Flores, 2004). Incised channels are rare or absent in more
competent lithologies (e.g., the Fort Hayes limestone member of the Niobrara
ormation), hough they often do occur in alluvial valley fills that overly fhe
ithologies^ Where channels have been observed to cut into bedrock the bed ock is
typically shale-nch. In several cases, we have observed vertical walls of a luvium
overhangmg fissile shale bedrock, suggesting that the fill is typ ca 1'm r ' oTeL

than the shale. Incised ephemeral channels are also rare on Quaternary gravel-capped
pediments, which are common along the Front Range.
Channel morphology
By definition, the channels investigated here are rectilinear to U-shaped in
cross-section. Sidewalls typically show a near-vertical wall section above a sloping
rampart. Vertical wall height is correlated with substrate cohesion (Istanbulluoglu et
al., in review). Unlike the valley and channel floods, and to a lesser extent ramparts,
near-vertical walls are nearly always devoid of vegetation. Vegetation on channel
floors ranges from essentially absent to a full cover of woody and herbaceous riparian
species.
Channel heads
We have observed three types of channel head morphology, which often
intergrade with one another.
1. Channels or channel segments that terminate abruptly with steep, vertical
headcuts (ranging from "large step" to "large headcut" in the classification
of Dietrich and Dunne, 1993).
2. Channels in which a narrower, shallower reach extends tens of meters
above a prominent, broader and deeper headcut. In these cases, the headcut
is typically supported by tree roots or by a resistant rock unit.
3. Flights of arcuate, discontinuous steps. Steps often lack discernable banks;
where present, these rarely extend more than a few meters below the step.
Step-flights often occur up-valley from a continuous channel showing
morphology type 1 or 2. In other cases, they grade gradually downstream
into increasingly long discontinuous channel segments. Evidence from
historical air photos (discussed below) shows that step-flights are
sometimes precursors to continuous incised channels.

Hydrologic analysis and flash flood discharge reconstruction
Our understanding of the hydrology of ephemeral channels in small headwater
drainage basins (<=10 km^) is hampered by a lack of stream-gaging data. For
example, although the USGS Surface Water database lists nearly 1200 gaging stations
in the state of Colorado, fewer than 50 are in basins smaller than 3 square miles (~9
km ), and only 17 of these are in basins smaller that one square mile (~3 km^). Most
have fewer than 10 years of record, in documenting the hydrology of arroyo networks
in headwater areas, we are therefore forced to rely on paleohydrologic analysis.
Observations at the study sites indicate that rainfall generated by summer
convective storms can generate large volumes of overland flow. Because the water
table in the study sites is normally tens of meters below the ground surface (von
Guerard, 1987), storm runoff is presumable generated by infiltration-excess overland
flow. In one instance at the Swiss Valley site, we observed overland flow and flow in
a gully channel occurring within minutes of the onset of a -30 min storm. The
resulting wetting front penetrated only about 2 cm into the clay-rich soil at this site.
In the middle reaches of Big Arroyo, we have observed flood debris indicating
10-15cm deep overland flow within an unchanneled valley. In this instance, the
overland flow appears to have been generated by a convective storm that struck the
area on August 8, 2003, 46 days prior to our observation. The nearby Burson Camp

rain gage located near the site recorded 60mm of precipitation on that day This rain
resulted from a storm of a little over 90 minutes in duration, with a peak 15-minute
average intensity of 86mm/hr.
Analysis of the July, 2001 Sullivan Park event
An intense convective storm struck the Sullivan Park area of Fort Carson on
July 13, 2001. The event caused check dams to overspill, and the spillways of at least
two of these dams were heavily damaged (Figure 8). Both spillways had been lined
with geotextile and armored with ~9" diameter granite boulders. Flood marks along
the check dam crest and spillway mouth immediately after the event indicate that the
peak outflow filled the trapezoidal spillway mouth and extended as shallow flow over
part of the dam crest (J. Kulbeth, personal communication). From the dimensions of
the spillway mouth and the gradient of the spillway, it is possible to estimate peak
discharge and corresponding runoff rate. The slope of the spillway was measured
using a hand level, which is accurate to about 0.5 degrees. Spillway mouth
dimensions were provided by J. Kulbeth (DECAM). Using the Manning equation for
flow velocity and roughness in a channel, we estimated that total peak discharge was
on the order of 20-60 cubic meters per second. Given the size of the catchment
draining to Dam 134, this would have amounted to a peak rainfall rate in excess of
100 mm/hr. Although high, this is not without precedent. Other high short-term
intensities have been reported in the literature (e.g., Goodrich et al., 1997; Bull et al.,
1999). A tipping-bucket rain gage about one mile north of the E.G. dam recorded an'
average peak rate of about 60mm/hr lasting for about 20 minutes (Figure 9). On the
steeper portion of the spillway, where 9" boulders were entrained and removed the
resulting peak shear stress exceeded 400 Pa (because this calculation assumes steady,
uniform flow, it is likely to be a slight overestimate because it neglects flow
acceleration). This is consistent with the estimated entrainment threshold (critical
shear stress) of order 200 Pa for the boulder armor. On the upper spillway slope, the
shear stress would have been lower due to the lower gradient. Using the same range of
roughness values and allowing for uncertainty in gradient measurement, the estimated
peak shear stresses in the upper spillway are below the entrainment threshold for the
boulder armor. Thus, the flow reconstruction is consistent with the observed pattern of
boulder entrainment (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Lower portion of the spillway of Dam 134, Sullivan Park, Fort Carson, which was
damaged by an intense storm on 13 July, 2001.

The drainage area above the checl< dam is approximately 0.5 km^. Dividing
the peak discharge by the drainage area gives an estimated peak runoff rate of 170 to
460 mm/hr. By comparison, a tipping-bucket rain gage located about 1 mile to the
north recorded a peak 15-minute average rainfall rate of 78 mm/hr (Figure 9)
Although the estimated peak runoff rates are considerably higher than this we believe
that lower range of the estimate (order 200mm/hr) is plausible because (a) convective
cells are known to have narrow radii, and (b) peak rainfall intensities on the order of
200-350 mm/hr have been recorded in similar climatic settings (e.g., Goodrich et al
1997; Bull and Kirkby, 2000). it is also noteworthy that an event of similar magnitude
(peak 15-min intensity 61 mm/hr recorded at Sullivan Park) struck the area in 1999
also damaging check dams.
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Figure 9: Cumulative rainfall plot at Sullivan Park meteorological station, July 13, 2001.
Peak discharge reconstruction in existing arroyo networ/cs
Analysis of channel cross-sections and mapping of the height of recent flood
debris allows reconstruction of peak in-channel discharges generated by short, intense
convecve storms. Here we describe peak-flow estimates from channel segments in
the Little Grand Canyon, Big Arroyo, and Taylor Arroyo Sites
Six channel cross sections were measured along the middle reaches of Bio
Arroyo. A preliminary estimate based on the downstream-most section indicates a
peak flow of about 5 cms (shear stress -40 Pa) associated with a storm on August 8,
2003. By contrast, the Big Arroyo gaging station, roughly 5 km downstream, recorded
a peak discharge of only 22 cfs (0.6 cms), indicating significant in-stream looses
during the event.
In Taylor Arroyo, four cross-sections were surveyed and analyzed for
nf rn!?i°^ ^'"'"^r '^^°"^^''"^tion. Preliminary analysis indicates a peak discharge
of about cms, with an average flow velocity of -0.6 m/s and resulting bed shear
stress of 40-50 Pa.
In the Little Grand Canyon, survey in September 2003 revealed evidence of
recent flow and channel incision. Near the upper part of the largest branch the
channel had incised about 1 meter (relative to a fixed OSL sampling site in the wall)
since the previous survey in July 2002. Five cross-sections were surveyed for
discharge analysis. Preliminary estimates of peak flow range from 1-3 cms with
associated shear stress ranging from 70 to 130 Pa.

Channel Pattern Analysis
Aerial photograph analysis
There are several lines of evidence that indicate that arroyo growth is hiahlv
15fi? JnH Sf'°" ?^ l""'" photographs of portions of Fort Carson taken in 1937
1962 and 1991 reveals that most (not all) channels that existed in 1937 had rouahlv
the same extent in 1991. One example of this is the Little Grand Canyon (Figure
3A,B). Another is Norton Gully (Figure 10), the extent of which appears virtually
unchanged over the 29-year period between 1962 and 1991. Field inspection shows
that in fact the upper portion of the channel is still active and continuing to deepen
but that the wide, fork-headed portion of the channel retains essentially the same '
shape and size that it had over 40 years ago. The southern branch appears to be partly
or largely inactive, as evidenced by slump deposits around the headcut. It is likely that
this head was once fed directly by runoff from the dirt road adjacent, but that later
most of this runoff was diverted into the northern head (where it is directed today)
hxammation of the base of ajuniper tree growing within the main channel indicates
recent aggradation (i.e., the primary roots are buried).

Figure 10: Comparison of the extent of Morton Arroyo In 1962 (left) and 1991.
Overall, this suggests a pattern long-term stability of wide, deeply incised
channels. Note that the main limiting factor on the steep headwall in the north branch
appears to be the roots of a largejunipertree. Once these are undermined it is possible
that the headcut will propagate rapidly upslope.
Decadal-average rates of headward growth need to be quantified This can be
achieved by georeferencing the aerial photographs and plotting before-and-after

headcut positions. Much of Fort Carson is covered by 1937 USFS aerial photographs
in addi ion, further dendrogeomorphic analysis is needed to help reveal the timinq of'
channel incision and/or aggradation at specific channel heads.
Ephemeral headcuts and discontinuous ctiannel segments
Shallow (<1 m), often arcuate headcuts are common features in valley floors
In some cases these form the heads of short (order meters to tens of meters)
discontinuous channel segments which grade in to the valley floor downstream
(Hgure 11). In other cases, there is no identifiable channel below the headcuts A
flight of shallow headcuts was mapped in a tributary of Big Arroyo (Fiqure 12) The
headcuts run the length of the c. 700m long section of (otherwise unchanneled valley
that was surveyed; the average spacing between them is on the order of a few 10s of
meters or roughly 100 times the typical headcut height. Headcuts are not always
aligned with one another; often they occur on opposite sides of the same valley
Sediment exposed within headscarps is typically bare beneath the root zone (Figure

Figure 11: Flight of shallow, ephemeral headcuts in a tributary to Big Arroyo. One headcut is
in the foreground and two others in the background along the valley center.
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Figure 12: Map showing locations of sliallow ephemeral headcuts along a tributary of Biq
Arroyo. (Dot clusters are multiple survey points around individual headcuts).

Discussion
Summer convective storms are able to generate very high peak runoff rates
and discharges over a limited area. In the case of Sullivan Park, the discharge
produced in a 0.5 km^ catchment during a 30-minute downpour was able to generate
hundreds of pascals in shear stress. Such shear stresses are able to entrain and
transport 20cm diameter boulders, and are almost certainly high enough to penetrate
tough grassland vegetation mats. Studies on vegetation resistance to erosion (Prosser
and Slade, 1994; Prosser and Dietrich, 1995) have shown that undisturbed vegetation
can resist flows of up to order 100 Pa. They suggested that flows much higher than
this would likely be able to undermine low-growing dense vegetation, but were
unable to demonstrate this in field experiments. Similar studies on clipped or
degraded vegetation show that shear stresses on the order of tens of Pa are capable of
breaking vegetation. Thus, two conclusions can be drawn. First, short, intense
downpours associated with convective cells can be sufficient to exceed even the very
high erosion thresholds associated with grassland vegetation. Second, because
disturbance of vegetation can reduce the threshold by an order of magnitude, such
disturbance (whether human or natural - e.g., bison grazing, drought) can leave a
landscape highly vulnerable to summertime convective storms.
Although rainfall intensities high enough to initiate channels can occur, it is
important to consider how frequent such events are. While a complete magnitudefrequency analysis has yet to be undertaken, it is instructive to examine the relative
24-hour frequency of the events described in this report. The peak 1 hour, 30 minute,
and 15 minute rainfall totals at Burson Well (PCMS) were, respectively, 1.43,1.37,
and 0.85 inches. According to the NOAA Atlas 2 precipitation frequency database
(using the short-duration ratios of Arkell and Richards, 1986), the corresponding 2year values are 1.15, 0.95, and 0.71. Therefore, the August 8 storm had a recurrence
interval of a bit more than two years. Using the graphical method described in Miller
et al. (1973), the recurrence interval for the event is between 2 and 5 years.
The July 13, 2001 event at Sullivan Park produced 1-hour, 30-minute, and 15minute peak depths of 1.35,1.19, and 0.77 inches, respectively. These correspond
closely with the 2-year recurrence interval depths for this location (1.18, 0.98, and
0.73 inches, respectively; values were derived from NOAA Atlas 2; Miller et al.,
1973; Arkell and Richards, 1986). On the other hand, as noted above, the peak
intensity within the small EC dam catchment is likely to have been 2-4 times the
intensity recorded at the meteorological station, and thus would have a larger
recurrence interval. This raises an important issue regarding the use of point-based
rainfall records to estimate flash flood and erosion risks. Catchments cover a finite
amount of space, and during a typical convective storm, a catchment as small as half a
square kilometer can experience significant spatial variations in rainfall intensity
(Goodrich et al., 1997). If the response to rainfall in semi-arid catchments were linear,
the rainfall peaks and troughs would offset one another and the corresponding runoff
would reflect an areally averaged rate. However, we know that at rainfall intensities
comparable to or less than soil infiltration capacities, catchment response can be
highly nonlinear (Goodrich et al., 1997). Thus, the spatial structure of rainfall plays an
important role that is only captured by the densest of rain-gage networks.
The evidence discussed above suggests that rainstorms with a recurrence
interval on the order of a few years are able to create flash floods that generate tens to
a few hundred pascals of shear stress. This type of convective system is generally
quite limited in aerial extent. A rainfall map for 8 August 2003, for example, suggests
that the cell center had a radius of no more than 5 kilometers. Data discussed by

storm core sizes of 10 to 10 m^ Thus, the effects of such flash floods will tend to hp
limited in extent. The fact that flash floods propagate downstreari Z j^s ha^^^^^^^^^
convective cells can have a much greater "geomo'rphic reacHTn t^f ormS
However the reach is limited by run-on losses. For example, while our Sated
peak discharge m Big Arroyo was 5 cms, the gaging station at the si?e pe imete
Z7fi°"X''°'' °-^ '""' ^'^ '^'^ ^^- Sharps personal communi t?on WhHe
part 0 the difference may reflect different data collection methods (ou es ir^t s an
nstantaneous peak value), it- is clear that there were substantial in-s ?eam lo^^^^^^^^^^^
ood wave propagated. The average sediment transport distance dur ngtis typ^^^^^^
event will clearly be limited by this flood wave attenuation. Equally it is cle fthat
any models that predict erosion and transport in arroyo networks on he ba fs o a
steady, uniform rainfall and discharge field will be widely off the mark
There are some important implications for climatic controls on erosion and
sediment transport. If localized, intense events are key drivers of Liment ranso^^^^
and land change, as we believe, then it becomes important to unde st nd th i ^
frequency magnitude and impacts. On a small scale the episodic nature of sediment
movement presents a challenge for prediction, because short-term averagfsediment
yield measurements may not be representative of the decadal (or longer) mean R1
a practical standpoint, it is worth exploring a risk-based, quanlit ive'appr^
to
erosion prediction in which the uncertainty in climatic drivers (and in other aspects
such as erosion thresholds) is accounted for. From a longer-term pe spective our '
findings raise a tantalizing hypothesis: does the rate of landscape change nd
denudation depend strongly on the degree of summer convective activL Jf it does
hen any changes m such activity (for example, suppression of monsoon^al c vity
and/or ncreased zonality of circulation) could potential have had a large imSc on
denudation rates in the Colorado piedmont during the Quaternary perLd ^
I ogether, these observation reported here provide a useful basis for
understanding the driving processes in arroyo development and for parameterizing
and te ting models. It is recommended that future research efforts be concentrated
along two lines^ The first is installation of flash-flood monitoring stations fn order to
he CHILD model should include an improved treatment of the unsteady hydroloqic
style associated with intense convective storms and flash floods.
"^^^'09'^

4.4 Geochronology using Optically Stimulated Luminescence
(OSL) Methods
As noted earlier, ancient channel fills appear in the sidewalls of many of the
incised channels at Fort Carson and PCMS. These offered the potential to reveal a
chronology of cut and fill episodes in the geologic past, which may be compared with
paleoenvironmental records in order to test causative relations. We embarked on a
program to test the use of OSL for dating these channel fills. OSL and relatedluminescence methods have been widely used in dating eolian sediments; their use in
dating fluvial sediments is relatively recent, and reflects technological advances in the
method.
Briefly, OSL exploits the fact that buried mineral grains (quartz is the most
commonly used) naturally tend to build up a weak electrical charge due to natural
background radiation. This charge is released, and can be measured in the lab by
exposure to light or high heat. When a grain is exposed to daylight, the charge is
released and the grain is "re-set." When re-buried, they begin to build up a charge
again. If the rate of charge buildup and the total charge are measured, the elapsed time
since burial can be calculated. OSL has an effective time window that depends on the
nature of the local sediment and radiation doses, but is typically on the order of
several tens to a few hundred thousand years.
Application of OSL to fluvial sediments is not completely straightforward
because there exists the possibility of "partial bleaching": an incomplete resetting of
the clock due to weak light exposure, which could result from exposure at night or
from radiation attenuation by muddy water. Thus, one of the first aims of this project
was to examine the properties of channel-fill sediment and test for signs of partial
bleaching. The second was to obtain a suite of preliminary dates from channel fills at
several locations in PCMS and Fort Carson. The initial results are promising. They
are presented in greater detail in Appendix A, which is an unpublished confirmationof-status report by Lee Arnold (Oxford D.Phil, student).

4.5 Dendrogeomorphic Analysis
Dendrogeomorphology is the study of geomorphic processes and history using
evidence obtained by plants. Methods include analysis of tree rings to identify times
of stress associated with damage due to erosion of roots, assessment of erosion rates
from root pedestals, and estimation of sedimentation rates from buried trunks.
Dr. Vanessa Winchester, an expert in dendrogeomorphology, has begun
compiling a database from study sites on Fort Carson and PCMS. In order to provide
a regional background with which individual tree-ring records can be compared, a
regional ring-growth curve has been compiled from a set of field samples. The record
extends back to the early 18* century. Western drought episodes in the late 19""
century, 1930s, and 1950s are correlated with periods of reduced growth rates. The
tree-ring graph along with detailed information on species and localities can be found
in Appendix B.

4.6 The Role of Storm Duration and Size in Shaping
Topography
Most models of landscape evolution over geologic time spans make an
important simplifying assumption: discharge at any point in the channel network is in

steady state with a given excess-rainfall field, and therefore is equal to (averaae)
runoff rate times drainage basin area. This assumption is appropriate fo situaUons in
which storms are relatively long and/or the catchment is relatively small For
example, if the average speed of runoff is 0.5 m/s, it will take runoff about 5 and a
half hours to travel the full distance of a 10km long catchment. If rainfall persists
longer than this (at a roughly steady rate) then the discharge at the outlet will be
approximately equal to the rate of surface water input (runoff rate times basin area)
minus any in-channel infiltration losses. This will not be true for smalfer catchments
or shorter storms. This is one reason why peak discharge typically shows a less-thaninear relationship with basin area, especially in arid settings (e.g., Goodrich et al.,
1997 and references therein). Other contributing factors are run-on losses and limited
storm cell size relative to catchment size.
From theoretical studies of drainage basin morphology and evolution we
know that the manner in which stream discharge increases (or decreases) downstream
should have an important influence on basin and network shapes. In order to study
and quantify these effects, we understood an analytical and numerical investigation of
storm-duration effects. Using a simple model of peak-flow scaling with catchment
length and area, we compared cases of short versus long relative storm durations and
discovered that the standard stream-erosion law predicts marked differences in
topography between them. This brings important implications for climate controls on
landscape evolution. The method and results are described in Appendix C which is a
preprint of a journal article in press with Journal of Geophysical Research F.

4.7 The Role of Entrainment and Erosion Thresholds in
Evolving Drainage Networks
Another common simplification used in terrain evolution models is the neqiect
of a critical tractive threshold for particle detachment. It is well known from
laboratory and field studies that sediment movement does not begin until the flow is
sufficiently strong to lift or roll grains, and/or detach them from a cohesive or
indurated substrate. Classic work by Shields showed that movement of loose grains
only begins once a critical dimensionless shear stress has been exceeded
Accounting for such thresholds in models of long-term topographic evolution
IS complicated by the wide range of different flows a typical channel or hillsloDe
experiences over time. To deal with this, we have developed a stochastic theoretical
framework for modeling erosion and sediment transport with a threshold term Basic
sensitivity analysis was conducted to develop a better understanding of the
implications of the model. These can be profound: large thresholds (such as are
associated with coarse gravel channels, for example) can have a demonstrable impact
on the shapes and dynamics of stream profile response to climate and tectonic forcinq
Sf/rtl ' °^^''^ '"^'y''' 'PP^^''" Appendix D, which is a reprint of Tucker G E
(2004) Drainage basin sensitivity to tectonic and climatic forcing: implications of a'
stochastic model for the role of entrainment and erosion thresholds. Earth Surface
Processes and Landforms, 29,185-205

4.8 Analysis of Dynamic Interactions between Plant Growth
and Erosive Flash Floods
^'^win
fr.r,- ?f' u !!.°''^^'' '^°''" *^'^ P'""^ ^t^i^s 3nd roots also impose an effective
hundrTH nl? ?''' ''" M '°''''''' grassland vegetation is on the order of a S
hundred pascals - roughly equivalent to clasts of several tens of centimeters in
V nT^f • ^^"'' ''^'''''°' "" P™^'^^ ^"°^"^°"^ ^e^i^tance to erosion Y^ when
vegetation armor grows on an erodible substrate (e.g., fine-grained alluvium or soft
shale bedrock, both of which are common in the Colorado piedmon its remov ?can
lead to very rapid erosion until the vegetation re-grows. This sets up a sort oT
cornpetition between vegetation and runoff erosion, and this competition has a strono
control on the extent of channel networks. In order to explore the dyn mics ha
emerge from this system, we explored a simple model of vegetation groMh and
erosional loss^The results lead to some interesting findings, including the potential for
Appendix E which is a reprint of Collins, D., Bras, R., and Tucker, G.E (2004)
Modeling the ef Jets of vegetation-erosion coupling on landscape evolutionT™/
of Geophysical Research - Earth Surface, v. 109, no F3 F03004
doi:10.1029/2003JF000028.
'

4.9 Autocyclicity and climate impacts in arroyo network
evolution
followi ^^° °^ ^^^ '^^'^'"^ hypotheses for observed arroyo dynamics are the
1. Channels can and do undergo cut-fill cycles as a result of internal
dynam^ics, rather than through external drivers such as grazing and climate
2. Subtle aspects of climate change, such as variations in rainfall frequency
and magnitude, can and have driven accelerated arroyo incision during the
historical period.
uuuuyuie
These two hypotheses are not mutually contradictory, though even if both are correct
m some circumstances, we still need to understand what those circumstances are To
investigate both from a mechanics-based viewpoint, we have run sensitivity
'
experiments with CHILD (including the vegetation module discussed above) An
important finding is that the model produces periodic cut-fill cycles even in the
absence of direct forcing, which supports the first hypothesis. To evaluate and
quantify the second, an additional series of runs are being conducted to test the
response to variations in rainfall frequency, intensity, and duration. This work is
discussed in Appendix A.

4.10 Additional observations, notes and recommendations
Aerial photograph evidence
Analysis of aerial photographs of Fort Carson from 1937,1962 and the 1990s
n^pipHnn'^oVv^'K""/^^
°^ '"''''^ 'P^'"^^^'' '^^^""^'^ P'-^^«"t today were also
present in 1937, before the creation of the facility in 1942. Some channel heads have

advanced headward since 1937 at average rates on the order of 20-50 cm/vr- many
others are either stable or have advanced too slowly to be detectable from photo pairs
th.t thP mtinTiT'^ examination of aerial photographs also shows, not surprisingly, '
that the majority of channels occur m valley alluvium or shale units (such as the
./fhTF.^m ""^''^ """"'"'' '^' ^'"" ^'■'"^ ^^"y°")' Limestone-rich units such
rl cf.n.T /^'' .T'^°"' "''"'^"" °^ ^^' ^''°^'''' f^'-^^tion appear to be generally
resistar^t to deep and/or steep-walled channel incision. This does not mean that such
channels are inactive, but rather that either (a) their development is less episodic and
less prone to environmental disturbance, or (b) the materials composing the channel
banks are poorly cohesive and unable to support steep sidewalls. We presently lack
data necessary to distinguish between these two interpretations. Nonetheless it is
clear that steep-walled, rapidly eroding gully systems occur preferentially on alluvial
soils and on shale bedrock units.
Value of meteorological and hydrological data collection
One of the difficulties in managing erosion and sedimentation hazards in a
semi-arid landscape is the episodicity of erosion and transport. As discussed above it
IS possible for features such as gullies to remain essentially stable for many years
only to experience rapid erosion during a single, intense storm event. To cope with the
resulting uncertainty, managers need better estimates of event-based flood and erosion
risks. However, risk-based management requires records of past events, and such
^c??^f! generally quite rare for small drainage basins. For the past several years
DECAM has supported a program of meteorological and hydrological monitorinq
which IS run by the USGS, at Fort Carson and PCMS. As the length of record grows
these data will become increasingly valuable. The relatively dense rain gage network
at PCMS IS particularly useful because it places constraints on the spatial distribution
of precipitation. In addition, the high frequency sampling rate of rainfall provides a
useful window into the relationship between storm magnitude and duration
Furthermore, the rainfall and runoff data provide a basis for testing and calibratinq
hydrologic and erosion models, such as the one discussed in this report For these
reasons, we recommend that the monitoring program be continued.
Empirical testing of training impacts
On obvious application of erosion modeling is to assess the natural and degree
of training impacts on erosion and sediment export. Indeed, a number of different
models have been used for this purpose. Physically based models have an obvious
advantage over purely empirical ones because they predict outcomes of basic
processes (runoff, sediment transport) given a set of boundary conditions and material
properties. Thus, in principle, if conditions or materials change, the effects of such
change can be predicted. An important limiting factor, however, is in our ability to
obtain key parameters (such as soil infiltration capacity and sediment detachability)
from direct field measurements alone. This is a general problem in hydrologic and
geomorphic modeling, and the subject of much current research. Despite many
advances, it is still the case that a number of key model parameters must be calibrated
Confidence m model predictions of training versus non-training scenarios would be
enhanced, therefore, if field examples of both impacted and "pristine" catchments
were available and monitored in order to provide such calibration data. Such a pairedcatchment experiment would require setting aside a portion of training land for a lonq
period of time. However, the knowledge gain from such monitoring could over the
long term, result in significant cost savings. On the other hand, without a controlled

field experiment, quantifying (and, ultimately, costing) training impacts would be
hampered by the difficulty in testing and calibrating models across a full spectrum of
training conditions. Therefore, we recommend that the Army, and Fort Carson in
particular, consider setting aside a representative drainage basin to serve as a
controlled experiment in training impacts. This is probably best done at PCMS where
the terrain is more homogeneous than that of Fort Carson proper.
Use of process models as decision-support systems
Process-based models such as CHILD have the potential to serve as decision
support tools that can provide estimates of the impact of engineering works (such as
check dams, diversion structures, etc) and other land modifications, before those
works are put into effect. One of the goals of this project has been to assess this
potential. At present, there remain two barriers that need to be overcome in order to
make this potential a reality. The first concerns modeling of distributed overland flow
In order to capture the transition from sheet flow to channel flow and channel
incision, a numerical solution to an appropriately simplified form of the shallow-water
(depth-integrated) hydrodynamic equations is required. Solutions capable of handlinq
conditions particular to overland flow, such as run-on infiltration and surface
wetting/drying, have been surprisingly hard to obtain. However, recent progress on
regular-grid-based finite-difference methods (Fiedler and Ramirez, 2000) has shown
promise. Methods to adapt these techniques to irregular grid schemes are still
required. The second challenge is to obtain, in a cost-effective manner, digital terrain
data of sufficiently high resolution (on the order of a few meters or less) and accuracy
that individual structures can be resolved, and subtle influences on overland flow
routing, such as road embankments, can be captured. Airborne laser altimetry is a
natural candidate for this application.
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1. RESEARCH AIMS AND METHODS
7.7

Research summary statement
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intrinsic geomorphic parameters from those that have resulted from short-term climate
change/variability on the basis of stratigraphy alone.
Understanding these complex fluvial systems, their formation, dynamics, and evolution
requires a more quantitative framework. Computer modelling of drainage basin evolution
has the potential to provide such a framework, enabling the unravelling of complex drainaqe
basin responses to climate changes (and other variables) that usually involve the simultaneous
alteration of a number of variables. Numerical modelling is used in this research for the
development and testing of conceptual models and theories about arroyo formation and to
provide valuable insight into the nature of the geomorphic response to changes in controllinq
factors (e.g. response magnitude, sensitivity, lag).
It is widely recognised that much more research into arroyo formation is needed The
approach adopted in this research is to apply some of the most recently developed
quantitative geomorphological techniques to an old problem. Through a combination of
luminescence dating of alluvial sequences and computer modelling of drainaqe basin
evolution, this research aims to provide an additional dimension to the "arroyo debate" that
has raged for over a century in the American southwest. In addition to establishing accurate
chrono ogies of Late Quaternary arroyo epicycles in the American southwest, the study aims
to resolve some of the uncertainty and speculation surrounding the relative importance and
interaction of causality factors, and process-response complexity evident in these systems.
7.2

Research aims and methodology

My D.Phil research aims to remodel, redate and rethink arroyo development in the American
southwest. The mam objective is to improve understanding of arroyo epicycle histories and
the process-response relationships involved in arroyo formation in the American southwest
I he project focuses in particular on small to medium sized arroyos found across southeastern
Colorado specifically those located at Pinon Canyon Manoeuvre Site and Fort Carson
Military Reserve. This part of the southwest remains largely unstudied and hence little is
known about the history and nature of arroyo epicycles in this sub-region, or how they relate
to arroyo histories elsewhere across the southwest. This is combined with studies of arroyo
systems from southern California (Cuyama River) and southeastern Arizona (Murray
Springs, Curry Draw). Together this sampling strategy provides good representation of the
range of different size and types of arroyos found across the southwest, and covers a wide
geographical area of the region.
The research aims to establish a more suitable, robust and accurate chronology for both past
and present arroyo epicycles in the American southwest. Optical dating is used to
systematically evaluate and constrain the timing of Holocene arroyo activity in individual
basins. The temporal patterns of arroyo histories for specific basins are then used to
determine spatial patterns of past arroyo histories across the region. Comparison of alluvial
chronologies between different arroyo systems in southeastern Colorado enables interbasin
and sub-regional histories to be established. Comparison of chronologies from all the studied
basins across the southwest provides insight into regional responses throughout the Holocene.
Once accurate time frames have been established for the series of Late Quaternary
aggradation and incision events of individual basins, the causal factors responsible for these
episodes are established from:
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2. THESIS STRUCTURE AND PROGRESS MADE
2.1

Thesis structure
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2.2

Chapter breakdown and progress made

This section summarises the contents of each chapter and the progress made so far in each of
these chapters. As can be seen, I am pursuing the traditional thesis approach, with the
intention of submitting much of the work for publication either in its original form, or in a
modified form (i.e. combined with parts of other chapters or in a shortened form) where most
appropriate.
The main body of my completed D.Phil thesis will comprise 13 chapters in 4 sections. These
will be preceded by an introduction to context, scope and aims of the research and followed
by a separate conclusions section at the end of the thesis, drawing together the ideas
discussed in each of the chapters and future directions. The appendices to the thesis will be
made up of further papers of which I am either first or second named author. These papers
are the outcome of more practical research associated with the continuous development of
optical dating that accompanies research using the technique. In particular they relate to the
development and application of the newly developed technique using far-red IRSL emissions
in potassium feldspars. The appendices to the thesis will also include a section comprising
data tables and notes regarding the choice of parameterisation used in the CHILD model.
2.3

Section I - Research Context: the arroyo causality debate

Chapter 1 - The Arroyo debate in the American southwest: A review of previous and current
interpretations, existing chronological control, and the potential for improved understanding
using optical dating and numerical modelling.
The first chapter of my D.Phil thesis is a review paper. A first draft of this paper is currently
in preparation. The paper provides an overview of the arroyo debate, from the earliest
theories invoking single causal factors to the more recent multiple causality conceptual
models emphasising complex interactions of factors and equifinality. Despite the vast
amount of literature devoted to arroyo dynamics our understanding of arroyo system processresponse relationships remains far from complete. This is discussed in the context of the
limited methods of analysis that have been employed in previous studies. The majority of
past studies devoted to explaining the causes of periodic stream aggradation and erosion have
relied on correlating observed changes in alluvial stratigraphy with known or inferred
changes in climate. Process studies and the monitoring of field basins introduced since the
1950's have provided valuable insights into the dynamics of these systems over short time
scale. Our understanding of long-term arroyo system dynamics and arroyo epicycle histories,
however, remains somewhat limited owing to the lack of widespread and accurate
chronological control. The types of dating methods employed in the past and their limitations
in arroyo contexts are reviewed. Achieving more accurate chronologies requires a dating
method that is better suited to this type of environment. The benefits and limitations of
optical dating in this context are discussed. It is suggested that recent methodological
advancements in this technique now mean that optical dating has the potential to provide
accurate and precise arroyo epicycle chronologies. There is also a strong need for linking
short-term field and process observations to the longer-term evolution of arroyo systems.
This would be invaluable in assessing the relative importance and interactions between
various potential controlling factors responsible for arroyo epicycles. Numerical modelling
of ephemeral catchments offers an ideal framework for this, providing a unique quantitative
tool for arroyo causality theory testing. It is suggested that readdressing the arroyo debate

using these latest geomorphoiogical techniques could provide new dimensions to the
discourse.
2.4
Section II - Optical dating of ephemeral fluvial sediments: Verification of the
IIP
technique
Part A - Single aliquot and single grain Equivalent dose (D,) calculation.
Chapter 2 -The suitability of the modified Single Aliquot Regenerative-dose (SAR)
protocol for De estimation of Arroyo sediments from the American Southwest.
The paper describes the details and performance of the optical dating protocol used in
equivalent dose determination for the arroyo samples in the research
All of the
measurements required for the writing of this paper have already been completed Equivalent
dose calculation is made using the modified Single Aliquot Regenerative-dose (SAR)
protocol recently proposed by Duller (2003). This entails the measurement of a second
additional repeat dose cycle with prior IR exposure at the end of the standard SAR procedure
(Murray and Roberts, 1998) to check for feldspar contamination. Internal checks on the
modified SAR procedure performance (recuperation ratios, recycling ratios, ability to recover
known doses) reveal that the southeastern Colorado samples behave well under these
conditions of optical stimulation and growth curve construction. The southern California
samples, however, display particularly low sensitivity, and are characterised by very dim
natural and laboratory dose signals. Poor recycling ratios and large errors on growth curve
construction are commonplace in samples from this particular region. In order to improve the
performance of these samples, larger test dose values were administered and the second
rather than the first laboratory dose points were used to monitor sensitivity corrections The
effects of these alterations on the performance of the modified SAR protocol were
investigated before being routinely employed for dating. Laboratory doses can be
successfully recovered following these procedural alterations. The natural equivalent dose
values display much-improved precision, record acceptable recycling ratios and show no
evidence of thermal transfer throughout. Following verification, these alterations are
consequently incorporated into the modified SAR technique used for the dating of the
insensitive Californian samples.
Further checks were made on improving equivalent dose estimates using an additional
bleaching stage after each test dose cycle in the SAR protocol, as suggested by Murray and
Wmtle (2002). No distinct improvements in sample performance were observed following
this alteration. This chapter also includes investigations into appropriate preheat selection on
a number of representative samples. The choice of suitable preheating conditions may be of
particular importance in the case of some of the younger samples. Tests involving measuring
natural De's m a number of samples at eight different preheat temperatures (160-300°C for
10s, at 20 °C increments) reveal no significant mean De dependence upon pre-heat
temperature. Natural De scatter is generally smallest in the 220-260 °C range Dose recovery
experiments conducted over the same range of preheat temperatures also generally reveal
successful measurements of laboratory doses over all but the most extreme temperatures
measured. Consequently a fixed preheat (260 °C for 10s) and cut-heat regime (220 °C for
10s) is employed for all the samples measured in this study.
Chapter 3 - Single grain analysis of arroyo sediments using an Annealed Single Aliauot
Regenerative-dose (ASAR) approach: Initial results.

Chapter 3 will describe the results of analyses currently in progress. Single grain analysis of
samples with relatively insensitive optical signal characteristics can result in very limited
number of grains being accepted on the basis of the rejection criteria used in the modified
SAR technique. This was found to be particularly true of the Californian arroyo sediments
Low natural signal counts and poor fitting on growth curve construction means that relative
errors on equivalent dose estimates of accepted grains in these samples is also subsequently
high. Annealing is known to increase the sensitivity of quartz considerably from previous
studies. The aim of this chapter is to investigate the effects of annealing samples on growth
curve construction and the relative errors on De values, and to verify whether this technique
could be used to improve routine single-grain dating of quartz.
The Annealed Single Aliquot (ASAR) technique involves annealing each disc (at 350°C for
240s prior to administering the first laboratory dose in the modified SAR technique (Duller
2003). In the initial measurements made thus far, annealing significantly improves growth
curve construction and fitting. In the Californian samples measured, the relative errors on
equivalent doses do show some improvement, although much of this error is derived from the
low natural signals and so still displays wide values. Additional work is planned to measure
some of the much more sensitive Colorado samples to see whether relative errors are
improved in these cases. Verification of the ASAR technique is undertaken using the internal
checks and dose recovery experiments. Recycling ratios are greatly improved and thermal
transfer is not detected throughout. Laboratory doses can be successfully recovered using
ASAR in the measurements made thus far. Further work may be pursued to investigate the
effects of annealing at different temperatures/durations.
Part B - Assessing optical resetting and ctiaracterising dose distributions
Chapter 4 - Evaluation and analysis of bleaching histories in ephemeral fluvial samples part
I: investigating optical resetting using modern sample analogues and independent age control
Chapter 5 - Evaluation and analysis of bleaching histories in ephemeral fluvial samples part
II: Analytical techniques and the selection of representative equivalent Dose (De) values for
age calculations.
Chapters 4 and 5 describe the various approaches used in the verification of optical dating in
this geomorphological setting. In particular they relate to assessing whether complete or
partial resetting of the optical signal has occurred in the arroyo samples being measured, and
how to best represent resulting fully or partially bleached dose distributions in De estimates
Chapter 4 describes the field methods used and chapter 5 describes the analytical and
statistical techniques, used for in investigating optical resetting characteristics and dose
distributions.
In the first part of chapter 4 the single aliquot and single grain results of measurements made
on the modern channel sediments collected downstream at Murray Springs will be presented.
Implications for optical resetting characteristics of ephemeral stream sediments in a
downstream direction will be discussed and related to theory and measurements of sediment
transport rates and distances undertaken by previous authors in such systems. The modern
channel samples have been prepared and are awaiting measurement over the easter break. In
the second part of this chapter, optical resetting is compared with independently derived ^^C
ages collected from the same stratigraphic units at the Cuyama River and Murray Springs
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sites. Minimum and mean optical ages calculated from both single grain and single aliquot
equivalent dose measurements are compared with radiocarbon ages for associated units In
the case of the Cuyama samples, the Holocene channel terrace sediments display particular
scatter and mean single aliquot ages are generally an overestimation in comparison to
associated radiocarbon ages. Single aliquot minimum age calculations reveal better age
correlation in a number of these samples. Single grain minimum and mean ages provide
much better correspondence with independent age control. Results highlight the importance
of using single grain analysis in the case of partially bleached samples, and demonstrate that
single aliquot minimum ages may still fiot yield accurate ages in partially bleached samples
All single aliquot and single grain measurements of the Cuyama samples have been
completed. Samples from the Murray Springs sites have been prepared and await
measurement over Trinity term. Independent "C age control for both sites has been carried
out by S. Delong and Vance Haynes at the University of Arizona. Work on the radiocarbon
sample ages has been completed for both sets of samples.
Chapter 5 follows on directly from chapter 4, trying to determine the bleaching characteristics
of the fluvial samples using an array of analytical techniques. Much of these investigations
have been completed on the Cuyama and Colorado samples measured so far. Further
measurements and analysis of the Murray-Springs samples will be added following
equivalent dose determination measurements of these samples in Trinity term. The first part
of this chapter concentrates on the range of both distributional and signal analysis methods
available for identification of partial bleaching. Each method is applied to a number of
samples from arroyo sites across the southwest and their suitability discussed. Although
ideally suited for fluvial samples, De(t) analysis fails to discriminate seemingly obviously
partially bleached samples in a number of the Colorado and Californian samples. This is
investigated further and two possible reasons for this are put forward for the failings of De(t)
analysis in partial bleaching identification: i) absence of medium components in sample
natural signals ii) environmental bleaching conditions. Tests using artificially partialbleaching measurements made in the lab and curve fitting reveal that in a number of sites in
Colorado the sample's signals lack significant medium components. In the Californian
samples this is not the case, and artificial laboratory partial bleaching is detectable. A
possible explanation proposed for the failings of De(t) analysis in this ephemeral system is
that much of the sediment bleaching may be occurring in the long dormant phases in between
episodic flow events rather than during them in this and other ephemeral streams. If this
were the case, samples would then have been bleached (partially or fully) directly rather than
underwater, hence explaining the failure of De(t) analysis.
The suitability of alternative distributional methods for identifying partial bleaching are then
investigated. Standardised intensity verses equivalent dose plots are shown to be of little use
in the samples tested, owing to inhomogeneous grain-grain sensitivities revealed in single
grain analysis. Analysis is therefore focussed on assessing dose distribution characteristics
using histograms, PDF's and radial plots. Identification of non-normal distributions in these
plots is often taken as being indicative of partial bleaching. Where non-normal distributions
or scatter are present there are a number of possible methods that have been suggested for
obtaining best estimates of true burial doses. Each of these techniques is reviewed and its
suitability for the arroyo samples investigated. Given the fairly limited number of aliquot
measurements made in a large number of the samples in this study, leading edge analysis is
unsuitable. Taking the lowest fifth percent!Ie/lowest De value may result in underestimations
of true burial doses owing to experimental error scatter. A scheme is proposed based on the
running mean analysis of Fuchs and Lang (2001). In this procedure the significance of dose
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distributions are first tested using measures of sl<ewness and comparisons of relative standard
deviations on the burial dose distributions and experimental error distributions. Equivalent
doses obtained by this method yield reasonable and stratigraphically sensible ages.
Additional work to be completed in this chapter includes comparing the final optical ages
obtained from each of the dose distribution techniques reviewed with the independently
derived ^"C ages. Further analysis using the common, central and minimum age models is
also currently being undertaken on sample equivalent dose measurements already made,
2.5
Section III - Chronologies of Late Quaternary arroyo epicycles In the American
southwest
Chapter 6 - Redating and extending arroyo epicycle chronologies at Murray Springs-Curry
Draw, southeastern Arizona
Samples from the Murray Springs, Curry Draw site are awaiting measurement in Trinity term
using both single aliquot and single grain methods. Once these are obtained the optical ages
will be compared with the ^''C ages and interpreted in their geomorphic context. The history
of this site is well known from one of the most extensive radiocarbon dating schemes
undertaken in the southwest. It is hoped that the optical ages obtained from palaeochannel
fill deposits will be able to consolidate current understanding of alluvial history at the site,
and improve precision on the current stratigraphy chronology. In addition, the optical dates
will extend the current chronology back to the initial Late Pleistocene valley filling episodes.
Additional optical ages obtained from the previously undatable Sobiapuri and Millville units
will indicate the timing of initial valley filling across the region.
Chapter 7 - Reconstructing the Late Quaternary alluvial history of the Cuyama River,
Southern California, using optical dating
This chapter describes the application of optical ages obtained on the Cuyama samples to
their geological context. All single grain and single aliquot measurements of these samples
are nearing completion, and interpretation of the results is ongoing. Samples obtained from
multiple alluvial terrace infills in the Cuyama basin have been dated simultaneously using
both optical dating and radiocarbon dating. Through this multi-dating approach the Late
Quaternary history of the Cuyama River is revealed. Interpretation of the chronological
record against palaeoclimatic and palaeoeinvironmental records in the Santa Barbara region
reveal a strong correlation with major Late Quaternary climatic events. The current channel
incision event is believed to be fairly recent, occurring within the last 1 ka. Prior to this, the
valley experienced a period of aggradation lasting 2-3 ka. The second alluvial terrace was
emplaced at the beginning of the Holocene or during the Late Pleitocene-Holocene transition
(optical ages - 8.87 and 9.37 ka ages) when rainfall patterns and annual amounts are known
to have varied in the region. Optical dating of the upper terrace infill suggests these deposits
are Late Pleistocene in age (21.41 - 31.03 ka), resulting from a switch in river mode of
operation to aggradation during this more humid period.
Chapter 8 - Optical dating of arroyo sequences across southern Colorado: an inter- and
intra-basin comparison
This chapter describes optical ages obtained from a range of small scale arroyos across
southern Colorado. Currently, about half of these samples have been dated, with encouraging
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Section IV- Numerical modelling of ephemeral river basin cut-flit cycle dynamics
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arid basin using the CHILD model demonstrate the existence of alternating steady-state
epicycles of aggradation and erosion without any prior changes in independent external
variables. The two key intrinsic control mectianisms responsible for the autocyclic behaviour
observed are found to be intrinsic geomorphic thresholds relating to critical channel slope
gradients, and "complex response' behaviour. Spatial and temporal analysis of the processresponse relationships occurring within the catchment reveal the important environmental and
basin conditions that promote autocyclic behaviour, and the sorts of channel-hillslope
interactions and feedbacks that are an integral part of this dynamic steady-state activity. This
numerical modelling study offers some of the first, truly_quantitative evidence for the
existence and importance of intrinsic controls of cut-fill epicycles in ephemeral systems. The
implications of these findings are discussed in the context of the arroyo discourse and the
interpretation of field records.

Chapter 11 - The importance of rainfall characteristics in the development of ephemeral
basin cut-fill cycles: Results from numerical modelling investigations using CHILD
All the necessary modelling work towards this chapter has been completed. The chapter
figures and tables have been prepared and a first version of the chapter is currently in writing.
This chapter focuses on the importance of more 'subtle' aspects of climate in the formation of
arroyo epicycles. Several researchers have suggested that changes in storm intensity,
frequency and seasonality rather than simple changes in mean annual rainfall were the key
controlling climatic factors in the modern phase of arroyo development seen in many parts of
the American southwest (e.g. Leopold, 1951; Cooke, 1974; Balling and wells, 1990; Molnar,
2001). Assessing the importance of changes in rainfall patterns under constant mean climatic
conditions in nature is made difficult by the lack of detailed historical rainfall records around
the time of the historic incision episode. In this chapter the importance of rainfall
characteristics in cut-fill cycle development is investigated within a numerical modelling
framework. Numerical modelling simulations conducted on a small-scale semi-arid basin
using the CHILD model demonstrate the important role that even subtle changes in rainfall
patterns may have had on cut-fill cycle development in the southwest during the past. Three
types of sensitivity analysis are undertaken: i) Analysis of catchment morphology following
alterations in rainfall characteristics under constant mean rainfall conditions. The catchment
is parameterised using annual rainfall statistics from various different locations in the U.S.
that share mean rainfall amounts, but display different rainfall patterns. Steady state basin
morphologies show dramatic differences even though mean climate remains constant, ii)
Analysing the effects of climate changes resulting from alterations to individual rainfall
parameters. Simulating identical changes in mean rainfall following alteration of individual
rainfall parameters (storm intensity, frequency, and duration) reveals the relative importance
of these factors. Rainfall intensity is found to be a particularly dominant control variable
compared to rainfall frequency or duration from this analysis. Non-linear, directiondependent responses are also shown to be commonplace following alteration of rainfall
parameters, ill) Investigating the nature of catchment responses in relation to the direction of
changes in rainfall parameters. Given the important control exerted by rainfall intensity it is
shown that channel incision epicycles can occur following both an increase or decrease in
mean rainfall. These results are particularly important and suggest that emphasis should not
be placed on changes in mean rainfall conditions alone when explaining ephemeral cut-fill
cycles.
2.7
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Appendix A
Paper I

Arnold, L.J., Stokes, S., Bailey, R., Fattahi, M., Colls, A.E., Tucker, G., 2002.
Optical dating of potassium feldspar using far-red (__>665nmj IRSL
emissions: A comparative study using fluvial sediments from the Loire River,
France. Quaternary Science Reviews 22,1093-98

This published paper is based on previous observations that UV-blue emissions from
feldspars have often proved to be unacceptable dosimeters for age estimation given the
intrinsic problem of anomalous fading. The potential of exploiting the far-red (>665nm)
IRSL emissions from potassium feldspars as a means of avoiding the malign effects of
anomalous fading has recently been proposed (Fattahi, 2001). While that research
demonstrated that it was possible to detect the far-red signal in the coarse grain feldspar
samples studied, it did not present any empirical data for actual geological samples with or
without independent age control. The purpose of the present paper is to expand on the work
of Fattahi (2001) by undertaking a direct comparison of SAR De's and corresponding optical
ages for a suite of Holocene through Late Quaternary Pleistocene fluvial terrace deposits
from the upper reaches of the Loire River, France. Here we describe the behaviour of the farred emissions for these samples and present some initial dating results. The far-red IRSL
emission ages obtained are compared to UV-blue IRSL emission ages for the fluvial samples
and to corresponding optical ages previously generated on quartz fractions from the same
samples. Initial results are promising but show some inconsistencies. Basic experiments
demonstrate that this is not attributable to insufficient sensitivity correction by SAR in the
far-red emissions, neither was anomalous fading detected in either the far-red or UV-blue
emissions over short storage times. It is suggested that refinement of pre-treatment and
measurement conditions should enable more successful dating of feldspars with far-red
emissions and that further research on the potentially stable far-red signal is necessary.
Paper II

Lai, Z.-P., Arnold, L.J., Stokes, S., Bailey, R., Fattahi, M., 2002. Detection of
far-red IRSL from loess. Ancient TL 20(2), 41-46.

This published paper discusses the recent proposal that it may be possible to extend the age
range of luminescence dating of loess using the far-red (_=665-740nm) emissions from
feldspar, as it is thought not to exhibit anomalous fading. Studies on red luminescence have
been hindered due to technical difficulties in suppression of background and other factors.
Recent modifications to apparatus (esp. photo-multiplier plus filter combinations) have been
reported demonstrating that red IRSL (_=590-700nm) may be observed from coarse-grained
feldspar (Fattahi and Stokes, 2003). However, this modified system was not able to detect
far-red IRSL L=665-740nm) from old (>800ka) Chinese loess. In this short note we describe
further modifications to the system which have successfully enhanced the far-red IRSL
signal, and at the same time reduced background signal levels. As a result, routine
measurements of far-red IRSL from loess are possible.
Appendix B
Section III CHILD simulation parameterlsatlon details
This appendix contains the raw data used in the parameterlsatlon of the CHILD model for the
simulations undertaken in section III of the thesis. It includes the published values of various

ii;

physical and process parameters found from a wide search of the literature and more detailed
explanations of how the values of some of the erosion law coefficients were calibrated or
derived theoretically. This appendix is included to explain and give further details of the
choices of parameter values used in the simulations. All data for this section has been
collated into tables and needs only minor modifications.
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3. Plans for further work
The main outstanding parts of work are associated with the production of equivalent doses
and final ages for the Arizona samples and some of the Colorado samples, along with the
final writing up of chapters. The remaining samples have all been prepared and are ready for
measurement. The main worl< to be carried out over the following months is a systematic
evaluation of these remaining samples using both single aliquot and single grain techniques.
Given the fairly young ages of my samples it is practical to produce single aliquot equivalent
doses for one sample in 24hr. Measuring the remaining 30 Murray Springs samples and 20
Colorado samples using this method should therefore take about 7 weeks of machine time.
When taken in conjunction with additional measurements needed to validate the SAR
technique and expanding equivalent doses on already measured samples with limited De's, I
expect to have completed all single aliquot measurements by the end of Trinity term. Single
grain measurements of a number of the samples will also be ongoing. These will be
prioritised for partially bleached samples, and particularly for the Cuyama and MurraySprings samples. Practically, it is possible to produce equivalent doses for 2 samples in a
week with the single grain reader. I anticipate spending a further three-four months carrying
out these measurements, to produce a reasonable number of dates for thorough evaluation of
the samples I have.
Dose rate evaluation for the majority of samples has already been carried out using in-situ
gamma spectrometry. For more accurate beta dosimetry analysis, inductively-coupled
plasma mass spectrometry will be undertaken. Preparation of the samples for this procedure
takes 3 days per 30 samples. It is hoped, therefore that preparation and measurement pf the
samples by ICPMS will be undertaken fairly rapidly within 1-2 months. A detailed timetable
outlining the objectives and timescales for the remaining D.Phil project is shown below.
Throughout the following months, I will focus on both establishing the remaining ages and
dose rate estimates. Writing up chapters is also currently an ongoing process and will
become my sole focus from the end of Trinity term onwards.
Objective
Mar

Apr

May

June

Year 3 (2004/5)
July Auq | Sep | Oct 1 Nov 1 Dec ' Jan

General and specific reading
Equivalent dose measurements
ICP analysis

■■

SAR and single grain protocol testing
Analysis of ciironology results
Writing of chapter in section 1
Writing of remaining chapters in section II
Writing of chapters in section ill
Writing of remaining chapters in section IV

^^^^H

Writing of introduction and conclusion
Bind and submit thesis

Timetab lefor execu tion of"rema ningr esearc h

17

■■BB^HB

■■■■^■B
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5. Example of completed work

Chapter 10
Autogenic cut-fill cycle behaviour in ephemeral streams: Numerical modelling insights into
the role of geomorphic thresholds and complex responses in the context of fluvial epicycles
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Appendix B
Preliminary report on dendrogeomorphologicai studies in
Colorado
Unpublished progress report by Vanessa Winchester,
2002

Preliminary report on Dendrogeomorphological studies in Colorado
July 2002.
Vanessa Winchester,
School of Geography and the Environment, University of Oxford.

FORT CARSON
Fort Carson, 1655 m (5428 ft) a.s.l., and Pifion Canyon Maneuver Site (PCMS) 1635 m
(5362 ft) a.s.l.
Material: 42 tree cores were taken with a 400 mm tree increment borer and 32 cross
sections were cut from small trees, shrubs and shrub roots.
Tree species: Juniper {Juniperus monosperma and Juniperus osteosperma), a few PInon
pine (Pinus edulis) and Tamarisk {Tamarixpentanda).
Shrubs: Rubber rabbit bush [Chrysothamnus nauseosus) and Four-winged saltbush
{Atriplex canescens).
Study sites:
Fort Carson - Norton Gully, Big Valley, and Little Grand Canyon, about 100 miles northnorthwest of PCMS - Purgatoire Canyon and Big Arroyo
General observations on climate and tree growth at Fort Carson
There is significant statistical agreement between growth measurements of the majority of
cross-dated cores at all the coring sites excepting Purgatoire Canyon. This suggests that
climate has been the major factor controlling growth in the area.
The, mainly, juniper trees appear to be unaffected by the 1943 to 1957 drought period.
However, growth was generally suppressed from the late 1850s to the 1970s with one
release period between1915 to 1925. Since 1930 when growth was (narrowly) at its lowest
point for the last 165 years, growth has recovered reaching its highest point in the whole
285-year record in 2000; exceeding previous high points reached in 1790 and 1825 (see
climate graph).
Conformable tree growth across the study area, where winters are cold and summers
frequently drought ridden, may be owing to the high-stress factors and similarities in
altitude and topography, with growth differences in Purgatoire Canyon due to the
relatively, well-watered, sheltered river-valley site.
However, human impact could also account for suppressed growth from the 1850s until
1915. This period coincides with land settlement and the development of ranching across
the area. Persistent growth recovery from the 1940s to the present could relate to further
changes in land use associated with allocation of the area to the army. Further work is
required to investigate the human and non-human factors influencing growth.
Events
There are at least four processes of gullying activity that affect associated plants: (i)
sapping (including piping induced by soil cracking, animal or insect burrowing) leading to

(ii) slumping; (iii) sliding, and (iv) filling. These processes will be accelerated by slope
wash especially following intense storms after dry periods.
Gullying activity and slope dynamics were investigated using both external and
morphological characteristics of trees and shrubs. Slope soil accumulation rates were
derived from distances between current ground surface and primary and secondary root
structures, with annual rings used to date the different root/stem junctions. Similarly,
minimum rates of soil loss were deduced from measurement of root exposure and by dating
- changes in ring eccentricity shown in trunk cross sections. Branch or trunk damage to trees
growing by river channels date flooding events. In addition tree age provides a minimum
date for events that clear surfaces of vegetation. The values in Table 1 show that it takes
from 1-4 years for seedling trees to start growing, with the length of time depending on the
amount of moisture available. Growth rates are similarly affected by moisture withjuniper
on dryer hill-slope sites growing 3.8 cm yr and on wetter sites 16.7 cm yr.
FORT CARSON
Horton Gullv (Training Area 21). Aerial photos, from 1962, 1991 and 1995 show
relatively stable gully walls. The gully's mid-section is eroded to a depth of 3.2 m. with
some recent slumping and widening probably in the late 1990s. Retreat during the last
growing season is marked by a tree dying from accumulation of too much soil at its base.
Big Valley (Training Area 48). This gully has dissected the rim of the valley and is
advancing into the surrounding plateau, with the head wall currently relatively stationary.
A tree, initially growing 1 m above the gully floor and fallen across the gully at its
narrowest point where it pierces the valley rim, provides a minimum date for rim incision
of 1901 and a date of 1989 for recent changes in the gully. The ages of rubber-rabbit and
four-winged saltbushes growing around the enlarged head of the gully provide more detail.
They suggest that active enlargement took place prior to the 1940s while the ages of shrubs
(23 yrs) on the gully-head walls and a small juniper tree (16 yrs) growing on the gully floor
suggest that, apart from some minor slumping, there have been few major changes since
the 1940s (see Big Valley figure).
Little Grand Canyon (Training Area 42). Erosion is active on at least some of the head
walls, with consequent accumulation of material in parts of the system. The most southerly
head, unlike most of the other head walls, has a slope angle of 32° and is near a route
junction; possibly this was back-filled by the army. A shrub growing on the head slide
dates filling to 1996, with further slumping in 1997/8 since when, the gully head has
probably been static. In the next gully to the north, the vertical headwall has been eroding
over at least the last 9 years with increasing accumulation at its foot. Additional material
has been carried down the main gully channel and deposited below a bedrock knick point,
with at least 3 accumulation phases: before 1969 and in 1977 and 1988. A tree growing in a
feeder channel on a small terrace below the north side of the main channel provides a
minimum age for terrace creation of 80 years (1923). Ephemeral vegetation, grasses, small
plants by the runoff channel and shrubs growing 26 cm above the channel suggest that
there has been little activity at this point in the system, at least over the 2002 growing
season. A further tree on the south side of the gully on its lip has exposed roots suggesting
minor gully slumping and widening 25 and 4 years ago (1977 and 1998), with narrow tree
rings forming in 1985,1988 and 1992.

PCMS
Purqatoire Canyon is impressive witii walls over 400 feet high. Apart from dinosaur
footprints, it contains a wide river with 4 terraces on its east side, the highest standing
approximately 25 feet above the river, certainly predating any of the trees growing on it
(the oldest cored tree is 118-years old). A small gully-type wall, forming the upper terrace
boundary, is receding at an approximate average rate of Icm/yr over the last 100 years,
estimated by the distance of an exposed root from the present wall. The average rate
probably does not accurately represent wall recession which is more likely to occur in
Increments, as suggested by annual ring eccentricity and periods of narrow dark rings show
by the branch cross-section of a dying trees standing on the lip of the wall, where its roots
maintain a bastion, on one side of which severe sapping and cavitation is taking place (see
Purgatoire Valley figure).
Tree ages and periods of damage on the lower terraces suggest flood dates. A number of
tamarisks by the riverside date flood debris in 2000. Trees on the first rock-cut terrace (T1)
above the river date to 1990 with narrow, dark rings suggesting further flooding in 1992/3
and 1998. On the next terrace (T 2), maximum tree age of 1984 suggests flooding before
this date with rings becoming eccentric in 1986 and narrow dark rings in 1992/3/4 and
1998/9 indicating that floods in these years covered this terrace also. T3 is not represented.
Big Arroyo head. Tree ages in and beside the centre line of the valley may not exceed
1910, the construction year of the Pipeline Road crossing the valley head. According to
Dan Sharps, wagons may have accessed the road by ascending the gentle 2-4° slope of the
valley. The valley head begins in a dip in the road and there are indications that runoff
draining down the opposed inclines washes down-valley at this point. Over the 1 km extent
of the study section, there are intermittent scours of increasing depth down-slope. Near the
road the scours have mini heads 8-10 cm high and are not more than 1-2 m across. Near the
base of the study section where lateral valley focus additional runoff into the main valley,
gullying becomes more persistent with walls up to 175 cm high and scours 3 to 4 m across.
(see Map of Big Arroyo and Sketch map).
There is a knick point in the bedrock approximately 280 m down-slope where the vertical
head is 80 cm high and erosion is taking place across the width of the valley floor at this its
narrowest point (37 m). Some 588 m from the road and 275 m below the knick point, the
valley becomes almost flat over a distance of approx.125 m. Here, grasses of the
Geraniacae famWy indicate a clayey, moist, disturbed soil at the foot of side valleys joining
the main Arroyo valley. Cattle may have created the disturbance.
At this point, a 12-year-old Pinyon pine, its roots in soil 43 cm above ground growing in
the middle of an old multi-stemmed Juniper (aged over 59 years) suggests recent soil
surface loss near the tree of 28 cm, presumably since 1990. This host tree and its 'cargo'
nicely illustrate the ephemeral nature of the arroyo system, with frequent cycles of filling
and soil loss (see Sketch map).
An additional factor that could repay further investigation is the existence of animal holes
(pack rats?) below seedling trees and shrubs. These holes were often found during
excavations of root systems not necessarily in main valley drainage channels. Such tunnels
could act as focuses for moisture thus supplying both a good seedbed for plants and an
initial focus triggering sapping and scouring.

The present configuration of scours and mini gullies either focuses around tree stems or
lays some metres up or down-valley from trees. The question is: what is the nature of the
gully/tree relationship; are the gullies propagating uphill or downhill and what triggers
uphill or downhill responses?

TABLE 1 shows tree height/age relationships at the head of Big Arroyo; 660 m downvalley in a moist gully and in the water tank ditch by the route from PCMS entrance.
Growth rate vary according to environment, with rates from 2.5 to 4.7 cm/yr on dry slopes
and from 13.6 to 20.5 cm/yr in moister areas. Estimate of years for Juniper seedling
establishment in water tank ditch, based on ditch excavation in 1984, is from 1 to 4 years.

Section (S) or
Core (C) ID

Height above Primary
root (pr)

Tree
heiglit
(cm)

Tree
age
(yrs)

Growth
rate
cmyr'^

Big Arroyo
head
SI
S3
S4
S6
S8

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

123
37
52
97
147

26
15
15
26
31

4.73
2.47
3.46
3.73
4.74
3.83

Gully 660 m
down-valley
C9

Core fieiglit above
ground (cm)
13

250

18

13.8

Water tank

(S) or (C) tieigfit above
ground (cm)
Ground level
19
10
33
Ground level
13
63

248
270
185
250
195
218
282

18
13
9
12
14
15
14

13.77
19.28
20.55
19.23
13.93
13.62
16.58
16.70

ditch dug 1984

S3
C4
C5
C6
S7
S8
C9

0

0

Section Irom a btanch giowing cs
new leacting stem ol iree ioten
across Big Valley guily v'.'here it
hos bioken llifough tlie valley rim.
1976-78,1981 and 2l>32-3 probably
mark drought yeors ond 19S9 the
year (he iree fell. Darkened wood
ond ring eccentricity ofc reoctior^s
lo siope niovemerit starting m I9?0.
with Ills upper foois kiS'ed in t?S9
jbrown in lime-lopse stetch
bcbw|. Now onty' the tov.'er stopc
roots remain to support growtti

1954:

?• • i.

Purgaloire Canyon; re!reo1ing terroce
v.'oll with average reJreot rote, of 1cm
yr over 100 yeori, vfa% exirapolated ftom
lenglti one! age of exposed root.
However, very norrow ctor>: rings in ihe
bfonch seclion (rigl-itj suggest Ihol
(eireot tios beer", episodic, beginning
in 190't when eccenlric rings began to
lorm. The first niojor change involved
damage in !92i. In 197^ drostic tenace retieal.
possibly including c o v i I o I i o ri.
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mistaken tor ttie heolthy tree standing behirid.
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[i] Landscape evolution models that calculate erosion as a iunction of digg^g^sually
assume steady state runoff conditions and compute discharge as a powef law "fenction of
the contributing area. This assumption is appropriate for small catchin^ll^^r regions
in which the climate is characterized by long-lasting rainfall eventS|<^lk larger
catchments or shorter storms, however, the travel time of a water t)fe;lel-om the divide
to the catchment outlet is typically longer than the characteristic^oi^^Sration. Hence a
hydrologic steady state cannot be reached. This paper of^tenraiaMic solution for
nonsteady state peak discharge and investigates how c^|^e^n stomi duration alter
hydrograph characteristics and the shape of the resulting^)yffibrium landscape. An
asymptotic function is used to incorporate the effect of ston^u/ation into a landscape
evolution model. We demonstrate with numerical simulations Mid analytical results that
decreasing relative storm duration results in downstr^l^ecreasing equilibrium channel
concavity and decreasing valley density. It is flso ^mn $at this nonsteady state runoff
system is less stable than the system of steady ste^|ff processes. Under certain
conditions, no fixed dynamic equilibrium state ex^^^urthermore, analysis of the shape
of runoff hydrographs reveals feedback me^nisms manifested between hydrograph
shape, erosion, and morphogenesis, demon^ting a compensatory mechanism between
external precipitation input and inter^^il^^duction.
INDEX TERMS.- 1815 Hydrology:
Erosion and sedimentation; 1824 Hydrology: GWteg^lgy (1625); 1860 Hydrology: Runoff and
streamflow; 3210 Mathematical Geophysics: Mpd3^^-KEYW0RDS: landscape evolution, storm duration,
dynamic equilibrium, hydrograph shape
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,1 truisSis of geomorphology is
[2] One of the funds
that the morphology olta^raSftlSCnt influences its hydrograph shape and that a^the same time the catchment is
shaped by the hydrograph mfi runoff erosion. This is one of
the feedback mechanisms standing behind the self-organized
character of landform development [Rodriguez-Iturbe and
Valdez, 1979; Rodriguez-Iturbe et al, 1982; Rinaldo et al,
1993]. Landscape evolution models published in the past
2 decades have been successful in producing realistic-looking simulated landscapes [e.g., Ahnert, 1976, 1987;
Howard, 1994b; Tucker and Bras, 1998; Willgoose, 1991a,
1991b], reproducing specific landform features [e.g.,
Howard, 1994a, 1997; Kirkby, 1971, 1986], and clarifying
spatiotemporal causative relationships between model
inputs and the resulting surface [Tucker and Slingerland,
1997; Tucker and Bras, 2000; Whipple and Tucker, 1999].
In these models the landscapes typically evolve in response
to runoff expressed in terms of either mean annual, mean
peak [e.g., Willgoose et al, 1991a, 1991b, 1991c], or
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"effective" annual flow, without accounting for the shape
of the hydrograph. This approach, which has the advantage
of simplicity, ignores any interaction between hydrograph
shape and erosion dynamics. Clearly, the incorporation of
the hydrograph shape into landscape evolution models is
not a necessary condition for landscape self-organization.
However, the question of whether and how landscape
evolution characteristics change when introducing the extra
feedback between hydrograph shape and erosion remains
unanswered.
[3] Hydrologic steady state occurs when a constant discharge is produced after a sufficiently long period of
precipitation such that all runoff-producing portions of the
catchment contribute flow to the point in question. It is
convenient to assume this condition for purposes of longterm evolution modeling because it implies that the stream
discharge at any point is simply the product of contributing
area and a runoff coefficient. The assumption of steady state
runoff may be quite reasonable for small catchments and for
climates dominated by long-lasting, spatially extended precipitation events. However, it does not hold for large
catchments and for regions in which short duration, smallscale convective storms provide the geomorphologically
significant portion of the yearly precipitation. There are
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several reasons for this. First, there are time-dependent
losses during the rainfall-runoff transition. Interception
and infiltration show decreasing rates during a storm event.
These losses can entirely absorb the initial portion of a
rainstorm, but after reaching saturation or a critical value,
both interception and infiltration rate may attain constant
values. Infiltration and interception are partly responsible
for a time gap between the onset of the precipitation event
and the buildup of the hydrograph peak discharge. If the
precipitation event is shorter than this time gap, steady state
(as defined above) cannot occur. '
[4] Second, the relationship between the shape and the
00 ^%iao
10000
100000
1000000 10000000
size of the rain cell and the shape and the size of the
Drainage Area [km']
catchment determines the wetted proportion of the catchment during a storm event. If the rain cell does not entirely Figure 2. AaiB|^'§^hual peak discharge-drainage area
cover the catchment, the wetted proportion is less than one, relationship for drajnage basins in Kentucky. Note that the
and discharge cannot be assumed to be linearly proportional exponentin Si^|gilssion equation is considerably less than
to the total drainage area. Third, the travel time of a water unity, i^tgating the absence of a linear relationship.
particle fi'om the divide to the catchment outlet sets the time
v
V
interval for the hydrograph to reach peak discharge and for
runoff to reach steady state. If the characteristic storm and/or aerially focused [e.g., Leopold and Miller, 1956;
duration is less than this timescale (which will depend on Gra/1-^88].
the longest storm flow travel time within the basin), steady
[e] A second important phenomenon is the observed
state cannot occur.
J a^ation between peak discharge and catchment shape.
[5] These effects have a direct influence on the spatlaj^ Str^hler [1964] was among the first to point out the
distribution of peak discharges within a drainap %^^ Mportance of drainage basin shape, arguing that all else
They are responsible for two important hydrologicarplieequal, long, narrow basins will tend to have lower peak
nomena that are likely to influence long-tenn drainage basifi^ discharges at their outiet than more rounded ones. Such
evolution. First, it is well known that in larger l^i^s, peak shape effects are commonly parameterized in synthetic unit
discharge is commonly not linearly proportionaTO^ralnage hydrographs using a combination of area, mainstream
area, even in humid temperate regions, ^h
length, and outlet-to-basin-centroid distance [e.g.. Bras,
flow does vary linearly with basin size!^j^
1990]. Shape effects are also implicit in the geomorphic
Figure 1 shows a linear relationship bebssen ^toi annual instantaneous unit hydrograph concept [Rodriguez-Iturbe
discharge and drainage area for humid tempefete drainage and Valdez, 1979] and in the well-known correspondence
basins in Kentucky, United StatesrTWs iMg^pmon pattern between hydrographs and catchment width fimctions [e.g.,
in humid-temperate regions [e.g., ^m^}9ST, Slingerland Rinaldo et al, 1995b; Veneziano et al, 2000; Dick et al,
et al., 1994]. By comparison, the&^tio^ip between basin 1997]. Given the importance of catchment size and shape
size and mean peak discharg#(i^^|ie average annual effects in hydrology, it is natural to expect that they play a
maximum discharge) is clear^^onlinear (Figure 2). Non- role in feedbacks between hydrology, erosion, and longlinear relationships between peaRflow and catchment size term basin evolution. This paper aims to develop a generare particularly pronoil8^j||Jft4g,pfiniates, where in-stream alized theory to describe one of these key feedbacks, that
losses are significant and raJiifi^fms tend to be short lived arising fi-om flow duration effects, and make predictions
about its geomorphic consequences.
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Figure 1. Mean annual discharge-drainage area relationship for river basins in Kentucky, United States. The
exponent in the regression equation indicates a close-tolinear relationship between the two variables.

Background, Approach, and Scope

[7] By using landscape evolution models in geomorphic
research, it becomes possible to forecast the reaction of the
surface to changing climatic or land use conditions [e.g.,
Willgoose et al, 1991a, 1991b; Howard, 1994a, 1994b;
Kooi and Beaumont, 1996; Coulthard et al, 2000; Tucker
and Slingerland, 1997; Moglen et al, 1998; Allen and
Densmore, 2000]. However, most current landscape evolution models make these forecasts on the basis of a highly
simplified representation of catchment hydrology. Typically,
it is assumed that the discharge at any point in a channel
network is a multiple of the drainage area. This implies that
formative storais are larger in area than the catchment and
that they last longer than the longest travel time of water
particles within the largest basin, even when applied at
scales of hundreds to thousands of square kilometers.
Willgoose et al [1991c] and Howard [1994a, 1994b] used
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a more general approach, in which peak discharge is semiarid climates, in which infiltration-excess runoff is
modeled as a power law fiinction of basin area; in often the dominant mechanism of runoff generation. Conpractice, however, a linear relationship is usually as- sidering that theoretically, a hydrograph begins to rise at the
sumed. In some environments a limited travel time even very moment when the rain event commences (because
for overland flow on hillslopes can have a significant raindrops fall in the stream) and that after cessation of the
influence on morphology. For example, Dunne [1991] rainfall the time taken for the flood to leave the catchment is
showed how long, convex hillslopes arise as a result of the longest travel time for storm runoff within the basin, the
characteristically short storm duration in Kenya. Kirkby duration of a storm flow hydrograph can be given as the
[1993, 1994] constructed an erosion law with a charac- sum of the duration-^f the storm, r„ and the time required
teristic scale parameter giving the distance traveled by for water at the mos^distant point of the catchment to reach
'*Si*
overland flow during a dominant storm and found that the outlet, T,
equilibrium slope profiles are affected by this parameter;
f' -'<(l,=^Tr+T,.
(1)
however, these analyses were restricted to hillslope profiles. Niemann et al. [1997] compared the predicted
V
}
equilibrium morphology of catchments formed by long[11] Initial:rtFR][trafion following the onset of a rain event
lasting versus "impulsive" rainfall events and found that can also be incorporated mto the model by interpreting 7). as
"impulsive" rainfall results in steeper slopes at higher the runoff-praducing duration of the event. The maximum
contributing area than is the case under continual precip- travel tiftie for storm flow can be obtained as
itation. Thus, although the steady state assumption has the
appeal of simplicity, its application to larger catchments is
'-%.,/■
T,=
(2)
problematic on both physical and theoretical grounds.
Uf'
%.
[8] In this paper we introduce a simple theory for peak
discharge distribution within a catchment and use this where L is the longest flow path within the basin and Ufis
theory to predict the long-term geomorphic consequence^
grting velocity. The routing velocity is assumed here to be
of nonsteady flood discharges. We do this in part ^
s^lally constant. This assumption is consistent with the
encoding the theory within a numerical landscape wotoio: te'ct that bank-fiill flow velocity tends to show minimal
model and running simulations of catchment evolutiofinitot mcrease downstream {Uf ~ 2" [Leopold and Maddock,
compare steady and nonsteady hydrologic regimes, w^ 1953]) in most alluvial rivers. Our assumption ignores the
begin by assuming that peak discharge of a givp^ut here fact that overland flow velocity is usually considerably
unspecified) recurrence interval acts as a "dominanti dis- slower than flow in open chaimels. One could account for
charge [Wolman and Miller, I960]; in o^^oR^^^ the this by using two distinct routing velocities, one for
discharge which is most important in shapS^^em^inage channels and one for hillslopes. However, if drainage
basin. In adopting this assumption we nqt^at^riial peak density were relatively uniform, this would simply increase
flow is considered to be a better indicator ofteeomorpho- calculated travel times everywhere, without altering the
logically significant hydrologi^'cMdrl^^ban annual scaling that we discuss in section 4 (to appreciate this, try
mean flow. By doing so, the shape prlferunoffhydrograph replacing equation (2) with Tt={L- Lh)IUf+ L^IUh, where
is explicitly represented in the ^ifoel- ^^^model offers a L), is hillslope length and Ui, is overland flow velocity, in the
two-dimensional network frarEiew^4^|b'account for the derivations that follow). For the sake of clarity, therefore,
geomorphological effects of Hfe.limited storm duration in we assume a constant routing velocity, recognizing that
the context of large-scale landsrafe^volution theory. Ide- differential overland and channel velocities influence the
ally, this will allow th^S^^^^pTmore complex climate model predictions only in detail and can, if desired, be
change scenarios and alj^t^^Suerstanding of the hydro- easily incorporated.
graph shape-erosion feeMack mechanism.
[12] Following Willgoose [1989], the hydrograph, Q{{)
[9] In sections 3-5 we\xamine both numerically and can be nondimensionalized by scaling with peak flow, Qp,
analytically the morphological changes to an evolving while time, t, can be normalized by flood hydrograph
surface that occur when runoff conditions shift from steady duration, 7^:
toward unsteady and describe some features of the hydrograph shape-erosion interdependence. We show that re(3)
2'(0 = Qi.t)/Qp,
duced storm duration decreases the concavity of the
fluvially eroded profiles, alters the slope-area diagram of
where
the resulting equilibrium surface, and, in certain cases,
results in convex equilibrium slope and channel profiles.
: t/Th.
(4)
At the same time we show that the hydrograph shapeerosion interaction provides a self-stabilizing feedback
[13] The total flood hydrograph volume, neglecting base
mechanism that dampens landscape response when the flow, can be written as
dominant storm duration changes.
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212 3. Theory
213 3.1. Hydrology
214
[10] Thispaperfocuseson the effects of short (duration <
215 travel time) and intense storms, which are typical of

V = j Q{t)dt = QpThj Q'{t')dt',
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(5)

where V is total volume and discharge is taken to include 265
only storm flow (not base flow). In the case of infiltration- 266
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excess runoff production, total volume can also be given as
V = (R — I)AT„ where R is time- and space-averaged
rainfall intensity, / is time- and space-averaged infiltration
rate (/ < R), and A is contributing area. Combining
equations (1), (2), and (5), and assuming constant R and /,
we can write Qp as a fiinction of runoff rate, storm duration,
and basin length:
{R-I)A
Qp =

FHS

Tr+L/Uf'

(6)

where F/,j is a hydrograph shape factor equal to the integral
)i2
/
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
in equation (5). Fi,s = 0.5 for triangular hydrographs,
storm duration number
whereas F),^ goes to 1 for steady state runoff conditions,
indicating a rectangular hydrograph shape. This shape factor
Figure 3. ^^ligraph shape factor values (F^) for
is assumed to be constant during our simulation runs. In
different st&i duffitions measured from numerical rainother words, we assume self-similar hydrograph shapes,
fall-run^simteatibns. On a synthetic catchment produced
although, in fact, the evolving shape of catchments will
b^^tofflStoe evolution model, runoff was generated with
continuously change the shape of the hydrograph to some
jcoramnt-villicity rainfall-runoff simulator, and the catchextent as well. Fh^ measurements using constant-velocity
n|^/was precipitated with rainfall events with increasing
rainfall-runoff simulations on a synthetic surface (Figure 3)
ler^^^ij, values of the hydrographs produced at the outlet
show that the value of F^^ changes only slightly when storm
of the^ltchment were recorded. As the storm duration
duration changes so that we can approximate F^^ as
.number (SDN) representing nondimensional storm duration
constant (here with the characteristic value of 0.4), withoi^
'%^|. from 0 to 1 (0 and 1 are end cases for infinitely short
introducing a considerable amount of bias kto
ij^ am long storms), F^ goes to 1 as well, but in the region
calculations.
*
^"'here SDN is between 0 and 0.5, F^ is relatively stable
[14] According to equation (6), peak discharge depml
around 0.4.
on both the basin's area-length {A-L) relationship and on the?
ratio of storm duration (f^) to longest travel timeiSSthin the
basin {LIVj). The fraction T^lijr + J^/^j) i|a nonpimenlional Weisbach roughness relation for fully turbulent flow; in
number, here termed the storm duration iJMaber r|E|l|©:'The the latter case, both a and P are 2/3 [Howard et al, 1994;
storm duration number is unity for steady st^l^conditions Tucker and Slingerland, 1997]. Incision (detachment) rate z
and approaches zero as the storm duratiqi<^trayei|!ime ratio is modeled as
decreases. The storm duration nxmber i4.a suifeble variable
£ = Ke{^
to measure the combined effect of stOTi a||gtKh, flow path
(8)
length, and routing velocity oiv»m^^conditions and
therefore to enumerate the deviatffi^fth^ftinoff conditions where T^ is a critical shear stress representing surface
resistance to erosion and Ke and 7 are positive, empirical
fi-om the steady state.
^ ^^f
[15] The link between catchffilnt geometry and hydrology constants [Howard andKerby, 1983], with 7 = 3/2 [Whipple
is reflected in the y^-j^relationsh^^riumerator and denom- and Tucker, 1999].
[17] Combining equations (5)-(8) and assuming T^ to be
inator of equation (6^S8lte|se^equal, for a given storm
duration in a nonsteadyk ^ite lianoff environment, round 0, e.g., for fine-grained dispersive soils, we can write the
catchments with a high area-length ratio will produce higher storm-averaged erosion rate as
307 peak discharges than elong^^ catchments with a low areaih
1
308 length ratio.
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3.2. Fluvial and Overland Flow Erosion
[le] The erosion model used in this paper is detachment
limited in the sense that incision rate, e, is only a function of
excess shear stress and does not depend on the sediment
content of the runoff. It is assumed that once material is
detached fi^om the surface, it leaves the basin with the flood
wave, and therefore eroded material is immediately removed from the system with no possibility of redeposition.
Shear stress, T, under steady, uniform flow is modeled as a
power law function of discharge and slope:
T = Ktq''§',

328
329
330
331
333
334

£ = ^ / K\Q{t)]'"s"dt = Kg;s" j ^{tTdt'
K{R - I)'"A'"S"F,„
[Tr + L/Uf]"

(9)

where K = K,Ke, m = 07, n = ^7, and F>,e is a constant
(between 0 and 1) equal to the integral of 2'(0'"- Note that
there are two end-member cases. For small basins or longlasting storms, 7). » LIUf and hydrographs tend to be flat
{Fhe ~ Ffo ~ 1) so that equation (9) reduces to the steady
state erosion equation

(7)

319 where K,, a, and P are positive constants, q is discharge per
321 unit contour length or channel width, and S is slope.
322 Equation (7) assumes either the Manning or Darcy-

323
324
325
326

E = K{R-I)'"A'"S".

336
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338
340
341

(10)

[is] For large basins or short storms, 7). < L/Uf. In order 344
to simplify equation (9), we need to find a relationship 345
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between the contributing area and flow path length. An
empirical relationship based on real catchments is provided
by Hack's law [Hack, 1957], where L^A''andh^ 0.5-0.6
[e.g., Montgomery and Dietrich, 1992; Rigon et ai, 1996].
Using this relationship, equation (9) reduces to
£~^'"('-*)5'".
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processes in our model, we do not exploit the second
characteristic of the slope-area diagram.
[22] Figure 4 shows simulated equilibrium (erosion = uplift
rate) landscapes, and Figure 5 provides the corresponding
slope-area diagrams, illustrating the geomorphic effect of
storm duration change. Figure 4a represents steady state
runoff conditions, while Figures 4b and 4c show nonsteady
state conditions caused by limited storm duration.
[23] The two mostifbvious visual outcomes of decreased
storm duration are tn^ jeduced channel and slope concavity
and the lower valley pljsity. The first reflects the decreased
weighting of drainage aretlphe second arises from reduced
efficacy of runof|''erosi|n aS peak discharges decline.

[i9] This means that the degree of drainage area dependence becomes systematically smaller in larger basins,
approaching about half the sensitivity of the smaller basins,
because (7 - /i) ~ 0.4-0.5 [Niemann et ai, 1997].
Different exponents for the length-area relationship, which
are applicable to overiand flow on hillslopes with various
geometries, also merit consideration. On planar slopes, for
example, L is linearly proportional to area {h = 1), which 4.1. Streairf'RiPe Concavity
reduces equation (11) to £ ~ 5". On divergent slopes, where
[24] EquillMumJ)rofile concavity under nonsteady state
h> \, erosion rate can actually decrease as the contributing runoff c^rai^fe^is altered by two additional effects which
area increases downslope. Aspects of these relationships V^^'^SL^'^ ^^^ steady state framework: by the storm
will be explored in section 4.1.3.
^raSn-tr^Sl time relationship captured in the storm
Elation number and by the area-length relationship hidden
365 3.3. Numerical Implementation
in ■^^eak discharge fiinction. We discuss these two effects
[20] The above erosion equations were used in the Chan- in sectipis 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, respectively.
366
367 nel Hillslope Landscape Development model (CHILD^ .4.1.1. Effect of Storm Duration Number (SDN):
368 [Tucker et ai, 2001] to simulate topographies developej"
ptpnstream Decreasing Concavity
369 under different dominant storm durations. Simulatigps wf
[is] Using the steady state detachment-limited erosion
370 carried out on a 80 x 80 lattice, with a single outletjminF |aw of equation (10), we can express the equilibrium slope371 (fixed altitude, open to mass flux) in one comer, m
area relationship as [e.g., Moglen and Bras, 1995; Whipple
372 simulations an initial random topography is uplifted with a/ and Tucker, 1999]
373 constant velocity relative to the outlet point. W|t«|entering
374 each node is routed toward the steepest flow direjcftioi| and
375 contributing area for each node is ^tffiut^^ffeach
(12)
ly
376 iteration. Given the detachment-limited frameesta^for wash
377 processes, wash load defined in equaMUh (97ts totally
378 removed. To model diffusion, C^piLDkppli^ a point-to- where —min is often referred to as an intrinsic concavity
379 point transport of diffusive sediment^taSr but in our index (9). Plotting this relationship between S and .^ on a
log-log graph, 6 gives the slope of the resulting straight line.
380 simulations, diffusion is tumed^o^^ft^ero in order to
[26] Expressing S from equation (9) gives an equivalent
gain
an
unbiased
picture
about
t^^^ct^f
storm
duration
381
expression for nonsteady state hydrology:
382 on the drainage network. ModAaCTi^ons were run long
383 enough to reach an equilibriu^^tote, in which downwear384 ing at any point of tl^|£__surface bShnces tectonic uplift. In
385 section 4, simulation re "llSas^cprresponding statistics are
386 presented.
It is also useful to examine a dimensionless form of
\.
equation (13a), in which drainage area of subbasins is
normalized by maximum basin stream length Lb (a constant)
388 4. Effect of Relative Storm Duration on Drainage
and parameters are grouped in dimensionless quantities:
389 Basin Morphology
[21] Beside the qualitative, visual characterization of
390
391 landscapes, morphometric statistics offer a tool for quanti392 tative description. One of the most common morphometric
393 properties is the slope-area diagram [e.g., Montgomery and
where A* = A/Li The term L/U/Tr on the right-hand side
394 Dietrich, 1988, 1994; Willgoose et ai, 1991a; Tarboton et
represents the ratio of local (subbasin) mainstream length to
395 al, 1992], which plots on a log-log scale the slope versus
the distance that runoff travels during a rainfall event.
396 the contributing area of the points of the surface. In the
[27] The storm duration effect (expressed by the right397 following, we will use the slope-area diagram to measure
most terms in equations (13a) and (13b)) introduces addi398 the effect of storm duration change on the resulting equitional features to the slope-area graph. Because of the
399 librium surface. With this diagram, one can visualize both
asymptotic character of SDN, the effect of flow path length
400 (1) the degree of channel or slope profile concavity and
in equation (13) appears gradually as flow path length
401 (2) the transition point between diffusion-dominated convex
increases downstream, with the result that the equilibrium
402 hillslopes and the wash-dominated concave hollows and
slope-area relationship is no longer log-log linear. Instead,
403 channels [Tarboton et ai, 1992; Montgomery andFoufoulathe curve will tend to flatten toward higher drainage area
404 Georgiou, 1993], although given the lack of diffusion
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Figure 4. (a) Simulated landscape with steady, state runoff conditions. Note the high valley density and
the incised concave channels, (b) Landscape simulated under nonsteady state runoff conditions. SDN at
the sidelength of the simulation field is 1/3: Note the decreasing valley density and the less concave
channel profiles relative to Figure 4a. (c) Landscape simulated under nonsteady state runoff conditions.
SDN at the length of the simulation field is 1/26. Note the low valley density and the convex channel
profiles.
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values. Figure 5a shows simulation outcome where runoff is
in steady state, and Figures 5b and 5c present simulation
outcomes in which the storm duration numbers at characteristic scale (side length) of the simulation field are 1/3 and
1/26, respectively. The given i"SD"N ..values were chosen
because they represent characteristically different stages of
a continuous scale. The initial condition for all of the three
cases was a randomly'-perturbed flat topography; diffiision
in all cases was set to zero in order to get a clearer picture
about the effects of nonsteady state runoff on equilibrium
landforms.
[28] In Figures 5b and 5c the nonsteady state slope-area
curves flatten toward positive values, meaning that channel
gradients are steeper than for the steady state case. In
Figure 5b the hydrograph duration at a scale equal to the
width of the model domain is about three times the storm
duration (i.e., the storm duration number equals 1/3). As a
result, peak discharge in the upper parts of the network
scales roughly linearly with drainage area, while in the
largest branches of the network, Op grows less than linearly
with drainage area. This produces a small inflection in the

476 slope-area graph, reflecting decreased concavity in the
477 larger valley profiles. At a storm duration number 1/26

478 the channel profile in certain links also tiirns slightly
479
480
481
482

convex, as shown by individual dot lines on the graph.
These represent channel links and indicate downstreamincreasing slope values. SDN = 1/26 results also in a strong
disintegration of the slope-area plot. This indicates the

483 importance of the individual A-L and T^-T, relationships

for the different tributaries and hence the importance of
catchment shape in goveming drainage basin evolution. In
sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 the role of catchment shape is
analyzed in more detail.
4.1.2. Effect of the A-L Reiationship: Convexity
[29] We devote special attention to the issue of profile
convexity. This phenomenon is rather surprising for a
landscape shaped by detachment-limited wash erosion
without diffusion processes, and its occurrence in the model
reflects interaction between peak discharge distribution and
flow path geometry. The physical explanation for slope and
channel convexities in low-SDN environments is that while
increasing flow path length increases the duration of the
hydrograph, the peak discharge can not grow proportionally
with area. In certain cases, peak discharge is predicted to
decrease with increasing flow path length. In order to
maintain equilibrium, the slope must therefore increase
downstream to maintain a uniform erosion rate. Obviously,
in reality, storm duration can alter a number of further
elements of runoff erosion, such as channel cross section
shape, bed load grain size distribution, and associated
critical shear stress. Although we acknowledge the possible
counteracting feedbacks of these factors, our analysis
remains focused for the sake of clarity on the interpretation
of the effect of the limited storm duration.
[30] We explore the conditions under which Qp decreases
downstream. Differentiating the peak discharge fonction (6)
with respect to L and substituting A with K,,L'' by assuming
a power law relationship between the contributing area and
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flow path length, where x is the inverse for Hack's h [Hack, 513
1957] and K/, is the proportionality coefficient,
514
(14)

0.001
10,000

100.000

1,000,000

10,000,000

100,000,000

Drainage area (m')

Drainage area (m')

100,000

1,000,000

r*^^

10,000,000

^^SMs^^

100,000,000

Drainage araa (m*)

Figure 5. (a) Slope-area diagram for Figure 4a. The points
of the graph organize themselves into a straight line, the
slope of which characterizes the concavity of the surface,
corresponding to -min of the erosion law. (b) Slope-area
diagram for Figure 4b. The points are organized into a loose
line, the slope of which decreases for higher contributing
areas. Note that the slope values are generally higher than in
Figure 5a, but the slope range is smaller, (c) Slope-area
diagram for Figure 4c. The points of the graph are
disorganized, and slope-area relationships of individual
valleys depend more on the local length-area and storm
duration-travel time relationships than on the contributing
area. Note also the small range of slope values as a result,
with area only slightly increasing discharge.

This equation implies that reduction in storm duration alone 516
is not sufficient to decrease peak discharge with increasing 517
flow path length. R^tftr, two conditions must apply: (1) the 518
area-length exponeili^/ifleeds to be less than 1 and (2) TrUf 519
has to be small compOT^to L in order to obtain downstream 520
521
decreasing peak cfcgMrg^^lues.
[3i] We now efolo^fcossible conditions under which x 522
(which for most ^mx basins lies in the range 1.7-2.0 [e.g., 523
Rigon et al.,^^^^^^ts5 than xmity. The condition x < 524
1 corresponds t^a case in which mainstream length 525
increases#i^^to»^ drainage area. This is, of course, what 526
normall^^cursDetween tributaries within a drainage basin. 527
p^%|deniHplies therefore that some upward convexity is 528
((TOausille between tributaries.
529
oK^^ Flow Path Effects on Hillslopes and Low-Order 530
Basl^^/
531
[32] The basin-averaged length-area relationship is quite 532
obust for medium to large (third-order and higher) drainage 533
Mins, with X departing relatively little fi-om the geometric 534
pfue of 2. This is consistent with the hypothesis that 535
rainage basins are self-similar over a wide range of scales 536
[Rodriguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997]. However, observe- 537
tions of flow path structure on gullied hillslopes and small, 538
low-order basins suggest that these ofl;en depart markedly 539
from the geometry of larger basins. In this section we briefly 540
consider potential feedbacks between morphology and flow 541
path geometry (in particular, the area-length relation) at the 542
hillslope to first-order basin scale. Figure 6 illustrates how 543
simple and plausible flow path structure geometries deter- 544
mine the at-a-point area-length relationship. Figures 7-9 545
demonstrate manifestations of different flow path geometries 546
in nature. We do not intend to interpret these differences; they 547
are merely illustrations for possible flow path geometries (see 548
figure captions for explanation). Given the universality of the 549
stream-network hierarchy and of the associated hillslope 550
features such as hollows, spurs, or planar slopes, the flow 551
path structure geometries of Figure 6 are common to a wide 552
variety of climatic and lithological environments. According 553
to Figure 6, divergent hillslopes, and channels in catchment 554
tips, have at-a-point area-length exponents {x in equation 555
(14)) <1. On these locations, peak discharge can, according to 556
equation (14), decrease downslope if storm duration and 557
runoff velocity are small enough. This will tend to produce 558
convex slope or channel profiles. This effect corresponds 559
with the simulation outcome in Figure 4c, in which hillslopes 560
with divergent flow path structure and channels in catchment 561
tips show convex profiles as a result of the low storm duration 562
number. The latter convexity can also be traced on the slope- 563
area graph (Figure 5c), where individual dot hnes at higher 564
drainage area point to the convexity of individual channel 565
links. At lower drainage area the dot cloud hides the Individ- 566
ual flow lines.
567
[33] In the simulations this convexity has been further 568
accentuated by the boundary conditions of the model. The 569
square shape of the simulation field and the one-comer 570
outflow structure forces to some extent the area-length 571
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a)x=LThe
topography is
concave in the
planform, flow
path structure is
passively
convergent (no
downstream
change in width);
characteristic of
first order
channels.

b) l<x<2. Actively
convergent flow
path structure
(width changes
downstream as a
result of
convergence);
appears in hollows
above channel
heads.

c) x=2. Both width
and length change
with the same rate,
therefore nested
catchments are
self-similar. Active
convergence;
appeare in hollows.

d) x>2. Width
changes faster than
length. Active
convergence;
appears in hollows.

e)x=l. Refers to
parallel flow path
structure; appears
on hillslopes and
plains witli zero
plan curvature.

f)x>l. An extended
version of b)-d),
Characteristic
geometry of
hollows.

g) x<l. Flow path
structure is
divergent. Appears
on divergent
hillslopes and on
triangular slope
facets between
neighbouring
catchments.

h)x<l. Width
decreases
downstream
shifting X below
unity.
Characteristic
geometry of first
order drainage
basins.
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Figure 6. At-a-pointm^length relationships for basic geometries of nested contributing areas. The
inverse of Ha^^J^ is sit by the downstream rate of change of catchment width and shape. Figures 6g
and 6h show^^^Bffipl patterns, with x below unity. In landscapes they correspond to divergent
hillslopes (or trSi^gular slope facets) and lower reaches of first-order channels with converging divides,
respectively, (a) ;^.i. The topography is concave in the planform, and flow path structure is passively
convergent (no do\^stream change in width); characteristic of first-order channels, (b) 1 < :ic < 2. This
shows an actively convergent flow path structure (width changes downstream as a result of convergence);
appears in hollows above channel heads, (c) x = 2. Both width and length change with the same rate, and
therefore nested catchments are self-similar. This shows active convergence; appears in hollows, (d)x>l.
Width changes faster than length. This shows active convergence; appears in hollows. {€)x=\. Refers to
parallel flow path structure; appears on hillslopes and plains with zero plan curvature, (f) x > 1. An
extended version of Figures 6b-6d; characteristic geometry of hollows, (g) x < 1. Flow path structure is
divergent; appears on divergent hillslopes and on triangular slope facets between neighboring catchments,
(h) X < 1. Width decreases downstream, shifting x below unity; characteristic geometry of first-order
drainage basins.
572 relationship. Close to the outlet, length will tend to grow
573 faster than area (x < 1), and this effect increases the relative
574 length of the convex channel reaches.
575 4.2. Storm Duration and Valley Density
576
[34] Valley density is a measure of the degree of dissec577 tion of the landscape. For landscapes in which valley

density is controlled by a competition between diffusionlike soil creep and channel incision, it can be approximated
by a critical contributing area that separates the diffusiondominated convex surface elements from concave surface
elements dominated by wash processes [Tarboton et al,
1992; Moglen et al, 1998; Tucker and Bras, 1998]. On
surface points that have this contributing area, half of the
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Figure 7. Small-scale first-order catchments in an arid
climate (Lanzarote, Canaiy Islands). Note the self-similar
hollow shape illustrating Figure 6c and the characteristic
hollow-triangular slope facet geometry. There are many
remarkable planar slope segments in this landscape,
showing the occurrence of parallel flow path stmcture
(Figure 6e) in nature.
585
586
587
588
589
590
591

erosion is attributed to diffiasion-related processes and half
to wash-related processes. Expressing equilibrium slope for,,
wash processes of equations (13a) and (13b) and equilibrium slope for diffiision processes [Tucker and Bras, 1998]
and solving them for the critical contributing area results in
a value that is an inverse approximation for the dissection of
the landscape:

A,r = u'^{KF,,c)^'K~,F,,,[R - ly

Tr + iL/Uf)

(15)

593 If the contributing area of a given poirit is bigger than Acn
594 the point is expected to be in a,valley with concave profile
595 curvature, while if the area is less thanvJ„, the point lies on
59G a convex hillslope. The effect" of storm duration on valley

Figure 8. Large-scale first-order catchments in an arid
climate (Lanzarote, Canary Islands) illustrating the geometry of Figures 6b and 6h. Note the somewhat planconvex
triangular slope facets between the catchments, demonstrating the divergent flow path strucmre on Figure 6g.
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Figure 9. First-order catchments draining into a meandering main,valley in a humid (subtropical) climate (La
Palma, Ganary Islands). The broad and extremely planconcave hollows show the geometry of Figure 6f Note the lack
of triangular slope facets.

density can be captured by equation (15). Decreasing storm
duration number increases the critical contributing area and
hence decreases valley density.
: [35] In equation (15), Ac- is inversely proportional to L.
■ When the area-length proportionality coefficient (x in equation (14)) is bigger than 1, the contributing area will exceed
Acr within a finite distance fi-om the crest. For x < 1 and
SDN sufficiently small the contributing area never exceeds
Acr In other words, downstream decreasing peak discharge
values (because of x < 1) will not be able to create enough
fluvial erosion to dominate diffusion, and no valleys will be
formed. To maintain equilibrium, slope-dependent creep
and mass wasting processes will perform the bulk of
erosion. As seen in secrion 4.1.3, divergent hillslopes and
channels in catchment tips are the two geomorphological
locations in which x is smaller than 1. Therefore in an
environment dominated by short storms, long divergent
hillslopes will tend to remain diffusion dominated (as
concluded by Dunne [1991] for similar reasons), and
sufficiently long catchments may "lose" their incised channels in the catchment tip.

597
598
599
600
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603
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607
608
609
610
611
612
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614
615
6I6
617

5. Dynamic Equilibrium and Self-Stabilization
in the Relative Storm Duration System

6i9
620

5.1. Slope Adjustment to Changes in Prevailing
Conditions

621
622

[36] One of the key concepts in geomorphology is the
notion of dynamic equilibrium [Hack, I960]. In this section
we examine how limited storm duration alters the equilibrium properties of drainage networks and slopes.
[37] Within the realm of the steady state runoff erosion
law the existence of a theoretical dynamic equilibrium with
respect to a uniform rate of uplift is always guaranteed
because variables on the right-hand side of equation (12) are
independent of the slope. On the other hand, the right-hand
side of equation (13) for the nonsteady state runoff erosion
law contains two variables (L, (7/) which are, in the real
world, dependent on the slope. Under certain conditions this
can provoke a runaway feedback in which slopes infinitely

623
624
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626
627
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631
632
633
634
635
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Steepen until other processes (e.g., mass wasting) become
dominant.
[38] To be more explicit about the relationship between
slope, flow path length, and runoff velocity, we can extend
the model by redefining two quantities:
(16)

Ls = L/ cosa,

642 where 4. is the "real" flow path length measured parallel to
643 the surface (as opposed to projected length, L), a is slope
644 angle, and
20

Uf„ =
645
647
648
649
650

D'/^sinay/'

0Hsmaf'°
„3/5

656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687

50

60

(17)

where Uf„ is flow velocity calculated by the Manning
equation, D is flow depth approximated by the peak
discharge as Z) = Qp/Ufm, where Qp is discharge per unit
width, and n is Manning's coefficient. Travel time can then
be calculated as

Figure 10. Sj^^SBgle-travel time relationship in the
limited storm di^Kon environment. The critical slope value
at about U'^^OTaraJes stable slopes with lower values and
the imsMle^^^'er slopes (equation (18)). See text for

exjrmm^
%
y

during, landscape adaptation to new external conditions.
This 'SeBtron focuses on a potential stabilizing effect that
exists between the planform change of a catchment and the
l2/5
'/»! Q;'\smay''"cosa
hange in the dominant storm duration.
S] In the model runs, as the dominant storm duration
[39] A number of external effects can shift th*systei'creases, the valley network reorganizes itself toward a
toward an increase of the slope values. This incMte^ ^ bwer valley density (Figures 4a-4c). Flow path reorganiaccelerated base-level lowering, a reduction in precipitatio^^' zation also widens the basins relative to their length,
or the appearance of bedrock layers with a high reliance to increasing the average area-length proportion. Peak diserosion. A positive change in slope acfc^iite to charge values decrease because of decreased storm duration
equation (18) increases the flow path tetant^^^plow numbers, but this decrease is counterbalanced, to some
velocity at the same time. As long as dl^^^SLJda, extent, by the increase in peak discharge related to increased
travel time decreases for a given incr^p ii^^ppe, and area-length proportion: wider basins generate a higher peak
increased erosion rate can counterbalan|e the'^ffect that is discharge at a given basin size.
responsible for the higher relief Sf tl^ sffl^^mVhen dUfJ
[43] To illustrate the above feedback between morphology
da < dLJda, travel time increases ra^given increase in and hydrograph shape, we generated synthetic hydrographs
slope, and therefore erosion ra^mecre&s'. This leads to with a rainfall-runoff simulator that uses a constant routing
further relief intensification andp^^mJate reduction, until velocity. Synthetic hydrographs were generated from two
the slope becomes steep e^agh that mass movement simulated surfaces: one created by steady state runoff and
processes become dominant. Th^Monometric relationship one simulated using a finite storm duration (SDN at window
gives a ~ 35° to be tH^^jfe^opTangle with the shortest length 1/21). Figure 11 shows unit hydrographs [Gupta et
travel time, separating^h^^^^^ and the nonstable zone a/., 1986; Kirkby, 1976], and Figure 12 shows hydrographs
(Figure 10). In the regitfje above 35° an eventual slope wdth a duration of 40 units corresponding to SDN = 1/25 at
increase will not be compensated for by the intensification the outlet. Both figures show similar tendencies. Hydroof wash processes. In this 4egime, short storm duration- graphs generated on the surface created by nonsteady state
dominated landscapes are unstable; this process alone is not runoff (thin lines in both figures) have shorter duration,
enough to maintain dynamic equilibrium. This effect can, in show higher peak discharge values, and are slightly thinner
short storm-dominated climatic environments, contribute to in their shape (lower F^) than hydrographs generated on the
the characteristic separation between fluvial and debris surface formed by steady state runoff (bold lines in both
flow-dominated chaimels.
graphs). The explanation for this shift in hydrograph shape
[40] In practice, 35° slopes will almost always be dom- lies in the morphologic differences between the two equiinated by debris flows or other forms of mass wasting. We librium surfaces: maximal flow path length is smaller on the
therefore conclude that although a positive slope-erosion nonsteady state surface, which leads to decreased hydrofeedback is possible in principle, it would only occur on graph duration and increased peak discharge. The shortgradients that are too steep for normal fluvial processes to storm surface has a lower degree of dissection, which
operate.
affects the overall length-area relationships within the basin,
with broader valleys having higher contributing area values
5.2. Hydrograph Adjustment to Changes in the
for a given flow path length, and this enhances runoff
Dominant Storm Duration
concentration and peak discharge. Thus it appears that the
[41] It is possible to reveal a self-regulatory relationship short-storm surface has generated a flow path structure that
between hydrograph shape and long-term erosion dynamics yields more focused runoff concentration relative to the
if we consider flow path (drainage network) reorganization perpetual storm surface.
i«V5

652
653
654
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strates that the "short storm phenomenon" is sufficient to 765
explain the observed nonlinear Qp-A relation. However, 766
several other effects, such as limited storm cell size, can 767
also presumably result in similar nonlinearity between 768
contributing area and peak discharge values. Further re- 769
search is needed to derive a discharge approximation for 770
environments with limited storm size relative to catchment 771
size and to clarify characteristic mechanisms manifested in 772
that environment. /6f>
773
[47] It has been WP.wn that a change in the dominant 774
storm duration can, i^^Mpnged, alter the valley density and 775
the profile curvati^orlte''landscape. This observation 776
might be import^HwIlfen mterpreting morphometric land- 777
scape statistics oMorec^ting landscape adaptation to new 778
extemal condjIj^^tMs important to remember, however, 779
that the pre^tnS'^lts are based on an analysis within the 780
Figure 11. Unit hydrographs for two simulated surfaces. detachmei||-^^edlframework, assuming that soil particles 781
The dimensionless time t* = t*Uj/A^i, gives the proportion once deftf he^^ain in the fluid due to the high energy of 782
of time it takes for flow to travel across one side of the
B^^/;onvexity within this framework has been 783
simulation domain. The dimensionless discharge Q* = Q/
be me outcome of the manifestation of nonsteady 784
(4r„m*R) gives the proportion of total incoming rainfall
-ology on the flow path geometry of the terrain. We 785
over the whole domain (/4max)- The surface generated via
rt transport-limited models [e.g., Willgoose et al, 786
nonsteady state runoff simulation (thin line) shows a higher 19'91a, l991b, 1991c] would display a similar geometric 787
peak discharge for the same precipitation input than the^ lensitivity, though transport-limited models can produce 788
steady state runoff surface (bold line). See text gr
*ex equilibrium profiles already under steady state 789
explanation.
#
ijunoff conditions if the runoff exponent (w in equation (9)) 790
4s below unity. This convexity, however, here termed the 791
[44] Putting these observations into the framework^c(r. runoff exponent induced convexity, differs markedly fi-om 792
landscape self-organization, we can identify a negative? the flow path geometry-induced convexity described in this 793
feedback between externally (e.g., climate chai^') deter- paper. The runoff exponent-induced convexity stretches 794
mined discharge changes and internal toorphMpTgyJeter- over the entire wash processes-dominated profile length, 795
mined) discharge generation. For exam^^^ mig^Snate while the flow path geometry-induced convexity appears 796
shifts toward shorter storms, peak discha^eaite^^ses, but only in positions where the area-length exponent x is below 797
this tendency is, to some extent and WW a,col'siderable unity and where T*Uf < L (according to equation (14)). 798
time gap, counterbalanced by tl\|, adjutoraOaf the relief Slope profile convexities described by Dunne [1991] in 799
because the new equilibrium relief e^i^tepak discharge Kenya can be interpreted in either way, but if the convex 800
values again. The system trie^JoT^^,equilibrium via
adjustment in network shape. (M^t^otjief hand, if storms
get longer or travel time decre^p (e!^^ a consequence of
reduced vegetation and incr^^drouting velocity), peak
discharges tend to get ^^er- In th^ase the response of the
relief is to increase vffl^lftBSij^ ^"'^ thereby reduce, to
some extent, peak dischfflgeA'ali^s. Both field evidence and
simulation experiments slgw that drainage density often
increases in a highly suddeyand rapid manner, on a much
faster scale than it is decreasing [Tucker and Slingerland,
1997; Montgomery and Dietrich, 1992, 1994; Rinaldo et
al, 1995a].
[45] Valley density reduction as an adjustment to decreased storm duration is a finite process. Once the storm
duration number drops below a critical value, runoff will not
be sufficient to maintain a valley network, valleys will tend
to become infilled and unchannelled, and diffusion-denuded
Figure 12. Forty unit duration hydrographs for two
hillslopes will dominate the landscape. At this point the
simulated surfaces (the same surfaces as in Figure 11).
catchment shape-peak discharge compensatory relationship
The dimensionless time t* = t*UflAli,, gives the proportion
breaks down as well.
of time it takes for flow to travel across one side of the
simulation domain. The dimensionless discharge g* = Ql
6. Conclusions
(^max-R) gives the proportion of total incoming rainfall over
[46] In this paper we have presented a model that captures the whole domain (^max)- Again, the nonsteady state runoff
an important hydrogeomorphic property of catchments, in surface (thin line) shows a higher peak discharge for the
which dominant storm duration is short relative to the same precipitation input than the steady state runoff surface
longest travel time within the catchment. Figure 13 demon- (bold line).
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Drainage Area / Max. Area

Figure 13. Simulated dimensionless peak dischargedimensionless contributing area relationship (using
equation (6)) for channel points of a simulated surface.
SDN is 0.4 at window length.
801
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portions of the slopes follow morphological characteristics
of the flow path geometry-induced convexity, then thg
interpretation has to include the effect of flow path struct
geometry on governing nonsteady state runoff profluctic
[48] Finally, the model predicts that a negative feei
exists between storm duration, basin shape, and pelfe
discharge. This result suggests that over the long term, a
basin's shape and its hydrologic response coevolveUo sculpt
river basin topography and network geoftietry. \^ }
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ABSTRACT
Long-term average rates of channel erosion and sediment transport depend on the frequency-magnitude characteristics of
flood flows that exceed an erosion threshold. Using a Poisson model for rainfall and runoff, analytical solutions are developed
for average rates of stream incision and sediment transport in the presence of such a threshold. Solutions are derived and
numerically tested for three erosion/transport formulas: the Howard-Kerby shear-stress incision model, the Bridge-Dominic
sediment transport model, and a generic shear-stress sediment transport model. Results imply that non-linearity resulting from
threshold effects can have a first-order impact on topography and patterns of dynamic response to tectonic and climate forcing.
This non-linearity becomes significant when fewer than about half of flood events are capable of detaching rock or sedmient.
Predicted morphology and uplift-gradient scaling is more closely consistent with observations and laboratory experiments than
conventional slope-linear or shear-linear erosion laws. These results imply that particle detachment thresholds are not details
that can be conveniently ignored in long-term landscape evolution models. Copyright © 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
KEY WORDS: landscape evolution; model; threshold; stochastic; rainfall

INTRODUCTION
One of the challenges in modelling long-term landscape evolution lies in correctly capturing the stochastic nature
of geomorphic processes (e.g. Willgoose et al., 1991; Kirkby, 1994; Densmore et al., 1998; Benda and Dunne,
1997a,b; Tucker and Bras, 2000; Molnar, 2001). Natural variability in the occurrence of floods, landslides, and
other forms of sediment transport must be considered as an integral part of the physics behind any 'geomorphic
time' transport law, and likewise must be considered in evaluating present-day geomorphic systems such as
gravel-bed rivers (e.g. Benda and Dunne, 1997b), and in making predictions about future impacts. Indeed, only
by quantifying the stochastic nature of sediment transport can we hope to extrapolate the physics of individual
processes over time scales relevant to most geomorphic systems.
Some efforts have been made to incorporate stochastic flow variability into models of overland flow erosion
(e.g. Kirkby, 1994), bedload transport (e.g. Benda and Dunne, 1997b; Molnar, 2001; Fuller et al, 2003), and
long-term drainage basin evolution (Willgoose et al., 1991; Tucker and Bras, 2000). In the latter case, analytical
solutions for long-term fluvial transport and/or incision rate were obtained by integrating an instantaneous
transport (incision) law over a spectrum of flood (Willgoose et al, 1991) or storm events (Tucker and Bras,
2000). A significant limitation of both models, however, was the neglect of thresholds for soil or rock detachment and sediment entrainment.
Thresholds for erosion are often neglected in studies of long-term erosion rates. Such thresholds, however,
introduce a source of non-linearity that can have a tremendous influence on the sensitivity of erosion rates to
variations in climate (e.g. Tucker and Slingerland, 1997). Dietrich et al. (1993) showed, for example, that the
predicted extent of potential overland flow erosion in a small watershed depended critically on the magnitude
of a threshold for erosional penetration of a resistant grass mat. Field experiments (Abrahams et al., 1994;
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Prosser and Slade, 1994; Prosser and Dietrich, 1995) have demonstrated that similar vegetation-erosion thresholds play an important role in grassland and shrubland environments around the world.
Erosion thresholds are of course not limited to vegetated hillslopes and unchannelled valleys but are a
potentially critical component in the erosion mechanics of gravel-bed and bedrock rivers. In the case of bedrock
rivers, it is reasonable to assume that significant rates of incision can only occur during flood events that are
large enough to mobilize a coarse sediment veneer. Thus, any change in the frequency of floods capable of
exceeding this threshold can be expected to produce a corresponding change in average incision rates, even
though the mean flow may show very little variation (e.g. Knox, 1983). Similarly, tectonically driven changes
in channel gradient can potentially alter the proportion of flood events capable of significant work. It is critical
to understand such non-linear behaviour at a quantitative level if we are to assess properly the influence of
tectonic forcing and climate changes on large-scale erosion rates (e.g. Molnar and England, 1990; Tucker and
Slingerland, 1997; Tucker and Bras, 2000; Molnar, 2001).
Even at the largest scales, recent work suggests that fluvial erosion thresholds may exert a surprising influence on
both the height and longevity of mountain ranges. Snyder etal. (2000) found that the conventional 'stream power'
channel erosion theory (lacking a threshold) was unable to explain the surprisingly low relief contrast between
two regions of similar lithology and climate but varying uplift rates. However, the same model can easily explain
the observed relief contrast when stochastic forcing is accounted for and the threshold term is retained (Snyder
et al., 2003). This result, though not necessarily a unique validation of the underlying theory, does imply that
the non-linearity imparted by fluvial erosion thresholds can significantly impact the scaling of relief with tectonic
input (Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Tucker and Whipple, 2002). Similarly, Baldwin et al. (2003) recently showed
that a finite erosion threshold can significantly prolong the lifespan of a decaying orogen, thus providing one
possible answer to the riddle of why ancient mountain ranges such as the Appalachians and the Urals still survive.
In this paper, I describe a stochastic method for modelling long-term sediment transport and erosion rates that
(a) incorporates an erosion threshold, and (b) captures the integrated effects of a spectrum of runoff events. The
model is an extension to that of Tucker and Bras (2000) and yields analytical solutions for long-term transport
and erosion rates without the need to ignore entrainment thresholds, which are shown to introduce a non-linear
effect that has significant implications for large-scale relief and morphology. In particular, the modified model
implies that the existence of a threshold in an erosional system can have a first-order impact on the scaling
relationship between tectonic uplift rate and drainage network relief, on the sensitivity of erosion rates to climate
variability, and in many cases on the shape of terrain itself. The stochastic-threshold theory can be used to
investigate a range of different types of geomorphic problem, including the topographic expression of active
mountain belts (e.g. Whipple and Tucker, 1999, 2002; Snyder et al., 2000; Tucker and Whipple, 2002), the longterm persistence of topography in ancient orogens (Baldwin et al, 2003), and long-term rates of soil loss as a
function of rainfall frequency-magnitude characteristics (Boardman and Favis-Mortlock, 1999).
POISSON RAINFALL MODEL
The Poisson rectangular pulse rainfall model of Eagleson (1978) represents rainstorms as random pulses with
independent, exponentially distributed intensity, duration, and spacing (Figure 1). The probability density functions for intensity, p (L/T), duration, t, (T), and interstorm interval, t,, (T), are
Rainfall intensity
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the Poisson rainfall model (from Tucker and Bras (2000), after Eagleson (1978)). Copyright 2000
American Geophysical Union, reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union

where the three parameters, P, T„ and T^, are the mean intensity, duration, and interstorm period, respectively
(note the difference in notation from Tucker and Bras, 2000). Infiltration and interception losses are here
parameterized in terms of an infiltration capacity, / (L/T), so tliat storm runoff rate is defined as

R=p-I,

(4)

p>I

and the probability density function for runoff rates is given by
f{R) = -^exp

^ (R + I)^

(5)

By assuming a spatially uniform infiltration capacity the model obviously leaves out some of the richness of real
catchment hydrology. In effect, / is a scale-dependent lumped parameter which is independent of P, T„ and Tf,.
Treating infiltration this way can be justified on two grounds: first, that hillslope-scale (i.e. short-range) soil
variability will tend to be averaged out within a channel network, and second, that including variability in soil
properties would simply tend to smooth the otherwise sharp transition implied by Equation 4. The implied
independence between / and the other variables would be most applicable to an arid or semi-arid landscape with
low soil moisture. In more humid environments, the sequence of storm events could be expected to play a greater
role in controlling runoff rates. This would presumably lead to greater variability, and possibly also to an
increase in the time scale of variability.
THEORY FOR PARTICLE DETACHMENT
Excess shear stress theory
One of the most common formulas for detachment of resistant bedrock or cohesive soil is
£ = /t,(T-T,)°
Copyright © 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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where E is the detachment rate (dimensions of L/T), T is bed shear stress, % is threshold shear stress below
which the detachment rate is insignificant, and k^ and a are parameters (e.g. Foster and Meyer, 1972; Howard
and Kerby, 1983; Howard, 1994). The exponent a is not arbitrary, but rather reflects the physics of particle
detachment (Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Whipple et al., 2000). Given the large uncertainty regarding the
mechanics of bedrock channel incision, there is no compelling reason to favour Equation 6 over the following
alternative form, which is both dimensionally consistent and easier to solve:
E = kXf-r:}

_

(7)

In this form, the T° term can be interpreted either in terms of shear stress (in which case 0=1) or in terms of
unit stream power (in which case a = 3/2, T° is proportional to a critical unit stream power required for entrainment, and the coefficient terms relating velocity and shear stress are subsumed into k^).
By applying a force balance for steady, uniform flow in a wide channel, and using either the Manning or
Darcy-Weisbach flow resistance equation to describe friction, bed shear stress can be written in terms of channel
gradient, S, and specific water discharge, q (LVT):
T:=k,q%&mef''k,q''S^

(8)

where 9 K the channel-bed gradient expressed as an angle (e.g. Howard, 1994; Tucker and Slingerland, 1997).
If the Manning equation is used, a = 3/5, ^ = 7/10, and k, = pgn^'^, where p is fluid density, g is gravitational
acceleration, and n is roughness. If the Darcy-Weisbach equation is used, a =2/3, 15 = 2/3, and k, = (pg^Y'^)/
2, with / being a dimensionless roughness parameter.
To represent channel width, the usual approach is to substitute the following empirical hydraulic geometry
relations:
W, = kM^'

(9a)

^e^

(9b)

KQOJ

where Q is total discharge (= qW), Wi, is a characteristic channel width (such as bankfull width, hence the 'b') and
Qi, is a characteristic discharge (usually either bankfull or mean annual). Exponents O),, and 0)^ refer to downstream
and at-a-station variations, respectively (Leopold and Maddock, 1953). For sheetflow, channel width is irrelevant. For rill erosion, an alternative approach based on rill geometry could be adopted, while for self-formed
alluvial channels the shear-stress ratio approach of Parker (1978) could be substituted for Equation 9.
Combining Equations 7-9, the instantaneous rate of detachment in terms of channel slope and total discharge
is
E = /fe,(A;%"''G"'"'""''Gr""'""''5^" - T?)

(10)

The connection with rainfall comes via the two discharge factors. To express discharge as a function of rainfall
intensity. Tucker and Bras (2000) used the simple approach of assuming steady and spatially uniform runoff,
such that total discharge in a channel is equal to the rainfall input without attenuation
Q = (P-1)A=RA,

P>I

(11)

To maintain consistency with this approach, the bankfull discharge Qj is defined as a function of a bankfullequivalent runoff rate, R^, such that
Q, = R,A
Copyright © 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Equations 11 and 12 represent the simplest basin-response function one could reasonably use. It is appropriate
for relatively small basins (in which storm duration is typically longer than the basin's concentration time)
dominated by infiltration-excess runoff. In fact, a more realistic response function could be substituted, though
this would also require including event duration as an additional random variable in Equation 11.
Long-term average detachment rates
Combining Equations 10-12 gives an expression for instantaneous bed scour rate as a function of the topographic variables A and S
F = k (•t-"t-'«'P'"'"-'"<'4''"""''''''/?"''"''"»"'"-'5''^ — z")

(13)

Averaging Equation 13 over many storm events:
(14)

E= r f(R)E(R)dR
JR,

1

exp

'R + 1^

k rt-"i;-"<'/?-''°<'"»-'"')/i''"<'"'"'''/?''"<'"°''*5°'' — T"}dR

Note the lower bound on the integration. R, is a 'critical runoff intensity' at which, for given slope, area, and
other parameters, T= T,. We can find R, from Equation 13 by setting £ = 0 (corresponding to T= T,) and solving
forT?:

R, = {'zX'KRT''°'-^A-"'-'-''^''S-P

Ja(l-(0,)j

(15)

Note that /?, depends on area and slope: the larger these are, the smaller a given runoff event needs to be to
exceed the threshold. Substituting Equation 15 in 14:
''

l\ (°°

E = kXK""P'%"'A'"'-S"'-exp -—

( R\

QM--\{R'''-

Rl-)dR

(16)

where e, = aaia, - co,), % = aa{\- co,), m„ = aa(l- co,), and n, = ap. For notational convenience the variables
to the left of the integral are called C, and the two terms inside the integral are labelled X and Y, respectively,
so that Equation 16 becomes:
(17)

E=^C(X-Y)
Solving for X:

X = I exp

^ R^

(18)

R^'dR

\ ' )
The solution to this is the incomplete gamma function, r(a, x) (Press et al., 1988)
x=/'*-^'>r(r, + i,/?,//»)
Copyright © 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Solving for Y:

r = i?J'/'exp

(20)

Reassembling the pieces, we have:
(i)

(iii)

(ii)

Tir, + 1, RJP) E=

/'^'/f^'expf--^ \Kk^kT'T{y, + 1)

[A""5"']

^R. ^"

nn+i)

exp
(21)

(22)

= A:,.A""5"'0

The average detachment rate can be seen as the product of three factors: (i) an erosion coefficient that depends
on soil/rock properties, rainfall frequency and magnitude, channel geometry and roughness, and soil permeability; (ii) topography (drainage area and gradient); and (iii) a threshold factor O that ranges from 0 to 1. The
threshold factor decreases monotonically as RJP grows (Figure 2). For values of % in the range 0-5-2, it shrinks
to zero when the critical runoff rate is several times larger than the mean rainfall intensity. Note that when
R^ = 0, the equation reduces to the zero-threshold case in Tucker and Bras (2000, Equation 26).
Finally, to write Equation 21 in terms of a long-term average erosion rate, we multiply by the fraction of time
storms are occurring

\
(E)

""'"

1

Z + T,bj

(23)
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Figure 2. Threshold factor O in Equation 22 plotted as a function of dimensionless critical runoff rate /?.„ = RJP, for y^ = 0-5, 0-75, and 1
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(24)

Tr + T,

Thus, the long-term average erosion rate can still be expressed as a function of area and slope, but with
modifying pieces that describe the role of flow variability and an erosion threshold (which itself depends on A
and S, thus introducing a non-linear component).
Non-dimensionalization
To simplify the analysis, dimensionless quantities are defined as follows. Runoff, threshold runoff and infiltration capacity are normalized by mean storm intensity, while drainage area is normalized by a characteristic
length scale L- (mainstream length is a natural choice for L; Whipple and Tucker, 1999), and mean storm
duration is normalized by mean recurrence interval:
R, = R/P

(25)

R,, = RJP

(26)

A, = A/L^

(27)

f

T,=

Tr

(28)

Tr + T,)
(29)

/. =

Using these dimensionless quantities, it is possible to express shear stress as the product of the three dimensionless
variables /?., A, and S multiplied by a lumped parameter that includes all the remaining parameters. Substituting
Equations 25-27, 9, 11 and 12 into Equation 8, shear stress can be written
T= [k,k-"P''R;'L^^']R'.'At'S'' = rXR'Ai'S^)

(30)

where 5, = a(l - o),), S,, = a(l - ft)*), and e= aico,, - co,). The quantity
(31)
has dimensions of force per unit area and is used as a reference shear stress. It is equal to the shear stress
produced when /? = P, A = L^ and 5 = 1. Using T, as a scaling factor, dimensionless shear stress and critical shear
stress are defined as
(32)

T. = T/T„ T., = T,/T,

Substituting these dimensionless variables (Equtions 25-32) into Equation 23 gives a dimensionless form of the
detachment capacity equation:
(E).^

rjYt +1, R'c) - /?r^exp(-/?,,)
(E)
= Ar'5"'r(n +1)
r(y, +1)
kXT.r^^pH')

(33)

The dimensionless form highlights relationships between parameters and the relative sensitivities among them.
It is used below to analyse the implications of an erosion threshold for drainage basin dynamics.
Copyright © 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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THEORY FOR SEDIMENT TRANSPORT

Numerous fonnulas have been developed to model bedload, suspended load, and total-load transport (e.g. Yang,
1996; Prosser and Rustomji, 2000). These formulas typically differ in their applicability in terms of grain-size
ranges and transport stages. Rather than attempt a comprehensive treatment of all of these, I focus on two
examples. The first is a modified form of the Bagnold bedload equation (Bridge and Dominic, 1984; Slingerland
et al., 1994), and its use here is motivated by three considerations. First, the use of a bedload rather than totalload formula is motivated by the expectation that the coarse bedload fraction, though typically only a small
volumetric proportion of the total load, will tend to control the stream gradient because of its larger entrainment
threshold (e.g. Howard, 1980). Second, the Bridge-Dominic form of the Bagnold formula uses a simple polynomial form from which an analytical solution can be directly obtained. Third, in a comparative study by Gomez
and Church (1989), the related (original) Bagnold stream-power approach performed better than other approaches as a predictor of bedload transport rates given limited hydraulic information.
The second transport formula considered here is a generic formula based on excess shear stress. It is chosen
for its generality. By examining both of these types of formula, it becomes easier to judge which aspects of the
analysis are specific to individual formulas and which are general and robust outcomes.
Bridge-Dominic transport formula
For sediment of a given (uniform) size and density, the volumetric specific bedload transport rate [L^T*'] is
q, = K,,^(U. - [/.,)(T - Tj

(34)

where U, is shear velocity (= -sft/p) and /sTw is a transport coefficient with an experimentally determined value
of A:M= 10/[(o--p)gp"^], where cris sediment particle density (Slingerland et al., 1994). Note that Equation 34
predicts the same scaling with shear stress (q, ~ T''^) as in the well known formula of Meyer-Peter and Miiller
(1948).
By writing shear stress in terms of slope, discharge, and width (i.e. combining Equations 8, 9, 11, and 12 and
substituting into Equation 34), applying the non-dimensionalization discussed above, and integrating over the
full spectrum of storm events, we can write the long-term average transport capacity in dimensionless form as

(e,) = A(^''^5(^'')[r(r, + i./?.c)

(35)

- R'4"nY2+1. R^c) - R'cnY3+1. R'c) + Ric-"nY4 +1

R-C)]

where dimensionless transport capacity is defined as
(0,) =

—

(36)

The parameter W^ is a reference channel width defined as
W, = k,.P''-Ri"''-°'-''L'"'^

(37)

7, = \ -a(l - CO,) + (o„ aO - co,) + (o,, -a{\ - co,) + ©„ to, k for i = 1,2,3,4

(38)

and

Note the area and slope variables in Equation 35; these also appear inside /?*,. The four terms in square brackets
in Equation 35 reflect the polynomial form of the Bridge-Dominic transport formula. As with the average
Copyright © 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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detachment-rate expression, the average transport-rate equation predicts a rapid decline in mean transport rate
as the threshold (represented here by R,,) grows large in a relative sense.
Generic shear-stress transport capacity formula
The Bridge-Dominic transport formula is only one of many that have been used in studies of long-term
drainage basin evolution. In many cases, the simpler shear-stress formula
Q, = Wk^(T-%y

(39)

has been used (e.g. Densmore et al., 1998; Tucker and Bras, 1998). For the Meyer-Peter and Muller (1948)
formula,/? = 3/2; for high-discharge sand-bed streams, Howard (1994) notes that many total-load formulas give
p on the order of 3. The form of Equation 39 makes stochastic analytical solutions intractable for p*\.
However, an analytical solution can be obtained when Equation 39 is approximated using the alternative form
e, = My(T''-T?)

(40)

Clearly, there are differences between Equations 39 and 40, particularly when T is near % These differences,
however, are arguably much less significant than the differences between alternative sediment transport formulas
for which there is a similar degree of empirical support. In other words, uncertainty regarding sediment transport
relations is larger than the potential inaccuracy introduced by using Equation 40 in place of 39. Furthermore,
as shown below, the conclusions drawn in this study are quite robust with regard to the form of transport formula
employed.
Using the same approach that was applied to the detachment law and Bridge-Dominic transport law.
Equation 40 has the following solution for long-term average transport rate:

<e.,> = Ai'-S"^[np5, + ft), + 1, R.c) - RS^-nco, + l, /?.,)]

(41)

where
(g)^

<2,>

(42)

The similarity to the Bridge-Dominic formula can be appreciated by comparing Equations 41 and 35. As with
the detachment-rate expression, the long-term average transport equations provide a means of modelling average
sediment transport rates over long time spans while retaining both the threshold and factors that describe the
inherent variability of rainfall and flooding.
NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
In order to explore the implications for topographic form, the three erosion/transport laws are solved numerically
using the CHILD landscape evolution model. The numerical model is discussed in detail by Tucker et al.
(2001a,b) and will be reviewed only briefly here. The model domain consists of a triangulated matrix of nodes
representing a topographic surface. The surface area associated with each node / is the region lying closer to
that node than to any other; this is the Voronoi cell about node / (Figure 3). Detachment and sediment transport
are driven by a series of storms generated at random from the probability distributions (1-3) (Figure 1).
The model runs are summarized in Table I, and default parameter values are listed in Table II. The domain
of each simulation consists of a square mesh containing 2601 nodes, with an open, fixed-elevation boundary
along the lower edge (see Figure 8). Twelve model calculations were run with constant, spatially uniform uplift
(relative to the fixed lower boundary) until the mean elevation reached a quasi-steady state. In each of these runs,
about 3x10' random storms were sampled over the duration of the run. Four additional runs were computed
using a scarp-bounded plateau as an initial condition, and no uplift.
Copyright © 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Illustration of numerical solution to erosion and transport equations in CHILD. (Left) Relationship between nodes, triangles, and
Voronoi cells, siiowing steepest-descent flow routing method. (Right) Schematic illustration of solution scheme based on continuity of mass
within a Voronoi cell. j2j,„ refers to instantaneous sediment flux from the Ath upstream neighbour, and n is the total number of upstream
neighbours. In each numerical simulation, one of the two equations is solved by a Monte Carlo method in which a sequence of random storm
events is generated from exponential probability distributions. During each event, one of the two continuity equations shown in the figure
is solved for each node using an explicit forward-difference method with variable time steps
Table I. Summary of numerical models run,s
Detachment / transport law
Slope-area detachment law (4 runs)
Generic shear-stress transport law (4 runs)
Bridge-Dominic transport law (4 runs)
Slope-area detachment law
Slope-area detachment law
Bridge-Dominic transport law
Bridge-Dominic transport law

Test condition

■T'c

Figure

Equilibrium
Equilibrium
Equilibrium
Transient relaxation
Transient relaxation
Transient relaxation
Transient relaxation

0, 0-001, 001, 0-1
0, 0-001, 0-01, 0-1
0, 0-001, 0-01, 0-1
0
0-1
0
O-I

4
5
6
8A
8B
8C
8D

Table II. Default model parameter values
Parameter
Mesh dimensions
Average point spacing
No. points/no. interior points
Run duration
P
Tr

T,

K
fiink,= l/2pg"T")
a

P

a*

%

Ku=wn(a/p-i)gp''']y
fc/=8/[(o/p-I)gp3«])»
p*

u

CO,
<i>s

K
*
t
%
§

Value
10 km by 10 km
200 m
2601/2401
(varies)
1 m/year
(varies)
0
0-002m"'a'kg-3«
0-08
2/3
2/3
3/2
0, 31-24, or 62-48 Pa
l-95xl0-'m''2s'kg-'«
l-56xlO-'m"^.s^kg-3«
3/2
0-001 m/year
0-5
0-5
§

Detachment law only,
Bridge-Dominic transport law only.
Generic shear-stress transport law only.
Not applicable, because co, = tOj.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM TOPOGRAPHY
Equilibrium topography is defined as topography in which the denudation rate equals the rate of baselevel
lowering at a given boundary location (e.g. a fixed shoreline or active fault), so that the height at any point is
constant in time. The extent to which equilibrium topography exists in nature is uncertain (e.g. Whipple, 2001;
Hasbargen and Paola, 2002; Willett and Brandon, 2002). Nonetheless, the equilibrium state makes a convenient
starting point for comparative analysis, and it is a special case of the more general (and probably more common)
case of approximately spatially uniform rates of erosion and sediment yield over a catchment
The equilibrium gradient of a mountain stream may be controlled by either (a) its capacity to detach bedrock
(e.g. Howard, 1994), (b) its capacity to transport sediment (e.g. Howard, 1980; Molnar, 2001), or (c) a combination of the two, in the sense that rock abrasion requires a certain sediment transport capacity to provide
abrasive tools (Sklar and Dietrich, 2001; Whipple and Tucker, 2002). At present, we lack any compelling
evidence to distinguish among these possibilities in most mountain rivers, so it is prudent to consider all three
as working hypotheses and to explore whether there are diagnostic differences among these different models.
A sensitive measure of drainage basin topography is the slope-area relationship (Willgoose et al., 1991;
Howard, 1994; Tucker and Bras, 1998; Tucker and Whipple, 2002), which describes the concavity of longitudinal stream profiles and is closely linked to three-dimensional morphology. Models like Equation 6, in the
absence of threshold effects, predict a power-law slope-area relationship under conditions of uniform climate,
lithology, and erosion rate. The fact that slope-area data often show a reasonably linear trend in log-log space
is often taken as evidence in support of such models. The predicted slope-area relationship remains unaltered
by threshold effects for the stochastic form of the simple detachment model (Equation 23). In general, $ (Equation 23) is a function of slope and drainage area, which implies that detachment rate cannot be modelled as a
simple power function of these two variables. However, in the special case of spatially uniform erosion rate, R,
becomes independent of S and A. To prove this, one can postulate the existence of an equilibrium relationship
of the foiTO S = cA^"'"', where c is independent of area and slope. When this is substituted into /?, (Equation 15),
the slope and area variables cancel, thus demonstrating the existence of a solution for which the above is true.
This means that the existence of an erosion threshold does not alter the predicted slope-area relationship under
uniform K and erosion rate. This result is confirmed by numerical solutions (Figure 4). Note, however, that
slope-area scaling will deviate from the zero-threshold case when erosion rate (or uplift rate) varies systematically in space.

Drainage area (m^)
Figure 4. Gradient versus drainage area for three runs using the shear-stress detachment formula, with T., = 0, 0-1, and 0-2. Each point
represents one node (least squares regression yields a slope of -0-50 for each run)
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10'
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Drainage area (m^)
Figure 5. Gradient versus drainage area for three transport-limited runs using tlie generic shear-stress transport capacity formula, with/> = 3/
2 and T., = 0, 0-001, 0-01, and 0-1. (Trend slopes obtained from least-squares regression are, in order of increasing r.„ 0-00, -O-IO, -0-36,
and -045, respectively.) Values of W„- near the outlet (drainage area 3x10' m') are, in order of increasing T.,,, 0, 0-028, 0-88, and 28,
respectively

For transport-limited models, threshold effects substantially increase predicted concavity, bringing it much
closer to generally observed values. Consider the case of an equilibrium drainage basin in which the transport
capacity (Equation 35 or 41) is just equal to the sediment supply at each point in a drainage network. Where
entrainment thresholds are negligible, Howard (1994) showed that the resulting stream profiles tend to have
relatively low concavities and therefore tend to produce rather gentle terrain (Tucker and Whipple, 2002).
However, for gravel-bed rivers that are typical of mountain regions, we know that entrainment thresholds are
not small. For example, in gravel-bed streams with mobile bed and banks, theory and observations indicate that
the cross-section averaged bankfull shear stress is often a relatively constant fraction (r-2-^1 -4) of threshold shear
stress for the section-averaged median grain size (Parker, 1978; Paola and Seal, 1995; TaUing, 2000).
Equations 35 and 41 yield no obvious analytical solutions for equilibrium gradient when T.^ > 0. However,
numerical simulations (Figures 5 and 6) show that slope-area scaling is significantly altered by a finite threshold.
In both of these examples, transport capacity scales as the 3/2 power of bed shear stress (equivalently, it scales
linearly with unit stream power), in which case the zero-threshold equilibrium solution gives spatially uniform
stream gradients. However, if there is an appreciable entrainment threshold, channels become concave (approaching S ~ A""'). This is so because the minimum gradient required to exceed the shear stress for entrainment
becomes smaller with increasing discharge (and hence with drainage area).
Further insight into slope-area scahng can be gained from an analytical solution to the constant-discharge (i.e.
non-stochastic) form of Equation 40 (the generic excess-shear formula; Tucker and Bras, 1998, Equation 24).
Equilibrium occurs when the bed sediment influx due to base-level lowering (here assumed uniform in space)
equals the transport rate at any given point in the drainage network, that is, Q, = (pAU, where 0 represents the
fraction of eroded material that is incorporated into the bed sediment load rather than wash or dissolved load.
Rewritten to include at-a-station channel-width variation (Equation 9b), this turns out to contain two dimensionless
terms (square brackets) that describe, respectively, capacity and competence:
Capacity
(inmspon-limiled)

1

S = /^S,iPj^S,/^

Copyright © 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd,
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Drainage area (m ,

Figure 6 Gradient versus drainage area for three transport-limited runs using the modified Bagnold bedload transport formula, with T. - 0,
0001 001 and 01. (Trend slopes obtained from least-squares regression are, in order of increasing T.„ 000, -016, -0-33, and -043,
respectively). Values of W„ near the outlet (drainage area 3 x 10' m=) are, in order of increasing T.,, 0, 0-035, M, and 35, respectively
(calculation of N^r from Equation 44 using K^ in place of kj)

where C stands for 7"., exp(-7.). In this case, R. should be interpreted as a characteristic runoff rate that
approximates the full spectrum of events. The second dimensionless term on the right-hand side represents the
threshold contribution. When it is large, transport rate is limited by competence and concavity tends to be large
(for typical a, A and p), and conversely. A useful way to represent the relative degree of supply (competence)
versus capacity limitation is by taking the ratio of the second term to the first to form a dimensionless 'supplytransport' number:
N^

(44)
(fiAU

Note that both numerator and denominator have dimensions of volume flux. In Figures 5 and 6, the transition
from low to high concavity occurs when N^ is near unity. The supply-transport number can, in principle, be
applied in a straightforward way to river data. One of the more difficult variables to estimate is (p. This variable
depends in part on the grain size composition of sediment flux from hillslopes, and would presumably be larger
where landsliding is a dominant transport mechanism, and where bedrock is only weakly fractured. One could
estimate (/> using a typical frequency distribution for particle sizes resulting from fragmentation phenomena (e.g.
a Rosin distribution) with an upper cutoff based on a hydraulic criterion for particle suspension. Predicting the
parameters of such a distribution on the basis of process mechanics and parent rock is an important topic for
future research.
IMPLICATIONS FOR SENSITIVITY TO TECTONIC FORCING: GRADIENT-UPLIFT RELATIONSHIP
The foregoing slope-area analysis implies a strongly non-linear relationship between uplift rate and equilibrium
stream gradient for T.,. This is quite important because it has clear implications for the question of how steep
a mountain range must grow in order to reach erosional equilibrium (Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Tucker and
Whipple, 2002; Willett et al., 2002). Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between required (equilibrium) gradient
and either incision rate (Equation 33) or transport rate (Equations 35 and 41). Curves show the impact of
increasingly large thresholds. Each curve consists of two parts: a highly curved non-linear portion in which the
mean dimensionless shear stress is relatively close to the threshold value, and, at higher gradients, a linear trend
Copyright © 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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in which T./T.C»1 (the linear trend for detachment and generic-transport laws reflects the choice of parameters;
see caption to Figure 7). The relationships in Figure 7 represent a significant departure from the (Unear, in these
examples) scaling that would exist under T.,. = 0. They are consistent with both laboratory and field experiments,
as discussed below.
IMPLICATIONS FOR LANDSCAPE RELAXATION
Patterns of river profile and drainage basin relaxation following an episode of rapid base-level lowering can
provide information about the" dynamics involved (Rosenbloom and Anderson, 1994; Weissel and Seidl, 1998;
Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Tucker and Whipple, 2002). To explore the implications of the above theory for
landscape relaxation, a set of simulations were run in which the initial condition consisted of a c. 1000 m high
plateau with a gradient of 0-001 toward the scarp edge, bounded on one end by an escarpment (a drop of 1000 m
over a distance of about 200 m along one boundary). Experiments were run for each of the three models
discussed above, and for values of T.,of 0 and 0-1. Figure 8 compares the resulting topography for two of these
models and for T.f = 0 and 0-1 (results for the generic bedload transport model are similar to those for the
modified Bagnold model, and are not shown). The figure shows topography at the point at which 40 per cent
of the initial mass has been removed.
Without a threshold, the detachment-limited model predicts wave-like recession of a series of valleys (Figure 8A). The rate of retreat of each valley head depends on the drainage area at the valley head. The longitudinal
profiles have a sigmoidal shape, with an abrupt downstream transition from an actively retreating steep reach
to an essentially flat profile (Figures 8A and 9A). (Note that the flat portion is simply an artifact of the
assumption that sediment is essentially infinitely transportable; in reality one would expect a minimum gradient
to be sustained in order to transport incoming sediment; cf. Howard, 1994; Tucker and Slingerland, 1994.) This
morphology reflects the fact that the erosion law used is a linear kinematic wave equation (note that n,, = 1 here),
so that tiie steep stream gradients at the initial scarp face are preserved as the gorge heads retreat. However,
when a finite threshold is present, the stream profiles below the gorge heads become smooth and concave upward
(Figures 8B and 9B). This shape reflects the rapid decline in erosion capacity with decreasing gradient.
Figures 8C and 9C show the topography predicted by a transport-limited model for T., = 0. The terrain is very
smooth and the profiles are convex upward. This reflects both the initial condition (also concave upward) and the
strong diffusive component in Equation 41 which is particularly significant when R*^ is small. However, when
a threshold is required to mobilize bed sediment, the model terrain becomes much rougher (Figure 8D). Stream
profiles are again concave upward (Figure 9). The physical explanation is that transport capacity grows rapidly
(i.e. more than linearly) with catchment area when a threshold is present. All else equal, flie larger the catchment,
the greater the fraction of runoff events tiiat can mobilize sediment. A larger basin provides more sediment that
must be carried, but this is more than made up for by the increased frequency and magnitude of thresholdexceeding discharges that a larger catchment can produce.
DISCUSSION
The theory developed in this paper predicts that the dual effects of competence and capacity introduce a form
of non-linearity that influences large-scale morphologic behaviour. These non-linear effects are most pronounced when fewer than about half of aU events are capable of entraining bed material. This is illustrated by
the example in Figure 10, which shows the gradient-erosion curves (solid) predicted by the detachment model
(under n^ = 1). The dashed curves are contours showing the proportion of flood events that are effective (i.e.
threshold-crossing). The intersection of the solid curves with the dashed curves represents the point at which,
for a given slope and T.,., a certain proportion of events exceeds T,^. For example, the intersection of the bottom
gradient-erosion curve (representing T.^ = 0-1) with the dashed line marked 50 per cent indicates that at this
combination of slope and T.„ only half of all events exceed the erosion threshold. The area below this dashed
line represents the region in which fewer than half of all flood events are capable of causing erosion. This region
coincides with the more highly curved portion of the gradient-erosion relationship: in other words, the smaller
the proportion of effective events, the more non-Hnear the relationship between gradient and erosion.
Copyright © 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 9. Representative longitudinal stream profiles from the four simulations pictured in Figure 8. X-axis is along-channel distance
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Figure 10 Predicted dimensionless incision rates (solid curves) and fraction of effective events (R. > R.,; dashed curves) for T., = 0. 0025,
0-05, 0-075, and 0-1. The plot region below the 50 per cent curve represents the regime in which fewer than 50 per cent of events contribute
to erosion, and similarly for the 70 per cent and 90 per cent curves

Figure 10 illustrates that when the fraction of effective events is small, a given relative change in gradient
will have a proportionately larger impact on long-term average ransport and/or erosion rates because both
competence and capacity will be affected. For example, if tectonic tilting were to double the gradient of two
gravel streams with different mean sizes of bed material, the stream with the coarser bed would be expected to
show a larger relative change in average bedload transport rate. A similar difference in sensitivity should exist
with respect to changes in discharge frequency and magnitude (Tucker and Bras, 2000). This simple view of
course neglects any potential adjustments in hydrauhc geometry or bed-sediment texture; such adjustments could
be expected to play an additional role, and that role remains to be teased out. Nonetheless, the predicted contrast
in sensitivity between high-threshold and low-threshold systems can be expected to have an important impact
on fluvial system responses to both tectonic and climatic forcing.
Copyright © 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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There are several indirect lines of evidence to suggest that these predicted threshold effects are an important
aspect of many natural fluvial systems. First, in bedload-dominated streams, bankfull shear stress is typically
close to the entrainment threshold for bed sediment (Parker, 1978; Dade and Friend, 1998). For such streams,
significant transport will occur in perhaps only one flood per year on average. Based on the data of Hawk (1992)
for the continental USA, typical storm (and therefore presumably peak discharge) frequencies range from a few
tens of events per year in arid regions to a few hundred in humid settings. Thus, flood events close to or above
bankfull represent only a small fraction (certainly well below 50 per cent) of all storm events and, presumably,
hydrograph peaks. Bedload-dominated streams should therefore typically fall well within the non-linear range
on Figure 10, all else being equal. This conclusion may not apply, however, to unconfined channels with
loose, mobile banks. In such systems, adjustments in channel geometry can potentially offset the non-linear
effects of changes in gradient or flood frequency (Parker, 1978). This case may be atypical for steep mountain
channels.
A second line of argument for the significance of erosion thresholds comes from experimental and empirical
evidence. Lague et al. (2003) developed a laboratory simulation of drainage basin formation on an actively
uplifting block of cohesive sediment. Their results showed a threshold-linear relationship between gradient and
uplift rate (i.e. a linear relation with a positive intercept). This is consistent with an erosion law that is linear
in gradient above a certain threshold for particle detachment.
Topographic data from two regions of known uplift, the Mendocino triple junction area (Snyder et al, 2000,
2003) and the Siwalik Hills (Lague and Davy, 2003), provide further evidence. Both data sets are consistent with
a threshold-linear erosion law in the sense that linear regression of valley gradient against uplift rate is both
statistically significant and yields a large positive intercept (Lague and Davy, 2003). A further line of evidence
comes from an analysis of stream profiles along the eastern Australian escarpment by Weissel and Seidl (1998),
which showed concave-upward profile forms with a distinct slope break at the plateau. These forms are consistent with any of the threshold models (and also with a non-linear stream-power law; Weissel and Seidl, 1998;
Tucker and Whipple, 2002), but inconsistent with their (linear) threshold-free equivalents (Figure 9). In each of
these field cases, threshold-induced non-linearity is not the only explanation that could account for the data.
However, the fact that such non-linearity is to be expected simply from considerations of basic sediment
transport mechanics suggests that it is at least a likely culprit.
The differences between purely linear erosion-transport theory (that is, linear in gradient; Figures 8A,C and
9A,C) and threshold-linear theory (Figures 8B,D and 9B,D) are quite striking. Non-linear behaviour arising from
a detachment threshold also impacts the time scale of landscape response to perturbations. For example, Baldwin
et al. (2003) showed that a rapid decline in erosion rate with decreasing gradient implies that topography can
survive much longer than conventional erosion theory (such as the famous 'stream power' law) implies. In other
words, a threshold-linear erosion law provides a plausible explanation for long-lived topography in ancient
orogens such as the Urals and Appalachians.
The strong non-linearity introduced by detachment thresholds has important implications for drainage basin
responses to climate change. It has been hypothesized that the worldwide acceleration in erosion rates during
the past 2-4 Ma is a direct result of late Cenozoic climate deterioration (Molnar and England, 1990; Zhang
et al., 2001). At first glance, this seems paradoxical because global coohng would presumably have been
accompanied by a reduction in the intensity of the hydrologic cycle. Even if this were not the case, there are
clearly some regions of the world, such as eastern Africa, that (for a variety of reasons) have undergone regional
aridification in the late Cenozoic. Two related solutions to the paradox have been suggested. The first is that
increased long-term (e.g. glacial-interglacial scale) climate variability during the late Cenozoic led to accelerated denudation because of non-linearities in geomorphic response (Zhang et al., 2001). This hypothesis is
supported by numerical landscape evolution modelling (Tucker and Slingerland, 1997). The second, related,
explanation is based on the hypothesis that, due to non-linear effects, a more variable short-term rainfall regime
can drive greater fluvial transport and erosion rates, all else being equal (Leopold, 1951; Tucker and Bras, 2000;
Molnar, 2001). Because more arid climates are typically associated with greater short-term discharge variability,
climatic drying could, paradoxically, lead to increased fluvial transport rates (Molnar, 2001). Rainfall statistics
based on the Poisson model, like the power-law stream discharge statistics cited by Molnar (2001), show
increased variability under more arid climates. For example, data compiled by Hawk (1992) from rainfall
Copyright © 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Stations in the United States show that the greatest rainfall variability, defined as the ratio of maximum monthly
average rainfall intensity to mean annual precipitation (a measure of variability similar to that used by Tucker
and Bras (2000)), occurs under arid and semi-arid climates (Figure 11). Thus, although the approach used in the
present study differs from that of Molnar (2001) in its use of a Poisson rainfall model rather than a power-law
distribution of stream discharges, the implications are the same.
Although there is some evidence in support of the stochastic-threshold theory developed in this paper, there
remains a need for more direct tests, and for extending the model to incorporate factors such as variable grain
sizes, sediment-supply effects, and dynamic adjustments in channel geometry. Direct tests are difficult because
we cannot carry out full-scale experiments. However, the predicted morphologic differences among the different
models considered here (Figures 8, 9) are distinctive enough that it should be possible in principle to discriminate between them given the right 'natural experiments'. The ideal case would be that of a channel network
incising a low-relief surface in response to a rapid but short-lived episode of base-level lowering. Examples
might include uplifted marine terraces, or rapid stream incision into low-relief terrain during the last glacial
maximum. If the threshold-linear theory is applicable, then channel networks on detachment-resistant material
and/or bedload-dominated networks should show concave-upward profiles with a sharp break at the plateau.
Suspended-load-dominated channel networks developed on easily detached sediment might show longitudinal
profiles more like those of Figure 9C.
CONCLUSIONS
Models of long-term landscape denudation must encapsulate the average effects of a spectrum of essentially
random driving forces. This is true whether the target problem is decadal-average soil loss rates on agricultural
land or average incision rates in a mountain river system over millions of years. Probabilistic modelling of storm
and flood occurrence provides a natural way to incorporate such variability. The extended theory described in
this paper makes it possible to calculate the integrated effect of a spectrum of storm events in the presence of
an erosion threshold.
Application of stochastic-threshold theory to two bedload transport models (modified Bagnold and a generic
excess-shear model) and one detachment model (excess shear stress) implies that threshold effects can induce
strongly non-linear behaviour when the threshold is large enough that fewer than about half of flood events
are capable of entraining or detaching sediment. These non-linear effects can have a significant impact on
Copyright © 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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morphology and on landscape sensitivity to tectonic and climatic forcing. The bedload transport theory predicts
that equilibrium stream profiles will be straight or have low concavity when a dimensionless supply-transport
number is below unity (representing capacity-limited behaviour), and will be more strongly concave upward
when this number is above unity (representing competence-limited behaviour). This difference in concavity is
mirrored by a strong difference in landscape texture. The detachment theory predicts that equilibrium concavity
will be unaltered by threshold effects. In all three cases, stochastic-threshold theory implies a non-linear relationship between mean erosion rate and average valley gradient (or relief). The predicted erosion-^gradient
relationship is consistent with data from experimental work (Lague et al., 2003) and DEM analyses in two field
settings (Snyder et al., 2000, 2003; Lague and Davy, 2003). Finally, threshold-induced non-linearity is shown
to have a strong impact on the dynamics and morphology of an eroding plateau. In particular, although the
details vary, each of the three threshold erosion-transport models predicts concave-upward profiles terminating
in a sharp slope break at the plateau surface.
Because the predicted morphology is distinctive at least in certain respects, the theory can in principle be
tested by analyses of field case studies in which initial and boundary conditions are reasonably well known.
Regardless of whether stochastic-threshold theory provides a more correct model of actual river basin dynamics,
the fact that the morphologic outcomes are so distinctly different from conventional erosion laws means that
there is a need for caution in applying these simpler erosion laws.
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[i] From rainfall interception at the canopy to added soil cohesion within the root zone,
plants play a significant role in directing local geomorphic dynamics, and vice versa.
The consequences at the regional scale, however, are known in less quantitative terms.
In light of this, the numerical Channel-Hillslope Integrated Landscape Development
model is equipped with coupled vegetation-erosion dynamics, allowing for sensitivity
analysis on the various aspects of vegetation behavior. The processes considered are plant
growth, plant death, and the additional resistance imparted by plants against erosion. With
each process is associated a single parameter, whose effects on the spatiotemporal nature
of a 1 km^ basin is studied. Through their inhibition of erosion, plants steepened the
topography and reduced drainage density, yet, in doing so, made erosive events more
extreme. Plants more susceptible to erosion act to decouple neighboring cells and cause
extensive and perennial network and channel adjustments.
INDEX TERMS: 1824 Hydrology:
Geomorphology (1625); 1851 Hydrology: Plant ecology; 3210 Mathematical Geophysics: Modeling; 1815
Hydrology: Erosion and sedimentation; KEYWORDS: ecogeomorphology, fluvial, erosion, landscape, modeling
Citation: Collins, D. B. G., R. L. Bras, and G. E. Tucker (2004), Modeling the effects of vegetation-erosion coupling on landscape
evolution,/. Geophys. Res., 109, F03004, doi:10.1029/2003JF000028.
1.

Introduction

[2] Vegetation has been long considered an important
ingredient of geomorphic processes. Lyell [1834, p. 113]
remarks that
.■
K „,n^chn,i,=
It IS well„,known .v.,
that a cover offKherbages
and shrubs n,,vnvnf..K.
may protect a
loose soil from being carried away by rain, or even by the ordinary
action of a river, and may prevent hills of loose sand from being
blown away by the wind; for the roots bind together the separate
particles into a firm mass and the leaves intercept the rainwater, so
that it dries up gradually, instead of flowing off in a mass and with
great velocity.
Root cohesion and diminished mnoff are identified here as
contributors to reduced erosion. These themes are echoed in
Viles's [1990] synopsis of biogeomorphology and in many
accounts of geomorphic response to land use change.
[3] The expansion of pinyon-juniper woodlands in the
western United States in the last 100 years has led to
accelerated erosion, threatening long-term ecosystem stability and productivity [Wilcox et al, 1996]. The cause is
competition-induced loss of the subcanopy and subsequent
weakening of the protective vegetative soil cover. The
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combined effect of agriculture following logging in North
Fish Creek, Wisconsin, from the late 1880s resulted in
threefold increases in flood peaks and fivefold increases
-^^ sediment loads [Fitzpatrick and Knox, 2000]. Further
examples are provided by Clark and Wilcock [2000],
DeRosB ct ol.
. [199?,],
>■
■" ORA NortcUjf
, ., Bt^al {1990],
^ /• xWastt&^mg
•
the diversity and complexity of vegetation-erosion
interactions.
. , „, i_,_„„t. -f opnmnmlin1n(rv nn eonlnpv have
W 1^ impacts Ot geomorpnology on ecology nave
also been Studied, most notably by Hack and UOOdlett
[1960] in the central Appalachians of the United States:
forest form changes with topography. Thorn [1967],
p^^j^p ^„^ Chewings [1996], Florinsky and Kuryakova
[1995]^ and Nichols et al. [1998] reiterate this observation
-^ ^ diverse array of ecosystems, highlighting issues of
erosion and sedimentation, slope aspect, and soil moisture
accumulation,
^^-^ These regional effects result from plant-scale changes
jjj geomorphic processes, of which Lyell [1834] mentioned
but a few. They may be hydrologic, hydraulic, chemical, or
ggotechnical in nature.
j-gj Y\m\. canopies intercept rainfall, changing its volume, pathway (stemflow versus throughfall), and erosiv{(y^ all of which are species-dependent [Aldridge and
Jackson, 1968; Gregory and Walling, 1973; Lee, 1980;
Mosley, 1982; Woo et al, 1997; Wainwright et al, 2000].
Surface
litter. rprovides
^"^
r^
j r^fiirther
/ ; protection
,r.nm against
j 1 raindrop
* .
impact [Geddes and Dunkerley, 1999] and also acts to
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Store water [Sala and Calvo, 1990]. The soil's infiltration
capacity and hydraulic conductivity are generally increased
by the presence of roots and vacant macropores [Whipkey,
1966; Nassifand Wilson, 1975; Greenway, 1987; Newman et
al, 1998], while transpiration reduces the soil moisture and
pore pressures [Brenner, 1973; Federer, 1973; Biddle,
1983].
[7] Flow resistance may increase or decrease, depending
on the distribution of surface plants and debris [Chow, 1959;
Reid, 1989; Smock et al, 1989; Prosser and Slade, 1994;
Abrahams et al, 1995; Prosser et al, 1995]. These hydraulic effects, in conjunction with the additional cohesion
offered by roots, are considered responsible for elevated
thresholds for sediment entrainment [Graf, 1979; Reid,
1989; Prosser and Slade, 1994; Prosser et al, 1995]. In
studying a montane area of Colorado, Gra/[1979] identified
a biomass-dependent critical tractive force of channel flow
separating cut from uncut channels. Similarly, Reid [1989]
and Prosser and Slade [1994] have determined a range of
critical shear stresses corresponding to various vegetation
states.
[8] Slope stability may also increase or decrease in
response to plant roots. In addition to subsurface hydrologic
changes, plants may anchor regolith to itself or to bedrock
and transmit wind and surcharge forces [Greenway,
1987; Preston and Crozier, 1999]. Much work has been
conducted on root strength [O'Loughlin, 1974; Ziemer,
1981; Terwilliger and Waldron, 1991; Schmidt et al.,
2001]. Changes in landslide occurrence are often associated
with changes in land use, particularly logging, in microclimate and in climate [Glade, 2003; Jakob, 2000; Johnson
and Wilcock, 2002; Trauth et al, 2000].
[9] The most notable process affected by vegetation on
which Gilbert [1877] commented was the heightened rate of
chemical weathering associated with plant growth and
decay. More quantitative assessments of the role of biologically associated chemicals and the mechanical stress of
plant roots have been made since [Yatsu, 1988; Viles, 1990;
Lucas, 2001].
[10] An ideal testing ground and nursery for hypotheses
of regional ecogeomorphology is numerical simulation.
Numerical modeling of abiotic landscape evolution has
progressed extensively since Culling's [1960] seminal work.
In addition to the standard fluvial component [Willgoose et
al, 1991; Howard, 1994; Tucker and Slingerland, 1996;
Tucker and Bras, 2000], the register of simulated processes
includes tectonics [Koons, 1989; Beaumont et al, 1992;
Tucker and Slingerland, 1994], mass wasting [Densmore et
al, 1997; Howard, 1997; Densmore et al, 1998], and
seepage erosion [Howard, 1995; Luo, 2001]. Often, consideration will be made of the biotic environment, such as
the effects vegetation has on flow hydraulics and sediment
transport [Mitas and Mitasova, 1998; Coulthard et al,
2000; Evans and Willgoose, 2000], but these are generally
static, exogenous factors.
[11] Of the models that address the dynamic behavior of
vegetation, and its effect on erosion, most notable are the
agricultural Water Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP)
[Flanagan and Nearing, 1995] and the geomorphic models
of Kirkby [1995], Benda and Dunne [1997], Howard
[1999], Lancaster et al [2001], and Gabet and Dunne
[2003]. Foci of the latter set include mass wasting and root
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Figure 1. A set of nodes and their corresponding Voronoi
cells. Surface discharge passes from node to node across
cell edges.
cohesion, fire, disturbance and fluvial erosion thresholds,
and hydrologic and climatologic processes. A report by
Tucker and Bras [1999] is the source of the vegetation
model explored here and will be detailed in section 2.1.
2.

Model Formulation
[12] The numerical model used in this research is the
Channel-Hillslope Integrated Landscape Development
(CHILD) model [Lancaster, 1998; Tucker and Bras, 1999,
2000; Tucker et ai, 2001a, 2001b]. The more relevant
features of the model are presented here; highlighted are
the vegetation-related modifications of Tucker and Bras
[1999].
[13] CHILD imitates landscape evolution by simulating
discrete rainfall events, routing the runoff through an
elevation field, and deforming this field according to an
interplay of various geomorphic processes. This field is
represented by a triangular irregular network of nodes
defining a mesh of Voronoi polygons (Figure 1). In these
simulations the distribution of polygon geometries is essentially uniform. Channel width is determined from hydraulic
geometry relationships [Leopold and Haddock, 1953] and is
embedded within a cell, over which channel changes are
averaged. The geomorphic processes considered here are
fluvial erosion, hillslope diffusion, and tectonic uplift or
base-level lowering. Sequential change in the elevation field
is represented by
&
dt

dz.
— U — e-f-nTlcrcepi

(0

where U is the rate of uniform and steady tectonic uplift or
base-level lowering, e is the fluvial erosion rate, and (dz/
901 creep is the difftisional flux.
[14] Each iteration comprises a storm event, uniform in
space and time, and an interstorm period. Storm and
interstorm durations are independent exponential random
variables, as is the storm intensity. The distributions have
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Table 1. Fixed Model Parameter Values

means of !„ Tt, and P, respectively [Eagleson, 1978]:
Rainfall intensity

f{P)=jsxpi-P/P)

(2)

ATr)=J-CXp{-Tr/fr]

(3)

Storm duration

Parameter
U, mm yr '
/c, mm h
P, mmh~'
T„ days
Tt, days
femyr"'
k„ kg-'-' m'-' s^

Value
0.1
0
1.6
0.5
6.5
0.01
0.1
1.5
1.5
0.45
-0.15
0.7

1 kg m-""' yr""
Interstorm duration

/(7i)=^exp(-Vn).
n

(4)

[is] CHILD permits the use of a number of runoff
production schemes. In this study, Horton (infiltrationexcess) runoff is assumed, in which the precipitation rate,
P, less the infiltration rate, /„ amounts to the rate of runoff,
q, yielded by each Voronoi cell:
P>Ic
P<Ic'

.-{•"-'■^

(5)

where a is the Voronoi cell area. Surface runoff at a point
becomes the sum of the contributions of the upstream and
local sources.
[i6] A Hortonian model is adopted for simplicity's sake,
reducing the direct applicability to fewer environments.
Compared with saturation excess generation, the only
tangible difference will likely lie in shorter hillslope lengths.
Thus the dynamics of fluvial erosion-vegetation coupling
would likely be comparable.
[n] Sediment transport processes on hillslopes, soil
creep, and rain splash are modeled as a linear diffiision
process [e.g.. Culling, I960]:
&
dt

= k,V\

(6)

where kj is a diffusion transport coefficient. Other forms of
mass wasting (landslides, debris flows) are not considered,
again for simplicity's sake. This limits the applicability of
the model to low-relief regions and justifies the linear
diffusion model.
[is] Fluvial erosion and sediment transport is based on an
excess stream power, or excess shear stress, model [Tucker
and Bras, 2000]:
_(kb{r-rcY
\
0

■
:

T>Tc
T<Tc

T = k,Q"'''A""'S"'',
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(7)
(8)

where e is the sediment detachment rate, kt is an
erodibility parameter, T is the applied local shear stress,
Tc is the critical shear stress, a threshold for sediment
entrainment, p is a. parameter that depends on the mode of
sediment transport, k, is a hydraulic roughness coefficient,
Q is the volumetric discharge, A is the drainage area, and
mb, ma, and nb are exponents that depend on the nature of
the detachment process. Values for the coefficients used
are in Table 1.

mb
ma
nb

[i9] For the purposes of this work the entire catchment is
considered detachment limited, akin to a number of other
studies [Seidl and Dietrich, 1992; Anderson, 1994; Howard
et al, 1994; Tucker and Slingerland, 1994, 1996, 1997;
Moglen and Bras, 1995]. This is somewhat justified by the
caprock effect cohesive vegetation plays in protecting the
soil. All runoff erosion is thus sediment flux Itom the basin.
[20] One underlying assumption of the model is that
regolith is sufficiently thick not to alter the erosional
processes. Weathering rate, buffered by regolith thickness,
is implicitly assumed to keep pace with surficial erosion. As
a by-product, the strong association between vegetation and
weathering becomes redundant.
2.1. Dynamic Vegetation Modeling
[21] As discussed in section 1, vegetation affects landscape evolution in a multitude of ways. However, this
model is not an attempt to reproduce a landscape per se
but rather to better understand the mechanisms by which the
landscape operates. This cannot be accomplished without an
isolated sensitivity analysis of such mechanisms. A bare
ecogeomorphic minimum is to include both vegetation
dynamics and a coupling with the erosion, as set forward
by Tucker and Bras [1999].
[22] The state variable used to describe vegetation is the
channel and riparian vegetation density, V. The variable V
ranges from 0 to 1 and represents the proportional coverage
at or near ground level. It can be taken to represent either a
single plant species or a community. As these channels may
be ephemeral in both hydrologic and erosional senses, what
channel vegetation exists need not be aquatic.
2.1.1. Vegetation Growth
[23] Following disturbance, vegetation will begin to
regrow and colonize newly cleared land. Growth is often
modeled with a logistic equation, in which growth rates are
small both at low density (reproduction limited) and at high
density (resource limited) [e.g., Thornes, 1990]. However, as
the present focus is on channel and riparian vegetation only
and given the proximity of both nonchannel and uneroded
channel plants as well as the fecundity of plants in general,
the reproduction limitation on growth rate is less consequential. This yields the following mathematical relation:

rfK_J_
dt "T;

(1 - V),

(9)

where T^ is a growth timescale of the particular vegetation
communities. Therefore, simulated here, the only resource
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for which plants compete is space, a proxy for photosynthetically active radiation. This is not to disregard the
importance of soil moisture, nutrients, and other factors
controlling growth: These are considered to play secondary
roles.
[24] Tv represents the time taken for a plant to grow to a
stage where it can noticeably limit erosion. This is distinct
from the time until maturity or average height. Three years
has been considered the length of uninterrupted time
required for blue gramma {Bouteloua gracilis), a tufted
perennial grass, to establish to a point where it can withstand large erosion events in gully rehabilitation efforts in
Colorado (J. Kulbeth, personal commimication, 2000). For
attributes of the plant functional types being considered,
grasses and smaller shrubs as well as climate, a useful range
of experimental values is thus T^ (years) €{1,2, 3,5, 10}.
The growth time constant will vary among species, but here
we adopt a single value to represent the plant community as
a whole,
2.1.2. Vegetation Loss
[25] In nature, plants die and are removed by a wide
variety of processes, such as fire, herbivory, and resource
stress. Here only loss due to fluvial erosion is considered as
it is the fluvial properties of vegetation that are being
explored. Thus as regolith is removed at the chaimel head,
bottom, or bank, so too is the vegetation rooted into that
substrate. This necessarily depends upon the tendency of
basal erosion to undermine or stress plants. Undermining of
plants would depend on the vertical root distribution for
each plant within the community, the soil cohesion, and
nominal plant surcharge and wind loading. Stress, which
may be seen as starving a plant of water and nutrients by
dislocating its reservoir, in turn depends on plant physiology
and root distribution. It is thus not a trivial matter to relate
soil loss to vegetation loss. The simplest of models, a linear
dependence on excess shear stress, is therefore used:
-K,V(T

dt

\

■

Tc)

0

T > Tc
T<Tc'

(10)

in which Ky is a species-dependent vegetation erodibility
parameter.
[26] Equation (10) has no quantitative basis as of yet,
making K^ the parameter about which the least is known.
For this reason the initial stage of the study simulated
landscapes with expected values of the different parameters
in an attempt to identify the range of values of Ky that
yielded realistic landforms. The criterion for an acceptable
value was a satisfactory slope for a given drainage area; the
value of ^v obtained was 1 Pa~' yr . To study the effect of
this parameter on the landscape, it was varied over two
orders of magnitude: Ky (Pa"' yr~') € {0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10}.
2.1.3. Erosion Reduction by Plants
[27] Vegetation would modify many of the process models within CHILD: the precipitation volume, infiltration
capacity, hydraulic roughness, detachment coefficient,
detachment threshold, and diffusion coefficient. Yet for the
purpose of a focused study, only one is selected. Arguably,
the most important process to consider is the governing
regolith erodibility. In an excess shear stress model this is
described by three parameters, k/,, TC, and/?, and experiments
on Tc have been the most rigorous [Reid, 1989; Prosser
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and Slade, 1994; Prosser et al, 1995]. From these data,
conservative thresholds for sediment detachment and entrainment for a range of conditions and species, generally
herbaceous, may be extracted. The effective critical shear
stress, Tc, is thus modeled as the sum of resistances imparted
by the soil's cohesion, TC^, and the addition due to the
protective vegetation, TC,M factored by local vegetation
density.
Tc — Tc,^ -r rTc^v

(11)

The critical shear stress due to the soil alone is assumed
constant, while that due to a plant community is dynamic
and species-, or community-, dependent. This permits
spatially and temporally variable critical shear stresses.
[28] A range of total critical shear stresses of 20-200 Pa
appears to represent a wide range of vegetation states from
bare ground to a secure, resistant vegetation cover of herbs
and shrubs. Taking a mean value to be 100 Pa and the
contribution from soil alone, T,,^, to be 20 Pa, the mean
contribution from plants is considered 80 Pa. A range of
useful values, to cover a wide range of plant conditions or
species, is therefore TC,V (Pa) € {20, 50, 80, 130, 180}.
2.2. Simulation Procedure
[29] Numerical simulations of landscape evolution are
performed, in which each parameter of the vegetation model
is varied to ascertain its effect on the nature of a generalized
low-relief landscape with semiarid grassland and Hortonian
overland flow. No attempt is made to validate the model as
it is intended solely as a framework to explore potential
impacts of vegetation-erosion coupling in long-term landscape evolution.
[30] The initial topography for each simulation was a 1 x
1 km plateau, with an elevation of 300 m and with an
average node spacing of 50 m. Drainage is only permitted
through a single comer of the domain. Simulations, thus
started, are left to evolve until some long-term equilibrium
condition is reached. This was a subjective decision based
on consistency of the mean elevation time series over a
suitably long simulation time. Since the nature of the
equilibrium dynamics were unknovra before simulating,
no quantitative measure was used to identify its onset. After
each simulation had reached equilibrium the areal mean
elevation and vegetation density were recorded each year
for 500,000 years. During this time the complete spatial
description (elevation and vegetation cover) of the landscape was recorded at most every 20,000 years.
[31] There are 14 simulations in total, covering 14 sets of
parameter values. Since essentially two questions are asked,
two control runs are developed. The first control case does
not incorporate the effects of vegetation and is denoted
"Bare." The second incorporates median values of each
vegetation parameter, allowing a base for sensitivity analyses, and is denoted "Basic." For each of the three vegetation parameters, four additional simulations were run, with
the parameters and nomenclature as in Table 2.
3.

Topography

[32] The most striking evidence of vegetation-dominated
erosion is in the topographies of the Bare and Basic
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Table 2. The 14 Simulations With Their Set of Vegetation
Parameter Values
Simulation

T^,„ Pa

Bare
Basic
Taul
Tau2
Tau4
Tau5

0
80
20
50
130
180
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80

Tvl
Tv2
Tv4
Tv5
Kvl
Kv2
Kv4
Kv5
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, years

3
3
3
3
3
1
2
5
10
3
3
3
3
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Figure 3. Slope-area (S-A) relationships for the equilibrium Bare and Basic landscapes of Figure 2, again showing
the difference in slopes and hillslope lengths.

simulations (Figure 2). The vegetated landscape has greater
relief and is dissected less than its barren counterpart. This
is likewise apparent in their slope-area relationships
(Figure 3), which show a greater intercept of the fluvial
slope-area (S-A) portion and a greater hillslope length for the
vegetated simulation. These results are simply the projection
of a higher critical shear stress, dynamic or not, on fluvial
incision. While concavity remains constant, the greater
threshold increases slopes and requires a greater drainage
area to be exceeded before the onset of channelization, with
the concomitant reduction in drainage density. Our analysis
of the S-A relationships indicates that higher and steeper
slopes result from higher T^.V and lower K^- respectively; no
discernible difference arises from variation of T^.
Bare

[33] While the fluvial portions of the S-A relations
presented thus far are exceedingly straight, two simulations,
Kv4 and Kv5, produced more scattered data (Figure 4).
These simulations dealt with vegetation that is particularly
susceptible to loss from erosion. The scatter is a result of
over an order of magnitude greater number of cells whose
flow direction changes during 500,000 years of equilibrium
simulation compared with other simulations. These changes
occurred predominantly in the hillslopes and lower-order
channels but caused large downstream variations in drainage area, continually perturbing the channel and preventing
attainment of a consistent grade.
[34] Differences in shear stress between neighboring
cells, which inevitably arise, allow for a longitudinal variation in erosion rate. One cell may be eroding, while its
neighbor is not. With a rapid loss of vegetation in the
eroding cell, erosion is accentuated. The high Ky therefore
acts to decouple spatially distributed cells, in tum instigating flow direction changes.
4. Time Series
[35] To assess the actual dynamics of an equilibrium
landscape, time series of spatial mean elevation, z, erosion
rate, E, and vegetation density, V, are considered. Elevation

1000

jli'K

Basic
0}

a.
o

.\ •

CO

10

-2

10°
1000
Figure 2. Equilibrium basins of the unvegetated Bare and
vegetated Basic simulations. The barren landscape has
lower relief and is more dissected.

Drainage Area (m^)
Figure 4. Landscapes with highly erodible vegetation,
Kv5, exhibiting scattered S-A data in the fluvial domain, a
result of numerous changes in flow direction upstream and
subsequent fluctuations in fluvial drainage area.
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Figure 5. Mean elevation and vegetation cover 500,000 year time series for Bare, Basic, and Kv5.
and vegetation density are those values at the beginning of a
time step of A?. The mean erosion rate over this time is
obtained as
E=U-

It

'

(12)

which, in the detachment limited system, equals sediment
flux.
[36] Figure 5 illustrates mean elevation and vegetation
dynamics of Bare, Basic, and Kv5 at the centennial resolution for 500,000 years. Bare and Kv5 represent two
extremes, unvegetated and easily destroyed vegetation;
Basic represents average vegetation conditions. The Bare
and Basic elevation series are both rough, although the latter
is slightly less so. All other simulations, save Kv4 and Kv5,
resemble the Bare and Basic time series in this regard, as do
their vegetation time series. There are subtle differences,
however: Our analysis indicates that the variance of the
mean elevation increases steadily with greater TC,V and that a
similar trend is observed for K^, while no such trend is
evident for Ty. This increased variability derives from the
destabilizing effect of temporarily increased slopes, which,
once devegetated, find themselves oversteepened. Much
larger erosive events are thus outcomes of more erosionretardant vegetation. This highlights an issue of timescales:
On the short term, strong vegetation may reduce erosion, yet
after equilibrium is attained, net erosion is the same as
without vegetation.
[37] Closer inspection of the Basic and Kv5 elevation time
series spanning the first 50,000 years of the equilibrium
series accentuates the differences between the two simulations (Figure 6). Kv5 is more continuous, with fewer abrupt,
yet consequentially larger, erosive events. These events

follow long periods of steady net uplift. It is not these
calm periods that cause such variation but rather the
extensive loss of highly erodible vegetation during erosive
storms. The increased variability in erosion as Ky increases
implies that the dynamic vegetation provides inertia to a
changing landscape.
[38] Spectral analysis of the time series (Figure 7)
shows that the elevation series of Basic is a random
walk process with uncorrelated white noise: the erosion.
Vegetation density similarly shows no dominant frequency,
a reasonable outcome given the strong coupling with
erosion. These observations are essentially identical for
all simulations except Kv4 and Kv5, and only in the erosion
series power spectrum do they differ. For landscapes with
highly erodible vegetation the erosion events are not
uncorrelated. Instead, they also resemble a random walk, a
fiirther indication that the landscape characteristic possesses
momentum. The breaking of symmetry between the vegetation and erosion spectra supports the spatial decoupling of
erosion and vegetation to which the flow direction changes
have been attributed, modulating the climate's stochastic
signal.
5.

Blogeography

[39] The time series show a landscape covered almost
perennially with vegetation, interrupted intermittently by
erosive events. Figure 8 depicts the probability distribution
of vegetation states drawn from the entire set of Basic
spatial data. It shows that the number of frilly vegetated
cells exceeds the others by two orders of magnitude and
that no cells have cover <99.7%. Since nonunity cover
equates to active erosion, this provides an indication
of the drainage density but also shows that despite a
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Basic over 500,000 years. The majority of states are fully
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distinctly fluvial signature in the S-A data, channels are
almost entirely vegetated.
[4o] Dense cover is depicted in two consecutive vegetation maps of Basic (Figure 9). The sparser cells trace the
drainage network, which is essentially constant. There are
marginally fewer cells with subunity density in Figure 9b,
indicating a reduction in active erosion and thus of instantaneous drainage density. Additionally, it is not the outlet
that is more sparsely covered but rather the tributary nearest
the outlet. This nonmonotonic variation of vegetation density along channels reflects the nonmonotonic nature of
incision and excess shear stress.
[4i] To explore the variability of vegetation states, and
their correlation with drainage area, consider the proportion
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of time a cell is folly vegetated, F^,. As erosion necessarily
causes a loss of vegetation, perpetual foil cover (Vji =
100%) implies a perennial absence of fluvial erosion;
Figure 10 shows that 63% of the domain are these pure
hillslopes. The distribution is bimodal, however, with the
lower mode corresponding to the more fluvial reaches.
Mapped onto an averaged S-A diagram of Basic (Figure 11),
one sees a separation in data based on Vj,. These contours
obey the same scaling as the fluvial regime and indicate
two important issues: (1) delineation of a specific drainage
area as the divide between hillslope and channel is invalid
and (2) inside the cloud of data points within the traditional
hillslope region lie cells that are ephemeral channels in
an erosional sense; the dominance of either erosion or
diffusion fluctuates over time. These channels no longer have
1000

400

60

Figure 10. Distribution of Vj„ the duration a cell is fully
vegetated over the entire Basic simulation. Cells with full
time coverage are perennial hillslopes. The lower mode
corresponds to the fluvial reaches.
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Figure 9. Two vegetation maps for Basic (with different scales) show the spatial and temporal
variability of vegetation cover. With vegetation density related to erosion intensity, there is evidence of
discontinuous incision.
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it may be termed ecogeomorphology for its attempt to couple
the abiotic and biotic aspects of a landscape into one. As
such, the model formulation may act as a springboard for
more research bridging the two composite sciences.
[44] Variations in K„ on the other hand, produced both
static and dynamic changes. Plants that are less easily
removed with their substrate allow for a steeper landscape,
but by restraining change, erosion variability is less. Plants
lost at even a hint of erosion perpetuate said erosion, with
dynamics notably divergent from the other simulations,
modulating the climate's stochastic signal.
[45] Adding to work of numerous previous authors, these
model results illustrate some intricacies of dynamic vegetation in the context of erosion and solidify long-standing
observations. Vegetation makes landscapes steeper but
sometimes at the expense of making erosion events more
V.sSdtL
,/Sdt
^
variable. In an engineering context, such variability transdt
v=i
lates to greater hazard or management cost. Vegetation
V^j < 60%
imparts inertia to a landscape by resisting both the inception
•60%<V <100%
and cessation of erosion, modulating the dynamics of the
exogenous forcings. Vegetation also reduces drainage denV^=100%
dt
sity and highlights the fransient and variable nature of
erosionally active channel extent.
ln(Drainage Area)
[46] Despite having varied the three vegetation parameFigure 11. V^t used to discriminate regions based on the ters independently, it is likely that there are physiological
varying dominance of diffusive and fluvial processes. correlations between each one. The strategy of early sucThe perennial channel is essentially purely fluvial, and cessional plants, for example, is to establish and grow
the hillslope is purely difflisional. The ephemeral channel, in quickly as they are out-competed by other species in the
an erosional sense, is governed at times by fluvial erosion and face of disturbances. Rapid growth necessitates an absence
of sturdy construction. Additionally, roots that bind the soil
at other times by diffusion.
better, limiting erosion, are also likely to keep a plant intact
should erosion indeed occur. Exceptions to these rules
a distinct head in time, nor is this channel head uniformly include a plant's litter production and low-lying foliage,
definable in S-A terms across the landscape. While these both of which would retard sediment detachment but may
results are highlighted with the inclusion of vegetation, this
not prevent a plant from being loosed itself
is a purely abiotic phenomenon as it is the variation of
[47] Channels filled with vegetation pose no dilemma at
applied shear stress derived from the stochastic climate that the 1 km^ scale, but for larger basins, should this phenomcauses fluctuations in channel head location, and it is the
network geometry that is likely the cause of the spatially enon persist, model reality breaks down. Extending the
basin scale accordingly would be a method of testing this
variable nature of these channel heads. Both of these hypothesis, and should vegetation remain, the model must
phenomena deserve more attention outside the context of a be modified. Accounting for soil moisture or distinguishing
vegetation mantle.
soil and debris are reasonable solutions as plants
[42] Since there are no tangible differences arising from between
are less likely to grow where there is no soil, or where they
variations in T^, and since mean vegetation density was
inundated.
always near unity, it follows that these timescales of are[48]forever
The model requires further development, in validaregrowth were always much faster than the timescale of tion and in extension of the biological and physical proerosion, a product of the storm arrival and intensity distri- cesses discussed earlier. This will be duly pursued in
bution. Two possible alternatives to this exist: growth and
colonization rates should be slower and hence timescales subsequent work.
longer; and the recurrence interval of erosion should be
[49] Acknowledgments. This work was supported financially by
shorter. The former may be addressed by controlling plant
Headquarters under the Earth System Science Fellowship Grant
mortality in more ways than one, such as through drought or NASA
NGT5-ESS/00-0000-0085. We also wish to thank the Army Research
grazing. When there is a drought, there would be no Office (DAAD19-01-1-05I3) and the National Research Council of Italy
erosion, and no loss due to erosion, but there would likely Discussions with Nicole Gasparini, Vanessa Teles, and Erkan Istanbulluoglu
of particular help in this research as were the comments of the
be loss due to water stress; thus storms following a drought were
editors and three anonymous reviewers.
would have more potential to erode. This, in effect, equates
to the second alternative, of more frequent erosion.
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